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SEEK TO OUST PRINCIPAL J. W. FALL S
Saints Send Special
Message
To
Ike
pray

I Meet At Defender Awards Program

GREETS LANE PREXY —
Mayor Edmund Orgill (right)
greets Dr. C A. Kirkendoll,
president of Lane College.
Jackson Tenn, at the TriState Defender's Second An.
foalMerit Awards Program

Tuesday evening at Universal
I.ife Insurance •company. Dr.
Kirkelndoll was the principal
speaker for the occasion and
delivered a challenging address
on human relations. Three Negroes and three whites receiv-

I

ed engraved plagues for their
contributions toward human
relations in the community.
Mayor Orgill. a Merit Award
winner in 1956, was a special
guest at the program. (Withers
photo)

6Receive Merit AwardsIn Human
Relations At Defender's Program
log to effect better understanding
between local -law enforcement
If America's democratic practices are ever to equal representatives and the Negro
Its democratic philosophy, it will be brought about only public," and it was presented to
through the combined efforts of the church, school, press, him by Rev. W. L. Varnado, pastor of the Jackson Avenue Bapradio and television.
tist church.
Dr. C. E. Kirkendoll, president of Lane college, em- MR. SCOTT
Willard W. Scott received one
phasized that during a luncheon
gathering at the second annual Mt. Pisgah CME church; Willard of this year's presentations "For
Tri-State Defender's Mcrit Awards W. Scott, vice president of the noteworthy leadership in the greatprogram in the assembly room National Bank of Commerce; Lt. er Memphis race relations comof Universal Life Insurance com- George W. Lee, manager of the, mittee which established communication between the races in
pany on Tuesday evening.
Atlanta Life Insurance company's 1
The awards program was the Memphis office and Republican the interest of community harfeature event of the Tri-State De- leader; and Clark Porteous, vet- mony." Prof. Blair T. Hunt prefender's anniversary observance eran staff writer of the Memphis sented the plaque to Mr. Scott
in behalf of the Tri-State Defendservice in the Tri-State area.
Press-Scimitar.
er.
Each year the Merit Awards reRev. Turner, t h e first person
cipents are announced in March, outside the Memphis area to re- TOP NEWSMAN
as part of National Negro News- ceive the award from the Tri- The award to Memphis Presspaper 'Week celebration, and the State Defender, could not be pres- Scimitar staff writer, Clark Portawards are presented during the ent to receive his plaque, pre- eous was made by Tri-State Demonth of November, anniversary sented for the newspaper by Tay- fender Editor L. Alex Wilson.
month of the newspaper.
lor C. Hayes of the Hayes Funeral The citation read: "For enlightHome, but it was accepted for enment and good will brought to
THE WINNERS
community in keeping with the
This year's awards went to Rev. him by Dr. S. A. ('won, one of
highest tradition of the press, and
Pad W. Turner, pastor of the last year's recipients.
First Baptist church in Clinton, The citation for Rev. Turner See AWARDS Page 2
Tenn.: Dr. Hollis F. Price, pres- read: ''For outstanding moral and
ident of LeMoyne college; Rev. physical courage in the Clinton
D. Warner Browning, pastor of situation despite personal dangers
involved."
1111111111111111111111111111111111111Mun111111111111111111111111111 DR. PRICE
Dr. Hollis F. Price, who is presently in Liberia, West Africa,
was cited "For his personal efforts and the noteworthy contributions of his college toward betSenator Estes Kefauver will RP- human relations in the Mempear at Universal Life Insurance phis community." Ernest Hooper,
company. of 480 Linden, on Dec. acting president of LeMoyne col6. at 3 p. m., in the firm's assemb- lege, received the award for him
from Prof. Levi Watkins, presily room.
The general public is invited to dent of S. A. Owens Junior colmeet him and to hear his -report lege.
on developments of interest in REV. BROWNING
the nation.
The newspaper's award to Rev.
D. Warner Browning was "For
11111111111111111I11111111111111108111111111111111111111111011111111 constructive
efforts in attempt-

For
President's
Recovery

Delegates to the opening session of the 50th Golden Jubilee
of the Church of God in Christ
paused amid their services last
week at Mason's Temple to offer
special prayer for President Eisenhower.
In a telegram, signed by Bishop
C. II. Mason, the 96-year-old
founder .of the .religious .movement, the members said, "After
three days of fasting and prayer
for men everywhere, the news ot
your recent sickness came to our
attention. The -delegation, repro
senting thousands of members,
offer special prayer for your complete and immediate recovery."
STREAMING TO CITY
The delegates to the Jubilee
Convocation were arriving in
Memphis this week from all parts
of the globe. At least our representative from Russia, a spokesman for the group said, was in
attendance at this year's session.
'GREATER FAVOR'
Bishop Harrison B. Richardson.
who presides over the churches
in Massachusetts but lives in
Waterbury. Conn., said that he is
very happy over the state of re

Will This Be Source Of Trouble.

An eight member delegation
from the White Haven Negro Cl.
vie club met with the Shelby
County Board of Education Monday to call for the removal
l'rof. Joseph W. Falls as princi.
pal of (leder High school.
If this demand among others
which the group outlined at the
Board meeting, are not met, the
delegation, led by its president.
William H. Reed, hinted that they
might use the "ace up o u r
sleeve." When asked if this "ace"
referred to might be integration.
Mr. Reed said that it was "very'
See BOARD Page 2

Mother
Superior

FORCED INTEGRATION —
When it comes to making money, the matter of integration of
sorts is tolerated even in the
heart of Dixie. The business to
be housed in the building shown
is evidence of tangible nature.
Located in a Negro neighborhood, the structure will house
a Mexican restaurant, providing service exclusively for

Junior Civic
Clubs Elect
Staff For '58
The Bluff City and Shelby Council of the Junior Civic Clubs met
at the Abe Scharff branch of the
YMCA on Saturday. Nov. 23, to
elect its officers for 1958.
The organization is composed of
representatives from various civic
clubs throughout the city and
county.
Those elected to serve as officers in the council are Edward
Smith, president, of the Orange
Mound Junior Civic League: Josephine Watkins, first vice president, of the New Chicago Civic
League; Pearly Williams, second
vice president, of the 48th Ward
Civic League Jeartine Bell, secretary, of the Douglass Bungalow
and Crump Junior Civic League.
OTHER OFFICERS
Others elected to offices In the
organization include Ora Lee
White, assistant secretary, of the
White Haven Junior Civic league;
Mary Jo Irons, corresponding secSee ELECT Page 2

Invited To Meet
Senator Kefauver

THANKSGIVING
AND DIPLOMA — That was the coin•
hinalion which tharacterized a
program
Pre-Thanksgiving
presented by the freshman
class of Henderson Business
College on Nov. 27, in the
school auditorium, Rev. A. Mr•
Ewen Williams, director of the
business school, participated

place under the influence of
alcohol. The restaurant, located at 1676 Wilson was formerly
a Negro club and did have a
beer license residents point
out also that no where in
Memphis would a Negro be allower to operate such an establishment near a white resident.
ial section and a school.

More Guidance CanImproveStudent
InterestIn Science,Math Courses
EDITOR'S NOTE: This Is the final in a series
of three articles on the teaching of natural sciences
and mathematics in local schools.
The "crash" attention now being focused In America on the teaching of science and mathematics in the
schools — since Russia launched its satellite "moons" —
has aroused searching interest in what is being done in
the Negro public schools in Memphis.
According to the observation of
one veteran Memphis teacher,
who prefers not to be named, the
greatest need of pupils in the Negro schools is guidance, if they
are to meet the mounting demand for greater knowledge in
science and mathematics among
American students.
He noted that "students begin
to score low in mathematics and
science courses in the Fourth
grade . . at the completion of
the eighth grade they score on
the Sixth grade level."
TEACHERS OVERLOADED
The educator says, "This is

I

traceable In part to top-heavy
teacher loads ... with from 50
to 60 pupils in a section of a
grade." He said that the maximum number of students in white
classes is 30.
The educator also pointed out
the need for homogeneous grouping, saying, "It is believed that
students with similar ab ility
should be grouped together. More
attention should be given to this.
Heterogeneous grouping has a
tendency to retard the progress
of the bright students."
In following through on his plea
for guidance in the schools, he
said, "Guidance
is a
follow-through from the first grade
to the Twelfth grade — or should
by. Memphis schools are supposed to have assigned guidance
teachers, but these teachers have
as heavy a schedule as routine
teachers.
WHAT IS NEEDED
.
"Therefore to a great extent,
the guidance teacher's service
is ineffective. There should be a
guidance counselor in every high
school. Parents lack the knowledge to provide this necau,ary
guidance information for children.
The public school system, fairly
or unfairly, is held responsible for
the overall development of t Ii e

Mass Meeting
Set For Dec. 8

•Bury Mrs. B. Lofton,
Popular Ex-Beautician

11

whites, Last week the owners
of the building won a unanimous decision from the Memphis Licensing Commission to
sell beer. School, religious and
civic leaders protested to no
itself, fearing that Negro wont•
en and school girls (Hamilton High 13 near) will be
molested by customers at the

I

See PRAY Page 2

Freshmen Present Program

Funeral services for Mrs. Bea- vived by her husband, who retrice Lofton, former beautician, sides at 280 N. Dunlap at. He
and wife of political leader Mack
Lofton, were held Tuesday morn- works as captain of the Memphis
club. A Republican, he befling. Dee 3, at the St. Andrews County
his political career as a workAME church, with interment in gan
with the late R. R. Church,
the National Cemetery in Mem- er
and has since been associated with
phis.
Lt, George W. bee, with whom he
Mrs. Lofton, 67, died in the John
Alcorn in MisGaston hospital here from what attended college at
sissippi.
hospital authorities said was a
stroke which followed two recent Mrs. Lofton is also survived by
amputatioas of her right leg. She a sister, Mrs. Nellie Hyter. of
had been in poor health for the , Memphis. S. W. Qualls and Com•
pssi 12 years
piiny had charge of the funeral
The former beautician is au- arrangements.

Delegates
Ask That
Board Act

in the program, presenting a
diploma to a graduating student and making observation.;
about the TranksgIving season.
Feature speaker for the brief
program was Nat D- Williams.
Included in the picture taken
following the program are
seated, left to right, Misses J.
Prewitt, program chairman,

The Regional Council of Negro
Leadership for the state of Mississippi will meet at the Metropolitan Baptist church in Clarksdale on
Dec. 8, for an all-day workshop designed to help get 100,000 Negroes
on the voting registration books in
the state.
According to Aaron E. Henry,
Rosie Gillespie, Mary Curtis, exec. see, of the group, assurances
and Rev. Williams presenting have been received front the govthe diploma. Standing, same ernor's office stating that the '' ,forder. are Miss Ruby Mood. tidal policy" of the state is not
ricks, Rennie Mynor, and Miss to deprive anyone of his right to
Josephine Jones. The school's vote because of race or color. The
freshman class provided the program, Mr. Henry says will outmusic. Miss I. J. Gleeden, line ways in which every Negro
Henderson Busiiness College in Mississippi who wants to vote
executive, also participated in may do so without fear or intimithe program.
dation.
AO.

child. Hence it should accept the
challenge."
All told, the teacher quoted was
saying that the "desire to learn
mathematics and science among
Negro pupils in the Memphis
schools is largely dependent on
the amount and kind of guidance
they receive from teachers who
know what to tell them, and
how to tell them."
POOR ATMOSPHERE.
All told, the picture among the
Negro publie school pupils in
Memphis so far as interest in
and desire to learn mathematics
and science does not vary too
much from that of pupils generalSee INTEREST Page 2

ON NBC-TV DEC. 8 — Leontyne
Price, native of Mississippi, will
appear as Madame Lidoine in the
NBC Opera Company's colorcast
of "Dialogues of The Carmelites"
on NBC-TV Sunday, Dec. B. The
program will be carried in mein.
phis on Channel S. WMCT-TV be.
tween I and 3 p. IP. CST. Miss
Price portrays the Mother Super
ior of the Carmelite Order in
France who goes to her death
in the French Revolution, Milli
Price played this part to great
critical public acclaim earlier this
season in San Francisco. It will
mark her third appearance with
the NBC Opera Company.

Honor Blair T. HuntAt
Fellowship Breakfast
Elder Blair T. Hunt, pastor of the Miss. Blvd. Chris..
tian church was the guest of honor at the final First Sun.
day Breakfast given by the members of the Christian
Men's Fellowship group on Dec. 1 at the church.
In place of a guest speaker, laymen who were proeml
were given five minutes to pay
tribute to the minister for his
services to the community as a
religious leader, an educator, ash
a civic leader.
Elder Hunt has been pastor of
the Miss. Blvd. Christian church
for 36 years, and principal of
Booker T. Washington High school
for more than 20 years.

ed by men — Mrs. Daley Jarrell,
the pianist, was present at the
informal meal which concluded
the eighth year of First Sunday
morning
hreafasts Sponsored
by the group.
The first speaker to pay hi.
bide to the minister during the
one and a half hour program wag
Dr. .1. E. Walker. He was follow30 PRESENT
There were 30 members present ed by key laymen who included
Clarence
Wade, C. W. Wiun, Jesse
for the affair. Only one weman
— the food is prepared and serv- Williams, Albert S. Brown, and
Euless T. Hunt. One of the brethren, Paul Spearman, read all
original poem, which he composted for the occasion.
The organization assigns a apes.
tat Sunday to an individual member and he is responsible for the
food, and for inviting a guest
speaker for the breakfast.
BREAKFAST SPONSORS
Those who were responsible foe
the breakfasts for 1957 were Prof.
E. T. Hunt, C. W. Winn, Merle
Powell, Albert S. Brown, Denr
sey Gates, Charles
Russell,
Charles Boyle, John Gibson, Mat.
thew Jarrell, Robert Chambers,
Lawrence Wade and James T.
Chandler president of the Chris.
tian Men's Followship.
The Christian Men's Fellow.
ship is an organization within the
Christian church, Mr. J. 'I'. Chan.
dler said, which undergirds all ad

REV. HUNT

its programs.

2,
"
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Unusual Daring Spirit
Nets Riches For Woman

See Increase In Votes
But Memphis Lagging

for the unbiased reporting of sigLitton@ between the city of Mem
nificant developments"
was
phis and the Church of God in
If Negroes in the greater Mem- States Government when it
MASTER OF CEREMONY
a
Christ.
Chaplain L. A. Thigpen, of the phis area an' aver to wield po- called upon recently to make
"The church is finding greater
Kennedy VA hospital was the able tent political fore with the ballot report on the rights of minorities
favor in the eyes of, men and
master of ceremonies at the pro- box, it will only come about after in this country.
women," he said, "than it ever
gram in which Dr. Kirkendoll 80,000 of the more than 147,000 IMPRESSIVE GROWTH
has before." Ile predicted that
called upon the church, school eligible colored citizens have behusband, and
which was seat to
Five years ago Mn. Louise Smith, her
many more people will turn to
and media of communication to gun to exercise their rights at The report,
living
Secretary-General Dag Hammer
comfortable
the church in these "times of perjoin forces in bringing "true the poll.
young son were seated in the family's
This is an opinion long held in skjold for inclusion in a study beil" as they see the human inst.'.
democracy to our shores."
room in St. Louis, Mo., watching a television show, when
common by Negro leaders in the ing made by the UN subcommisthey have
the
which
se
by
upon
performances
tutions
Solo
on
appeared
riches
urging Ne- sion on the Prevention of Disa man who had gone from rags to
placed so much reliance failing
groups, the Lane college president city, who have been
crimination and the Protection of
fortune by discoverthem.
said, are ineffective in their fight groes to take a more active part
a program to tell how he had made a
in the selection of men and women Minorities pointed out that Negro
Mrs. Jessie B. Ford, of Chicago
which is mounting daily.
ing uranium out West.
local, voting in an 11-state area n the
who is state mother for North
Many people, he said, are in- who will represent them in
would have to teach her how to drive and
Many women
pres- South had grown from 150,000 in
At
offices.
national
and
state
"so
was
she
that
clined to dismiss the actions of
DIRECTING ST. NICK's Re. Dakota, said
been bored by the prospector's operate the machine. Before aban1940 to at least 1,239,300 in 1956.
50,000
approximately
are
there
ent
this
attend
could
she
that
of
governvelry this year, a charitable happy"
palaver, and switched over to "I doning the claim until Spring, she
TO OPEN CENTER — Dr. Mon- selected representatives
The states cited in the report inMemin
voters
Negro
registered
celebratwhich
convocation
teleand
year's
radio
Love Lucy," or one of the more had cleared trails and put in as- Christmas program, sponsored
tee Falls will be in charge of the ment who utilize
cluded Alabama, Arkansas, Floriphis.
anniversary.
Mason's
Bishop
es
Lue
to
the
vision
highest
denounce
by the Citizens Committee
entertaining shows, but Mrs. sessment pits on the "St.
Unity Center of Memphis, which
Louisiana, Mississip"He Is the greatest leader in wW hold dedicatory services at courts of the land as merly But the efforts of Negro leaders da, Georgia,
Council, will be popular and
smith, who was in town this week Mine," named in her honor by
throughout the Southern , pi, North Carolina, South Caroscattered
Mrs.
Christianity,"
of
history
but
the
such
techniques,
vote-getting
Johnny
Cain.
C.
attractive Miss Cora
son James.
Its new location of 1062 S. Wellingto confer with publicist
states are paying big dividends in lina, Tennessee, Texas and Virwas
Arnold, of Arnold and Associates, At first the uranium ore brought She is a senior at Father Bert- Ford said. "Net even Moses
ton at. on Dec. 8. The public is action, he said, "give courage to prestige abroad for the United ginia.
congregation
his
lead
to
CYO
ideal
allowed
American
the
of
of
Union
member
traitors
adventuress,
the
a
High
at
rand
only $8.00 a pound
invited.
was fascinated. An
thanksanctions disregard for law and
ahe had already tried her hand Carbide Corporation at Rifle, Co- and of the library staff. She for 50 years. We are so
the
allowed
has
Lord
the
that
ful
attend
order," and approves the action
to
buisdiscovered
public
mortuary
was
the
invites
it
when
and
but
lorado,
in the taxicab
of the mob.
the St. Nick's Revelry on Dec. bishop to remain with us for such
Oess, before turning to real es- that it contained vanadium, a
'REFLECTION ON CHURCH'
tate. At the time she owned ten rare substance used to harden II, beginning at 8 p.m. Mn the a long time."
The action of many persons in
Ace Theatre. Among the at. MOTHER FRAZIER
steel, the price doubled.
apartment houses.
Miss Cain's
Mother Katie Frazier, originaldenying certain rights to others
I Convince that she too might be "We haven't moved a half acre tractions under
From
Rios,
Page
(Continued
Del
1)
ly from Atlanta, Ga., who has
simply on the grounds of race,
hicky, Mrs. Smith persuaded her yet," Mrs. Smith said, "and the direction will be the
Dr. Kirkendoll said, is a reflection
the Moon Maids and James been engaged in missionary work likely."
husband, a clerk at the St. Louis claim contains 20 acres."
conqueen
16
in the Bahamas for the past
Last August, Mrs. Smith's hus- Taylor, A ki,ng and
post office, to let her go pros
Mr. Reed told the Tri-State De- upon the church's failure to acinside a passenger plane is ap.
By RUTH MONTGOMERY
door
and
held
with
years, came to the meetings
its mission in making
pectins. With her 14-year-old son band gave up his job at the post test will be
fender Tuesday that any improve- complish
prises will be awarded patrons. a large number of handicraft pro- ment at the Geeter high school "the religion of Jesus Christ work- WASHINGTON — (INS) — Pres- proximately 5,000 feet.
James, jr., she took off with their office and came out to Join the
Mrs. Lillie B. Sease Is general ducts, made by members of the would include the dismissal of able in daily living." Race rela- ident Eisenhower has told close GO BY BOAT
new Cadillac, a $600 Geiger Coun- concern.
vice chairman of the program. church there.
tions in the average Christian, he friends since his cerebral oc- Reports are circulating that
ter from Sears, and headed for GAVE UP REAL ESTATE
Principal Joseph W. Falls, because
said, is a matter beyond the clusion: "the minute I can't do some consideration is being given
Mrs. Frazier said, "I didn't call
Denver.
Mrs. Smith is no longer interestthe principal is no longer able to
myself for this work. God called
realm of religion.
HITS PAY DIRT
ed in the real estate business in
this job anymore, I'm going to to having the recuperating Prescope with the situation that ex"The store clerk, the bus driv- resign in favor of Vice President ident go to Paris by Navy Cruiser,
me, and when I responded, it was
Stopping in Denver only long St. Louis, she said. "I gave away
at the school.
ists
via the southern route. If his pronot for curiosity's sake. If I hold ''Children loiter in the halls, cut er, the salesman, the telephone Nixon."
enough to get a few pamphlets the 10 apartment houses that I
satisfactory, be
operator, the doctor, and the teachon a little bit longer, I will he
from the Atomic Energy com- owned, and I have retired the
source said gress proved
and do many other things
unimpeachable
classes,
An
er," he said, "must be led to
could then fly back to America
able to hear the Master say 'Well
mission and some information on Geiger Counter that led me to
is "pleased and gratified"
that should not take place
Ike
there
see that their daily work is not
done.'"
pfter the conference.
bow to file a claim, Mrs. Smith, that strike. It's back home in a
with the way the 44.yearold Nixin a public school," Mr. Reed
outside their religion."
ABOUT OLDEST MEMBER
who was accompanied by her son glass case. After all, it deserves
has conducted himself through- The only drawback to this plan
declared.
on
The music for the occasion
Mrs. Mary Arnett of 768 Joseonly during the summer months, a rest."
out the three emergencies induc- Is the question of time. The end
Mr. Reed, who is a World War
which included the spiritual, "Jophine St., Orange Mound, at 83,
And where is the 1952 Cadillac
started her search on the public
and 30 years of age,
ed by the President's illnesses of the year is normally the busiveteran
II
shua Fit De Battle of Jericho,"
says she is about the oldest memdomain lands in Arizona, Utah that served as Mrs. Smith's
Falls should be
He is also "eminently satisfied' est period for a U. S. President,
Prof.
that
said
and two traditional choral selecber of her church in that area,
and New Mexico. Only the big home and office as she wandered
with the Vice President's grasp since budget estimates, proposed
younger man.
a
by
replaced
tions, was furnished by the choir
and "I just love sanctification and
snows In late Fall would force her around out West before she struck
of the domestic and world situa- legislation and the state of the
mother, he
my
taught
"He
of Booker T. Washington High
holiness."
union message to Congress must
to postpone her quest for the it rich? "Oh. I don't know what's
residents of an area of Mrs. Arnett waseating break- taught me, and now he is teach- school, directed by Elvin L. Pen- tions,
be prepared.
become of it. I sold it a long Negro
precious ore.
form of en- fast after having runained at ing my son and daughter."
CONTINUE
WILL
a
opposed
Memphis
der, director of musk at t h e
After three years of treking time ago.
of the Civic club
integration last
president
The
Mr.
that
The
stressed
friend
business
forced
without
school.
the meeting for 24 hours
&round in the wilds, stepping "By the way," she said in passsaid that its members had dis- LAST
Eisenhower has every intention
strangely enough, the having had any sleep.
YEAR'S WINNERS
meeting ing, "I flew up to Detroit last week, while
rattlesnakes,
around
cussed the matter "pro and con" Three of
and some
office, unless his
officials,
city
white
last year's recipients, of continuing in
UNSELFISH
mountain lions face to face, see- week and bought myself another
BISHOP
others
comply
to
were
and if the board
white businessmen and
Rabbi James A. Wax, of Temple doctors or his own intutions indior
an
Grier,
L.
Persco
Rev.
ing bears rip open her food pack Cadillac. It's a while 1958 Sedan
the
they
requests.
to
other
the
of
with all
cats that he cannot do an effecgave strong endorsement
, pastor of
dained minister of the churth, would still insist on professor Israel, Dr. S. A.
In search of bacon, and going de Ville."
tive job.
move.
Metropolitan
c'eleBaptist
currently
church,
and
and
The Smiths are
and a former secretary to Falls being replaced by a youngto sleep to the tune of howls
.
OwenMayor
Edmund Orgill
were ail "Ike is thinking of the Amen Mason, took time out frorn er man.
Bishop
growls of all manner of beasts. !rating their good fortune by tour- The integration. which Negro
went .
i can people, believe me, and not
prevent,
preto
sought
leaders
hand
to
ry
to
obsee
plan
this
and
States,
year's
in
United
back
the
was
ing
New
in
his real estate business
the lady prospector
The statement of the board to
City Licens-,
of himself," the informant desee Europe before returning to into effect when the
Colorado.
York City to attend this year's the effect that Prof. Falls is one sentation of the Merit Awards.
AUSTIN, Tex. — (INS) — The
ing Commission voted unanimous- session, was liberal in his praise
In giving final remarks at the dared, "We've never had a more
Mrs. Smith was in Rio Blanco work in Colorado next Spring.
Texas Senate yesterday broke a
county
the
few
in
the
of
Negroes
a
to
license
conscientious President.
beer
a
grant
to
ly
program
Tuesday
WONDERFUL'
evening,
Counter
'IT'S
Editor
Gleger
her
when
Bishop
for
Mason.
.county,
week-long deadlock in the legislawith a masters degree is false,
located at 167ii
started making the "music" she "Uranium is wonderful," Mrs. Mexican restaurant
op Mason nazi been a Mr. Reed said. There are other Wilson expressed appreciation for The same source said Ike is ture and passed to Gov. Price
neighborhood.
"he would ' teachers at the school with ad- cooperation to citizens who pre- still hopeful of attending the NATO Daniel a bitterly-contested, segresaid,
had been longing to hear. She Smith said. "It gave me the Wilson in a Negro
he
man,"
selfish
The establishment, sitting in a have been a multimillionaire by
sented the awards in behalf of the meeting in Paris in mici-Decem.
started digging and found the ore- fortune, I was trying to make in
Negro neighborhood, will not be now. But he believes in the ad- vanced degrees, and if there were 'Fri-State Defender to the recip- her, "provided he feels that he gation-tihged bill, 13-12.
only two feet below the surface, those other businesses."
should
it
that
the
not,
feels
group
patrons.
The measure is admittedly decolored
At the Atomic Energy commis- The Smiths riches will not stop open to
vice of the Bible, which says give be no problem to find someone ients, the Booker T. Washington is well enough to make his role
sigt4d to permit County judges
High school choral group for its effective."
Con's testing station it registered when the uranium runs out. Last LEADERS PROTEST
to everyone who asks.
qualified to till the position.
Otherwise, he is "not only will- in the state's 254 counties to call
txcellent music and to others
1.59, high above the .10 necessary Summer U. S. government geo. Appearing before the commis• "Following our three days of
Among other demands which who have
supported the Defender ing, but anxious" for Nixon to for public registration of memlogist came to the area, and it slim to protest the issuance of fasting, at which time we contrito make it valuable.
the delegation gave the Board of
take the limelight in behalf of bership lists of such organizations
throughout the year.
was discovered that part of Colo- the license were Prof. Harry T. bute the money we would have
BOUGHT BULLDOZER
Education until mid term to be- He pointed
as the NAACP.
out that the awards the American public.
"I was so excited," Mrs. Smith rado's oil shale reserves was lo- Cash, principal of nearby Hamil- spent for food to the poor, we
gin compliance were: accredits. are designed to honor
A friend said that Ike's doe- Proponents of the measure, al
said, "that I went over to Denver rated on land on which they hold ton High school. Frank R. Kil- are visited by the poor of both
and enlion for the school with the Southand bought a bulldozer, and had the mineral rights. The deposits patrick, president of the 411th races and all denominations in
courage citizens who make note- ters will not decide whether the ready approved by the House
ern Association of Colleges and worthy
contributions to better hu- PVesident can go for at least a pulled out all the stops to get
It shipped over to my claim be- are so rich, that according to the Ward Civic club, Rev. J. L. Lind. search of assistance. There was
fore realizing that operators of Denver "Post," a single square sey, pastor of Pilgrim Rest Bap- one white man who used to Secondary Schools; a straight nine man relations In the community. Week, The principal stumbling final passage by the one-vote mar"
the big machine are hard to find." mile might contain as much as tist church and Rev. C. H. Ifoure, show up every year to ask Bishop months session of classes; a Ne- "Communication between t h e block at present, he disclosed, is gin, invoking the gag rule twill
against a threatened filibuster, an
Not to be outdone by such a 2.25 billion barrels, nearly two pastor of Cane Creek Baptist Mason for train fare to Arizona gro attendant officer and a voca- races in the South has been too the matter of flying,
building.
tional
ordering
two-minute
a
limited,"
he
adjournsmall matter, Mrs. Smith went to thirds as much as is used annually church.
said.
"To succeed hi
The President's medical advisfor healA reasons, and each year,
Other improvements which the the struggle ahead we must
the next claim and hired a man in the United States.
'WHOLEHEARTEDLY AGAINST' he would give it to him, simply
have ers feel that until Ike has com- ment to by-pass rules requiring a
must be added to a broader base, more
said
delegation
committee
the
told
Cash
Prof.
effective in. pletely recovered from his oc- two-thirds vote.
because of the Biblical command."
bring the school up to par include terracial
that the faculty of his school and
communication. The goal clusion, altitude could tave a
Being conservative, Rev. Grier
The bill was denounced as a defor
the grade of our newspaper is
working material
to attain harmful effect on his circulatory vice making "little czars" out of
the parents of the children were said, he would estimate that the
"wholeheartedly against" the is- Bishop had contributed at least school, more machines for typing that."
system.
county judges and permitting them
in
suance of a license to the estab- $100 to every Church of God con- classes, laboratory equipment
For this reason, the White to "smear" anyone they wish.
the science department, rest
lishment. He said it would gregation in the world.
House in exploring the possibility
the other hand, sponsors said
rooms for grade school children
exert a bad influence upon t he EVANGELIST WILLIAMS
of having the Presidential plane, On
facilities
Evangelist Viola M. Williams of and use of the school's
boys and girls, since it was
the Columbine III, pressurized at it was 'helpful to the schools of
welfare of the
located so near the school and Temple, Tex., has a license for the general
sea level. The normal pressure Texas."
community.
a park visited by the children. to go anywhere In the world, and
for
demand
the
answering
In
Police Chief J. C. MacDonald, who presides over six districts in
the dismissal, of Prof. Falls, Mr. CHAMPAIGN, Ill. — (INS)
one of the members of the licens- the Lone Star State, said that she
Barnes, superintendent of county A student from West Africa atand Mrs. E. J. Atkins, a member ing board, made a motion that per- was looking forward to enjoying
By BARBARA J. ATKINS
praised the Getter High tending the University of Illinois
of the junior class. She is a mem- mission be granted on the grounds one of the greatest convocations schools,
school principal for his work al was killed Monday in a smashua
Two girls from each class were ber of NHA, History Study club, that a beer license had already in the church's history.
elected to serve as news reporters Library club, a member of the been issued for the place when
Workers in the church, s h e an administrator and said that involving two autos and a truck
for the annual NHA newspaper. glee club, and leader of the major- it was operated as a Negro night said, are not paid a salary, but they were powerless to remove near Champaign.
From the freshman class, Maxine ettes. At church she is superin- club. Its license was revoked in do receive ''due consideration" him because he was under con- Champaign County
Coroner Don
tract.
Taylor and Helen Bolden were
for their work.
Wikoff identified the victim as
July.
tendent of the Sunday school.
If Prof. Falls were removed, Yaw
named. On Davis and Wilma
Christ
in
Gee
The
of
Church
Boatang of Ghana, West
When asked why he had not
After high school, Miss Atkins
the superintendent said it would
Hall will represent the sophoissuance of a Ii. is run by the tithing system. be almost impossible to get the Africa, a sophomore in Illinois
mores; Rozena Neal and Barbara plans to enter UCLA in Los An- protested to the
College of Engineering.
establish.
school accredited, because he is
Atkins the juniors, and the sen- geles to study for a degree in cense to the previous
State police said Boatang's car
answered, "Beone of the few Negroes in the
iors will have Shirley Williams business administration, and hopes ment, the principal
•
county who have a masters de- crashed two miles north of Chamand Barbara Hcpson to report on to earn part of her expenses as cause it was operated by colored.
paign on Leverett rd. The driver
a part-time model.
WHAT THEY FEAR
gree.
their activities.
•••
Sonic citizens who objected
Prof. Falls, who along with his of the other car, Joe Melanson of
Spotlight of the Week: Henrithe
wife, Dr. Montee Falls, received Rantoul, was injured and taken
lyn Coleman, daughter of Prof. This week we send greetings to to the restaurant operating in
(Continued From Page 1)
the honorary degrees of Doctors to Carle hospital in Urbana,
and Mrs. Harry Coleman of 421 Dorothy Quarles, at Philander area said they are fearful of what'
North West it., has been very ac- Smith, Reginald A. Gordon at the might happen if some white pa- ly in the United States. When of Humanity from Monrovia colTwo demands which Mr. Barnes
tive in extra-curricular affairs University of Santa Barbara i n trons under the influence of al- they reach the electives of the lege in Monrovia, Liberia, West
since entering a high school as California and Isaiah Robinson at cohol molest the colored girls who high school stage, about a third Africa, for their "contribution in said the Board would not attempt
that
waY of them take more than the one the field of education" is a grad- to comply with include the rehappen to be passing
a freshman. Now a senior, she has UCLA.
Negr wm- year of science required. It is esti- nate of Rust college and received quest for a Negro attendant offibeen president of the local NHA
Several students in the com- en route to school or
say, mated that about one sixth take both the BS and MS degrees from cer and use of the building "for
they
incident,
an
chapter, has served as its treas- mercial department made near. en. Such
urer, editor of the annual, pres- perfect scores during the past six might set off sparks that would a science and mathematics course Tennessee A & I State university. general civic welfare."
He said that the present staff
ident of the history study club, weeks. They were Patricia C culminate in the end to the good- each of the four years in high
Is doing a good job and that there
and is now historian of the senior Cleaves and Mary Hopson, who will that has been established acenni
disciplined study and accuracy re•
Memphis.
of
citizens
point
C
among
the
class.
headed the list in shorthand; Va.
quired in the science and mathe- is no need for an attendant offiLouis J. Berger, owner of the the number would be enlarged
cer. The Board, he said, had preShe has not decided on just what gbh Jordon and Ruth Brooks, who
matics courses.
man
colored
to
better
and
a
had
more
with
restaurant,
guidance.'
school she will enter next Fall for starred in typing, and Barbera
It is this matter of pupil atti- viously adopted a motion which
The
behalf.
man,
his
in
some!
that
They
admit
testify
also
her college work, but she plans Atkins and Ruth Brooks were tops
tudes which no doubt leads the forbade the use of county schools
to enter one of several she is try- in the bookkeeping class. Miss B. who identified himself only as pupils with potential ability are educate'. quoted at the beginning by all vested interested groups.
ing to decide on new.
L. Green is the teacher of these "Deacon Washington," told the lost because of a "poor learning of this article to conclude that the This, he stated, went into effect
commission that the members of atmosphere," meaning that in too major problem is more
•••
subjects.
guidance last Jan. 1.
his church, the Pillow Street many instances it is not the fash- — and more accurate and pertiThe reporter for the Fayette
For a new !ilk together this Christmas give
Church of God had no objections warding distinction and, honors nent guidance among the
pupils.,
County Training school is Barbara
serving beer, ion for pupils to he given rerestaurant
the
to
the ideal husband-and-wife gift —
yourselves
is
if there
tc be greater efficiency
Joyce Atkins, the daughter of Mr.
When asked if he and his group, for being outstanding for study. in science and mathematics
"Magic Couch."
unique
Stauffer's
and
a
ing
for
gift
a
evidence'
displaying
plan to bring any further
among the pupils in the Memphis
before the City Licensing Corn- given subject.
Glan Lima
Negro schools.
To a woman,it can help bestow a slender, youthful-looking
mission to have thc sale of beer STOP THIS!
—
(Continued From Page 1)
figure...and the joy that comes with feeling beautiful and
Too many adults are heard to
halted in the restaurant, Mr. Kil1
knowing you're admired.
i retary of the 48th Ward Junior patriek said that they did noot, and speak disparagingly of the "EdoCivic league; Martha Wilson, would leave the matter up to the cated fool," and about the value
•
To a man, it brings relaxation...a sense of well-being.
Dedicatory service for the Uni- treasurer, of the East Memphis public opinion.
of "common sense" over book
10.Year
Most important—to both, it can bring a new bond of
ty Center of Memphis will be held Junior Civic club; Elbert Lindsey,
learning. The result is that some
tee
lb
togetherness...a new and happier life.
In its new location of 1062 South parliamentarian, of the Orange
pupils possessed of real ability to
Wellington at. at 11 a. m., on Mound Junior Civic club: Joselearn in science and mathematics
T!
899
have small incentive to do so, in
Sunday, Dec. 8.
phine Jones, chaplain, of 'he White
LICENSED
fact, they find it more rewarding
The church will hold open house Haven Junior Civic club, and BetPLUNSIERE
The Posture.RestS, is the heart
to be popular and outstanding in
during the day between the ty Smith, sergeant-at-arms. of the
of the Stauffer Home Reducing
extracurricular activities and in There is a r
hy people like
No Money
hours of 3 and 4 p. in., after Douglass Bungalow and Crump
LONDON — (INS) — Jazz lover subjects where there _Is more to do business with us You, too,
Plan of effortleu needle sea
Down!
which healing services will he Junior Civic club.
receive in chance to "filibuster" and "get rtill like our coureeeee treatment
calorie reduction.
conducted by Mrs. Has.eell Self. The organization also elected Princess Margaret will
N.
CPO"
doctor ofi by" without having to observe the and desire to help you.
MRS. LILLIAN NEWMAN
totoyE
minister of the Unity Church of Helen Wilson, reporter, of the East honorary degree .of
For more information about the
Representative
"Open Thursday and Friday
losto1141
William music from the University of Lon..
Christianity.
Memphis Junior club;
WH
aJt
Plan
Reducing
6-2234 or BR 6-1773
Stauffer Home
lo 2 Nom!
Nights Until 81)0 P.M.
esp
UFF
The healing ministry of the Cert. Rogers, jr assistant reporter of don
LA:4 LOCAL OFFICE
se
ER:
Open Saturdays Until Christmas
1391 UNION AVE.
ter, which will be conducted by the Douglass Bungalow and Crump
ofas
.
an
serve
Mrs.
and
to
end those elected
ETAINIER MOMS PLAN
Dr. Montee Fall and her husband. Junior Civic clue,
1147 Wilshire Blvd., Las Angeles ).Calif.
Dr. Joseph Fall, will offer daily sephine Winbush, of the Orange ficers in the Bluff City and Shelby
Civic
Junior
of
Council
I would like more information about the %An Heat/
prayer for those in need of bless- Mound Senior Civic club and Rev County
execu
the
Reducing
Plan wirhourriblipation.
compose
will
Clubs
logs, health, happiness and plen- Alexander Gladney of the Doug.
EVERYONt
O
FC
R
RECORDS
PLUMBINO COMPANY
Name
152 MADISON
Phone No
lass Bungalow and Crump senior live committee.
iiHO IC cooper
151t114761
Address
The organization's next meeting ,
nts
AVENUEm Owd
306 Isola, ne -midwifes,
Home Operated - Noe
24-NOVII RESVICZ
The Unity Center will be open' Civic club were elected as adDec
on
,
a.m
11:00
at
convene
advisor
will
Phone JA 5-7611
Phew* r• 8-63411
to all, according to the leaders, visor and assistant
14 at the Abe Scharff bran h of the
who fed in need of the church's EXECUTIVE GROUP
at.
Lauderdale
r
S.
254
ameimmemmoommomi
club
at
YMCA
each
The presidents from
services.
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EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Seven Years Of Growth
..Your Tri-State Defender is en- man relations in the community.
tering its seventh year of seen- The purpose of this annual pro-1
ice in this community and the gram is to encourage and honor'
Tri-State area,
those citizens who help to im. Thsough your interest and the prove race relations in this area.
endeavor of a small but con-. Those honored represent quite
. scientious and qualified staff ouri a number of others who are iinewspaper has made steady lent and who are interested in full. growth. We have striven to serve Cr development of racial harmony.1
borne first, the Memphis corn- Thus we hope the Tr -state De- '
minty, then to branch therrIfender's efforts in the field will
from. The year of 1958 will find! benefit all, regardless of race.
.u.s attempting to meet the reWe fase the next year determindistant communities in the Tri- ed to give you even better servState urea.
We face the next year determin.
• The observance of our atm' ed to give you even better servverstry was climaxed Tuesdayice. For, we realize that where
Nov. 26 with the presentation of there Is lack of growth, stagnaMerit Awords to six citizens who lion and deterioration are inevitduring 1956 made outstanding and a ble.
worthy contributions toward hu-
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dutv.free
Shopkeepers with fine imported
goods from all over the world
hate sharpened their pencils to
Christmas flower, hate suddenly are dancing the merengue and
PORT AU PRINCE, Rain
present bargains even better than
of
programs
intriguing
gracewatching
the
Here
and
sprung into bloom.
Haitians are singing again —
the previous frec-port prices.
and
the
dances
at
songs
and
folklore
weeds,
like
exotic
grow
this
of
flowers
ful
the colorful chants
They are competing, too, with
Cabane
thatch-roofed
famous,
brilliant
the
of
song
siren
millions
a
literally
tropical island are
street merchants selling handred floral stars of peace line the Choucoune night club.
for tourists.
carved mahogany wares. woven
to
tip
comWith empaigning over and a highways into the mountains and
a
adds
today
Haiti
sisal items and the colorful primiHew president duly installed, the tranquillity of their languorous pletely foreign, tropical paradise tive paintings and sculpture for
cheerful and wsrmbearted Hai- bedeck the city's many gardens.
that is amazingly close to t lie which the island repsiblic has betians are joining enthusiasticalls
Haitians already have some
come famous.
in the new government's policy reason to hope that the peace and United States. Pan American Clip,
Additinn are being made to
of winning more friends among land will be attracting more visit- pees make the flight in only two
and one half hours from Miami, dozens of hotels and guest houses,
the traveling public.
ors than ever before.
less than eight front New York. More flowers are being nurtured
Dr. Francois Duvalier. Ow inAgain the Pan American World
Facing the need for immediateternationally known physician who
i in their gardens. Bright new paint
Airways Clippers, which bring ly bolstering its econm
o y, ..a..
it it
is now Haiti's president, has anis bringing old Victoriand y p.
is
itself
the
into
resolutely
turning
are
tourists,
country's
the
of
most
will
nounced plans which he hopes
"gingerbread" houses to prietine
bargain-hunter's
of
paradise
type
loads.
full
almost
with
'arriving
counthe
put tourism at the top of
is so attractive to visiting newness and everywhere there is
try's list of revenue producers, Entertainment again is being that
and saw.
scheduled in the many graceful shoppers with the privilege of a sound of hammer
supplanting coffee.
taking back home hundreds of
Here, bargain vacations start at
Possibly as a symbol of Hai- hotels. Life in the National Ca.
sprkling
ti's "new look," poinsettias, the sino is gay. Near-capacity crowds dollars worth of imported goods, the top. for even the
new Castlehaiti hotel, built up the
Lorch, has recently been the ob- mountainside on the site of the
ject of a similar attack. Just be- old Hotel Citadelle, charges only
fore the Little Rock city elections, $15 to $17 a day per person, doubshe was . subpenaed on a Satur- le, with meals, for luxury ramie
day to testify in Memphis on Mon- with balconies overlooking t h•
day by Senator James 0. Fist. city.
land, (D) Miss., and William E. Nestling below it, out of anothJenner, (H) Ind., without being er era, is the Grand Hotel Olofftold why. Mrs torch has protect- son. a onetime presidential palace
ed one of the nine colored students which is a marvel of spires, lowers, scroll and dado work. Here
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.—Dr. Leo 'Petal was held in April 1957 in in Little Rock when this student
was turned back by the Arkansas named for Sir John Gielgud or
torch, professor of mathematics Dayton and then written briefs National
Guard front Central High the cottage where James Jones
at Philander Smith college here, were submitted by the prosecution school in September. The student honeymooned on the proceeds of
has been acquitted of contempt of and defense. Judge Cecil reserved was being menaced by a jeering his hest-selling "From Ilere to
years. While in school in
Memphis she became well. Congress charges by Federal Jud- his decision pending stIlde of mob when Mrs. torch came to her Eternity." The price? Just 512 a
day per person during the sea.
known as a result of her ap- ge Lester
Cecial in Dayton, these briefs and the court records. rescue and took her home,
The acquittal verdict now renderastla nd and Jeoner have son, with three excellent FrenchE
the.
pearances at musical affairs
down
handed
decision
a
in
Ohio,
ed will make it impossible for
threatened to have Mrs. torch Haitian - American - European
held in the community.
Nov. 27.
government to prosecute further prosecuted for contempt of Con- meals. Many other hotels offer
Dr. Lorch's attorney is Judge on these charges.
gress. but it is not known how far similar luxury or picturesque secommodations.
Dr. Lorch's wife, Mrs. Grace they have pushed the matter.
Hubert T. Delany of New York.
The full text of the decision is not
available as yet.
The case dates back to September 1954 when Dr, torch, white,
then head of the Fisk university
mathematics department, attempted to enroll his daughter in a colPASCAGOULA, Miss. — (INS)—
with the
A young Mississippi lawyer was ored school in keeping
convicted of raping a 17.year-old Supreme Court's May 17 decision
Negro baby-sitter by an all-white and was immediately subpenaed
jur>.
by the House Un-American Act".
Bernard Gautier, 24, was found
vities Committee to a public hearguilty after two-hours deliberation
Commitin Pascagoula circuit court. He ing in Dayton, Ohio. The
was given a five-year suspended tee gave him only one week's norois pout
oytetfry hAtth
sentence and probation.
a o tes
appear and,
lice
Gautier did not testify during the tests,
him
to
ts,forced
two-day trial, but several prom- a lawyer. He had neVer been in
inent local officials swore on his Dayton before in his life.
behalf as character witnesses. The The Un - American Activities
(
111)
"
girl told the court the attack oc- Committee
question
curred in April when Gautier him about alleged political affildrove her home from a baby-sit- istions in, 1041,
to previousattempted
13 years
ting hab.
ly, but he took the position that
what organizations a citizens does
or does not belong to are his per.
serial business for which he does
not have to report to a congressional hearing. He told the Congrecon1 )
ssmen that they were engaged
NEW YORK CITY — (AN?)
a
There was born to the Reverend in a smear and a diversion,
and Mrs. John H. Johnson, a son fishing expedition devoid of legis. ,
on Monday,
25 at Presbyter- latve purpose," and that the queshad no bearing
ianhospital.Mrs. Johnson is the tions asked him
the
former Faith Fuller of Kingston. on the ostensible purpose of
ie
hearing.
Jamaica.
tn. the Committee to
challenged
Dr. Johnson is the rector of St.
subversive activ i
Martin's Episocpal church. 122d investigate
includ
street and Lenox ave. The baby ties of southern politicians,
who
which weighed eight pounds at ing senators and governors,
tear up the,
birth will be christened, Michael were preparing to
United States Constitution rather'
Fuller.
than to comply with the desegregation rulings of the Supreme'
day session there will be an art- Court. For this he was denounced
ist recital by board members and by the Committee, which has nes,assisting artists, at Forest hall, en investigated the Eastlands, Eauin the hotel.
buses, Olin Johnstons. etc.
He was indicted for comtempt of
Dr. Roscoe R. Polin, national
president, will conduct the meet- Congress in February 1955, but the
ings and the executive secretary, government dropped the case in
Orrin C. Suthern, will be in charge April 1956. two days before he was
of the detailed accounts of t h e to stand trial. A second indictment
membership committee: the pro- on the same charge was handed
gram planning and other important down in July 1956, possibly as a
concession by the Department of
business of the association.
Leroy H. Boyd, New York City, Justice to southern Congressmen.
will read the minutes of the last
session held at the University of
Illinois.
Words of the Wee
Mrs. Lessie Spurlock, general;
There la no calamity that
chairman of the 1958 convention right words will not
been to
will be in charge of the arrange- redress.
ments and a full represenation of
—(Ralpb Weida Emerson*
NANM is expected.

Clear Lorch Of
Contempt Charge

I

Protest Over Beer License

that
gives
Pres.
miser,
probe
erica

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

The school, religious and civic'fore and after dark integration"
leaders who protested the grant- here in the city.
Though there appears to he GOING PLACES — Dramatic
ing of a beer license to the new
owners of building which is to more courtesy and diligence on Soprano, Frances Burnett, of
house a Mexican restaurant at the part of police department Memphis, has just recorded
1676 Wilson are to be commended. where Negroes are concerned, for Decca Records. The atWe have no argument against in- far too many of our people have tractive and talented singer
tegration of this sort nor any le- little faith in it. Officers are not attended Lane college for two
gitimate form, but we believe we going to still watch the joint, but
are morally right to protest when it is hoped they will keep it under
the exceptions are all to the race close observation.
of one hue.
One observer said: "You can
The crux of the situation, how bet your bottom dollar that the
the
of
ever, is this: Residents
Licensing Commission would not
area do not want their girls and have granted a Negro a beer lialcohol-soakby
molested
women
cense to operate near a white
ed (or otherwise) patrons of the school and a white park, if a
THEODORE C. STONE
place. There is a school not far white had had a beer license to
from the business establishment operate previously.
and also a park. The fact that
We join the chorus who say,1
A recent announcement w a s
there is a ditch between the rest "Amen." Further, the hearing
A. Dougan
0aurant and the park means relat- room in city hall would have been made by Mrs. Ronald
ively nothing. The fact that the jammed with whites demanding of Beloit, Wisc., president of the
S. C.. National chairman of
business is near a heavily travel- a denial of license.
ed street, may or may not serve There is one way to help clear Auditions, of the selection of Mcas a deterrent to the drunken cus- up inequities in our government: Henry Boat-wright, one of the
tomer or one pretending to be so. Begin registering NOW in larger three voice winners in the 1957
This is not an alarmist view, numbers and VOTE _ VOTE Young Artist Auditions of the federation, to receive the managerthis writer has complaints cross- RIGHT!
lel contract offered by the Nain g his desk weekly about --'be
hone Artists Corporation to one
National Federationof Music clubs,
and Mrs. Floride Cox of Belton,
offered by the National Artists
Corporation to one winner in the
'
-*I sfS1§
auditions.
Four of the five winners in the
1957 auchtionS, three singers and
a pianist, were auditioned by the
National Artists Corporation be
fore the awarding of the contract.
Boatwright, who won the
tract this month, is a graduate of
the New England Conservatory of
PARKER
By
Music with a Bachelor of Arts
The New Homemakers of Amer- degree, which he won wan acThe home of Mrs. Della O'Keltheir meeting companying honors.
ley and Mrs. Willie D. Steinbeck, ica, District 2, held
school in ForHe won a solo appearance at the
of 1242 Sardis was the scene of a at the Lincoln High
Friday, Nov. Chicagoland Music Festival i n
surprise birthday dinner for Mrs. rest City, Ark., on
of Ma- 1953 in a contest in which 2,000
Mamie Ruth O'Kelley Gammon, =, with Alcenia Shepherd
The greup, whose motto is."Bet- entrants participated, and appearof 1580 S. Bellevue in Memphis.
Those present for the dinner, ter Homes far a Better Nation," ed immediately afterwards in the
by Chicago Theatre of the Air prowhich included turkey and all were welcomed to the affair
the trimmings, were Mr. and C. T. Cobb, the principal of the gram and in Ed Sullivan's Toast
Mrs. O'Kelly, Berry Gammon. her school, and reports entitled "Sec- of the Town.
He has made many other notechildren, Charles and Ruth Mr. rets of Family Happiness given
and Mrs. D. S Fields, Mr. and by representatives from 12 cities worthy appearances both in recitRedfora
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„,.
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Music and Light Rebuff
Musicians In Rape Case
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Tommy

Named Year's Rookie

If your family enjoys stuffed
baked potatoes, try adding a little
cooked sausage meat to the filling
Next time you prepare them

COLORADO SPRINGS. Cob, —
(INS) — A 19-year-old righthanded
pitcher from the University of Arizona, David Baldwin, Was named
the "nation's rookie of the year"
by the National Baseball Congress
now in session at Colorado Springs.
The annual award is given to
the hest young prospect for stardom in the major leagues among
512 players who annually play in
the national tournament at Wichita, Kans.
Baldwin, hurling for Casa Grande
Cotton Kings, won two games for
the Arizona Strte champions in
the 1957 national ccmpetition.

' Leading College Quints
In Georgia Invitational
team to beat in the 1957.51i SIAC
ATLANTA — Bronze Ameri.
title chase, and pramising Clark
ea's greatest con petitory will
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of the tournament, will also
sor
new, spacious Booker T. Wash.
present its first annual Basketington High Sch ol gymnasium,
ball Clinic In conjunction with
Thersday. Friday and Saturday,
the Fourth Animal Georgia In.
Dec. 5.7. This array of rinheatvitational. Johnny McLendon,
able quintets is headed by Tem
coach of the year. of the Tennessee 48/1 university, '57 NAIA
nessee Ak1 Tigers. wil conduct
National Champions and M i (Iwester n Athletic Association Wi- the clinic. Chuck Taylor, Converse Rubber Company's basketthe best mall cellege team
lsey,s
ball ambassador of goodwill will
In the nation.
also participate and show movIn the procession of deluxe
ies of the outstanding games of
are
einston-Salem
s
e
the year.
Tearhet. college, Winston-SalBill Brownstein, one of the
em. N. C., Central Intercollegiate athletic Association chant. , nation's top talent-finders, will
scout the teams for the Harlem
oci runner-up District 29
•
Florida A&M university. Globetrotters, thlter professiontitr
al bask4ifball scouts have lecli•
hampions and NCAA
•
eated they will cover the tournaallege finalist; Morris
smal
ment.
dlege, seeond•place run.
Brot
The Extra Point Club h a s
ner.0
the S1AC tournament;
approved a winner and losers
Alban, gate college, '56 S1AC
m
et-na teas
bracket and afl comd
up.
Benedict colickingpin
will pias throughout the three
anctrom,11% St .1' contemb;r:
day meet.
Morehouse college, picked as the

•

•
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McHenry Boatwright
al and as soloist with fan.ous ho
roses and orchestras, among them
the Schola Cantorum of New
York, the Boston Symphony. and
the New York Philharmonic, and
this season is scheduled to appear with the Philadelphia Orchestra in a pefomance of Beethoven's Ninth C. mphony, in which
Martha Lipton. Metropolitan Opera mezzo-soprano, another Federation Young Artist winner of prior years, will also be a soloist.
Madam Florence Cole McCleave
was the guest of honor at a special program last Friday at Mel.
rose High school to celebrate
Book Week.
The singer reviewed the autobiography of Miss Marian Anderson, entitled "My Lord. What A
Morning.•'
Madame McCleave concluded
her appearance at the school with
a rendition of the spiritual which
served as a title for Miss Anderson's book
The program included selections
by the school hand and the senior
glee club, an instrumental solo
by Ann Stinks, and a presentation
which won made by Kassie Conley.
NANIM. BOARD TO MEAT
I Mid-Winter meeting of the boardof directors of the National Association of Negro Musicians, Inc.,
will be held in Philadelphia, Pa.,
Dec. 27-26, and the sessions will
he held at the Broadwood hotel. at
Broad sod Wood sts
On the first evening of the two.

I Ifroci/er

jur

Cleric, Wife
Get New Son

I ocler
"

"We're Having A
Top Value Christmas"
Says Resnor Ezelle
1234 Charlotte Street,
Memphis

Thanks to the Kroger Company. My wife is really looking
forward to doing her Christmas shopping with the Top Value
Stamps she saved, by shopping at Kroger. She says it's the easiest
way to shop for Christmas gifts, and certainly the most economical! She always comments on the courteous service she gets at
Kroger, too. It makes her feel completely at home; makes shopping more pleasant.

They Areat Singing
625 UNION

*es

EVERYBODY'S HAPPY

Mister
LOW
SAYS COME IN
AND SEE WHY

I'S
BELLANTSTORE

LIQUOR
We Provide

CHRISTMAS WRAPPING

I have worked for Kroger 20 years, and I am certainly happy
with my job. I have all sorts of benefits ... paid vacation, hospitalization, sick leave, good hours and good pay. My wife and I are
both "sold" on Kroger, 100%!

You will be "sold" on Kroger, too4 where you get
courteous service, the finest foods, and Top Value
Stamps,too, that big "plus", at Kroger, to help you
get

Christmas Gifts
that are Free!
Shop KROGER...Live Better For Less

as

4 litl - STATE

!45 Clerics Back —
Dr. J. H. Jackson

Sof., Dec 7, )907
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My Wends, most of the prob- authority.
• helppublic. shoule
ing students lind a set !it ...Ines lems we face in the tield of hu-1 After some ccaching, she finalin which they can 'believe bud by man relations can be resolved ly asked, "Dadd), may I sing mySat., Dec. 7, 1957
which they can act. The chief val- without violence or mob at'tion if
self to sleep'" I smiled and
ue they should help them learn those responsible for the media
how
thinking
permission,
granted
to prize is the value of individual of communication embrace and
.
The church, the school and the
freedom and the concern for help promote the American ideal. the lightly I was getting out of the
ing to make society in which free- prets, radio, television touch and situation. As I closed her door, media of communication have In
dom is at a maximum and is equai- influence more people than all and descended the stairs. I heard their hands potent weapons for
ly shared by all.
the other institutions end agencies her childish sweet voice singing building that kind of America. I
Our school s major task is to in our country. They can do a
herself to sleep. I stepped for a will not say that they will be
living
in
for
children
prepare
'b
k.. t olio*in g is wills of into and women.
yet men in some of our highest liberty and justice for all. It
tremendous job in promoting demoment to listen, and then I said, able to do everything this
democracy.
soformoitive
are challenging SHOULD Bt BROKEN
the
mocracy.
elected offices are creators of should equip our children with
is the kind of America we gentle undertaking that needs to
"That
sidalresa deliwerea by Dr. C. A.
We are the ones, people like us! them. I wish they could read knowledge, techniques and skills TENSION EASES
Like unknown soldiers, many want. an America where little
be done, bet I will say what they
kiriteliniolt Pm-ideal of I. a is e all around the world, who detelt-i and re-read the old proverb: that will prepare them for responThe press, radio and television reporters and editors will go unchildren can sing themselves to
college id the Tntitate Defend- mine the kind of world we have. "Oh great and wise, be ill at sible citizenship in a democracy.
clearing the sung for their contributions to sleep — where black children, can do they must do.
in
do
to
job
a
have
er Assaids Programs Tuesday Back of us stand the institutions ease when your words please
in t h e
Their energies must be spent
POOR SPIRIT
way for true democracy. 4 few community improvement
brown children, white children,
evening at Usisersal Life Insur- and -agencies that condition and the mob.Sorrowfully, we must admit that
field of race relations, but like the
yellow children can with. in building the kind of America
and
boards
red
:ire
publishing
and
editors
ance twapasy.
influence our attitude and opin- MUST DO THESE
..
the American educational system
unknown soldiers at Arlington, out fear, without anxiety. sing where little children can sing them•
policies are not
seeing
At the close of World War 11,, ions
they will have contributed to a
There are too many important has not created a dynamic and
selves to sleep.
I read an interesting story about The whole world is waiting for men in our section of the coun- creative democratic spirit among consistent with the American I noble cause. They at least will themselves to sleep.
freedom, liberty and jusof
Ideals
an American flier. Ted Winters the man, woman, institution or
have the abiding satisfaction of
try whose words and deeds please its citizenry.
tice for all. Hence, during t h e'
wrote a letter to his parents to group who can produce a formuthe mob. This is a betrayal to It should have: if it had we past few yearh we have some of promoting ideals which will be
be mailed only if he failed to la that will solve these stubborn all for which America stands.
carried on by others, and which
would not have witnessed such I these policies gradually changed.
retti:n from one of his bombing probleme which keep human rewill in one way or another help
United action on the part of the incidents as the ugly mob demona
noted
be
can
Already there
flights over German) One early lations off balance. It is however,
shape the destiny of the nation for
church, school and media of com- strations of Little ROCA and the I
comin
atmosphere
of
clearing
dawn Ted's plane failed to re- too much to expect that a single munication must cry out with a
decades to come.
turn. His buddy, as promised solution can be found immediate- loud voice against this kind of school bombings of Nashville. to munity relations because of these
THIS KIND OF AMERICA
inand
jeers
the
of
nothing
bias
these
of
say
more
As
changes.
mailed the letter.
ly.
leadership.
Several years ago, when my
sults of little school children di- Lane Prexy (cont. from galley 11
The letter wrs typical of a
Attempts to find the solution
There are some definite things rected at other little school chil- policies of media of communica- three children were small tots, I
serviceman's last words to those must take into account niany
should do:
dren for no other reason than tion are changed there will be came home from an extensive
Is. loved. But Ted added a para- things i. e., forms of govern- these institutions
First, the church should look that !heir faces were black
i easing tip of tensions in race re- field trip to find that my wife
graph that read like this: "If I ment, systems of education, politteaching and preachMaybe some would say there it lations
had tucked them in bed. flaying
have a message for the people ical philosophies, religious forms again at its
it
wherein
and see
no connection but there is. The! Some editors have courageously been away for two weeks. I wantof this generation end future and practices, social customs and ing programs
religion
the
make
has failed to
American educational sy Ste m! stepped out in front on this inte- ed to see them, se in the proud
generations, the message is SUM- traditions,
of Jesus Christ workable in daily should not only help students ac gration issue upholding the Su- fatherly fashion I tipped in their
O med up in one word 'Build' B I must hasten to say that these
living. To the average Christian, quire knowledge and skills but at- preme Court's decision But the rooms for a peep. But as clumsy
-L-D
"
things — forms (A government,
relations stand outside h is titudes necessary for good citi7en• large majority of them are using as I ant, I aroused our little
What a sobering thought com- church policy and practice, edu- race
ship and should create within their energy and intellect to de- daughter. With all my coaching
ing from one who saw and par- cational systems, political be- religion.
The denial of rights to others genuine love for the democratic I lay and even defeat orders of both I couldn't put her back to sleep,
ticipated in the destruction of the liefs, social customs and tradiway of life.
I state and federal courts that re- and of course. I didn't want so
world. Ted saw homes shattered, tions — should be broken when does not prick his conscience.
soon to fall back on my parental
Our schools, both private and late to integration.
churches, schools, and hospitals they prove a burden to the ac- Injustice heaped on other does
blown to bits — men, women and complishment of freedom and lib- not Move him to action. This
children maimed and slaughtered; erty for the whole human race. should not be so and the very
fact that it is true says the church
after witnessing this devastation CRUX OF CHALLENGE
Ted says to the world: "Build." No government, church, school, Is not fully accomplishing its
I have destroyed; you build."
economic or political system hag mission.
THE FORMULA
Being a minister myself, this
the right to stunt the growth, deAmerica. having participated in velopment or happiness of any of Is a stiff accusation to make. but
I make it in the spirit of love
two great wars and in the polic- God's children.
A growing number of people on and with a deep sense of personal
ing job of Korea during a 40 year
period is fortunate in not having both sides of the tyrant's heel are guilt.
to suffer the ravages of war on seeing this and are awakening to 'WHEN THE SPIDER WALKS'
her own shores. In spite of this. the fact that if freedom is to be
The church must make discirles
she is challenged by one of her preserved for some it must be of love out of average Christians.
available to all.
warriors to build.
The church must make average
Many things have been done by Christians know the part they
America is the symbol of liberty
and freedom to the world. If our courts,- churches, schools, must play in building God's
she is to remain that symbol she the NAACP, and other groups, to kingdom upon the earth.
has two tasks to perform quick- extend the bounds of freedom, The store clerk, the bus driver,
ly.
but, and I am sure you will agree the salesman, the telephone oper1. First, she must give dynamic with me, much remains to be ator. the doctor, and the teachprogressive leadership in bring- done. It is this "much" that is er must be led to see that their
ing about world conditions under the crux of the challenge that daily work is not outside their
which all nations can develop faces us today.
religion. The kingdom of G o d
That challenge must be met. will never come to their corner
economically, educationally a n d
And it is being met by a few of the world as long as they prospiritually.
2. Second, to give her world brave individuals, a few church- mote hate, and support customs
leadership integrity and live true es, a few media of communica- . and traditions that deny rights to
Is the ideals the advocates, she tion, and a few schools. T h e others.
must provide for all her citizens time has come for united acSometime ago I read a stimuNext Door To Loew s State Theatre
the rights and liberties for which tion. The church, the school and lating editorial entitled: "When
television
and
radio
press,
the
she stands and for which she
The Spider Walks" which clearly
must join forces to meet this illustrates this point. The wr:ter
Bights abroad.
challenge to bring true democ- stated that when the spider walks
SIX BUILDERS
The past few years have seen racy to our shores. No longer anywhere on his web his whole
dramatic efforts on the part ofl will solo performances by these web vibrates. Continuing. he said,
our great country to take a few groups prove effective In dealing when injustice walks anywhere
significant steps In the direction with the stubborn opposition in the world, it sends out vibrathat is mounting, daily. The op- tions that in time encircle t h e
of accomplishing these goals.
We are here this afternoon giv- position is developing In some globe.
log recognition to six builders — of the most embarrassing places POSITIVE TERMS
to men who have made unique for our nation.
Let us put that in positive terms.
contributions toward extending A SAD DAY
when justice walks anywhere in
freedom for all Americans. We
It is a sad day, my friends, the world, it sends out vibrations
can not sing too loudly our praise when elected representatives of that in time encircle the globe.
for their heroic deeds for in our government proclaim in press, oo
Average Christians must be led
singing we may inspire others to platform, radio and television that to understand that. They must be
at
measure
add their bit in building brother- they will take every
both taught and inspired to bepresident at Universal
hood and in achieving rights for their coinntand to circumvent the come signal stations sending out
constructine contributions toLT. GEORGE W. LEE, bust.
minoritcy groups. Their tribe must constitution they were elected to vibrations of justice, love and
company,
Insurance
life
ward human relations In the
and well-known pollneseman
and will increase.
uphold. We cannot brush aside fair play that will in time move
community. H. A. Gilliam,
shown at right, presented the
leader. is shown at leit
tical
The world is not run by magic— such action as merely vot-get- from their little corner on the long
after he leceived a Merit
engraved plaque In behalf of
hut by men and women. They till techniques. It presents a sor- journey around the world.
Award from the Tri-State Dethe Defender.
are the creators of world condi- ry picture. It shows for the world
Most assuredly the church must
fender Tuesday afternoon for
tions. The kind of world we have to se* that our democratic philoso- continue to make its pronouncenow — the kind of America we phy and practice are not compati- ments on brotherhood, and pass
have now and the kind of Tennes- ble.
its resolutions supporting liberty
Colon mil *Am
CoMMMems
see we have now — were created
It does still a worse thing. It for all, but our times require a
by the desires, wills, beliefs and gives courage to traitors of the new emphasis on making discip.
Words of the Wise
Reasonably PrIcad
prejudices of men and worn-m. American ideal. It sanctions dis- lea of love of church people.
Valor grows by awing, fear
•
Sm..
The kind of world we Itricw we regard f o r law and order. It
by hooding btu*.
The educational system of the
1MM, Omer
—(Pubillkas Soloot
4..
sloal
should have, if achieved, will be approves mob rule.
country should stand beside the
Morisaat
shaped by the desires, beliefs and
These are all ugly things. And church in the fight for freedom,
Lowest hit.
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Stay SWEET!

S.

Vinegar can't do
what"LYSOL"can!
Vinegar is tart. Sour.
Every housewife knows that.

•9

How can it help you stay sweet
and nice inside when you use it
in your douche?
HENDERSON NIGHT CLASS
—Students of the Henderson
College wight class prepared
13 baskets for needy families
prior to Thanksgiang. T h
effort is an annual project of
the school and brings much
happiness to poor families for
tbe day of thanks. Faculty sad

student representatives shown
who backed the project are:
(left to right) Herman Marsh,
Mrs. Virginia Glover, William
King, Miss Dessie Edwards,
Olion Sanders, Miss I. J. Gleeden, secretary-treasurer of the
school, Miss Beatrice Oby.
George Huffman, Mrs. Mary
Wilkins, Miss Aurelia Rodman,
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Albert Sawyer and Dean W.

D. Cellists, Jr.

There Is No Place Just Like

JIM'S PLACE
Anywhere Near JIM'S PLACE

So Jim's Place must be the place

JIM'S RIB SHACK

Use"Lysol" instead."Lysol" is
just right for douching.
"Lysol" stops odor. Kills odorcausing germs on contact.
Yet "Lysol': brand disinfectant
is mild. Can't hurt
you. Douche with it
regularly.
For free booklet on
approved methods
of douching. write
Lop "Lysol," Box
N.366, Lincoln, Ill.
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vorcee, 30 years old, 5 feet, 5
inches tall, weigh 135 lbs., tan
and considered attractive. I finished my ecbica on in Michigan.
Have my own business. I would
like to meet a man between 35
and 45 years old with marriage
intentions, He must have a permanent job or be in business, nice
car or something to offer. Betty
Clarke, 4,627 Prairie, Chit-ago 15,

tot

Wf TTETTS CRIOITIV
Dear Mme. Chante: I am de- teched. Willing to exchange pho•••
sirous of becoming a member of tos. Hoping to hear from you real
your club. I am 5 feet, 41/.; inches soon. Lots of good luck to You z Dear Mme, Chante: I've read
tall. 114 lbs.; age 28. fair coin. and your club. Dorothy Lynch, 21 where you have helped many pets.
plexion.. black curly hair a n d Elderwood Drive, Toronto 10, Ca- plc. I am asking that you help
brown eyes. I am a Jamaican but nada.
me please find a nice man who
residing here in Toronto and have
wishes to get married. Would
a touch of Chinese. I am consid- Dear Mme. Chante: Please help like for bins to be between the
ered as being very attractive, me as you have others, I am a ages of 25 and 40. I have been
very nice and nuiet to get along very lonely working widow of 41: a widow for eight years. I ain
with, single, disengaged and unat- 5 feet, 4 inches tall with a nice 33, with brownskin, weigh 200 lbs.
cot plexion; measurements 36-29and am a claprch woman. Main.
40, weight 140 lbs. Have a fairly
ie Chapman,105 N. Joe Wheeler,
good education. You have helped
Laurel, Miss.
Iota of people'find lasting friend•••
ship. I am desirous of meeting a
good and helpful man who wants Dear Mme. Chante: At 33 I am
a good wife. I belong to a couple very lonesome and disgusted. I
social groups. I smoke and drink have many admirers, could get
very little, but like all sports married at once if I wanted to,
and clean fun. I want a hard but I have a problem. I have
working man like myself. He can for several years been seeking a
hay a home or a good joh so mate who does not smoke. It
that we can have something in seems that everyone I meet who
.e Acadeinv's p..life. I belong to church. Will give is eligible smokes. I am hoping
manent ste at the foot of the
more information about myself in that through your column, I may
Rocky Mountains north of Colorareplying.. Please send photo in find the ma.e I am seeking, so
do Springs. Dormitories, academic
first leter. V. i. McCann, 6246 S. please help me. I am attractive
buildings and other facilities are
Harper, (IC), Chicago, Ill.
who does not smoke, tall, of light
, under construction there.
•••
complexion and h althy. Prefer
While there is glamor and glory
Dear Mme, Chante: Will you that he at least have a high school
to being .an air force cadet, one
pleasf publish my name as one education and is seeking a mate,
should not get the impression that
who needs pen friends. I am 22 is free to marry, financially able
it is not won.
with brown skin. Would like to to make a home for a mate.
It's tough being a cadet as we
hear from anyone and everyone. Pletse enclose photo and tell the
obsercould see from our slight
Will answer all letters. Mary E. truth. Miss Carol Marshall, Genvation. His day runs from 6 a.m.
Hall, 733 W. Lloyd St., Milwaukee, eral Delivery, Chicago, I&
to 10 p.m. with a schedule so
Wis.
•• •
•• •
crowded that he doesn't have
time to even think of the girl
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a sin- Dear Mme. Chhante: You have
back home.
gle girl who would like to corres- helped so many women — can
pond with a man between the you help me? I want a husband.
His academic studies are tough
and his military and physical
ages of 35 and 40. One who is I would like for him to be a
training unrelenting. And his first
interested in the better things of preacher — age does not matter.
several months as a cadet are a
life, with a view towards mar- Would like him to be a Chrissupreme test of determination,
riage. I am 27, 5 feet, 2 inches •tian man and a nice person.
•
self control humility.
tall; weigh 170 lbs. I have chil- would try to make him a good
dren. Inetter Purell, 2200 W. 13th wife. I am 49 years old, 5 feet
TEST FOR UPPER CLASSMEN
at., Chicago
tall, weigh 160 lbs., with dark
This test is imposed upon him
••
skin. I would like for him to be
by the upper classmen. They re.
Dear /time. Chante: I am 28 a resident of Muskegon, Saginaw
quire him .to he at attention at
all times within the cadet area.
years old, a lonely widow and or Benton Harper, Mich, please
atat
double
mother of two small children. I send photo in first letter. Miss
He must move on the
have my own apartment. I would E. C. N, 93-1-1 E. Walton, Apt.
tention and square a II corner,
reis
he
hall
dining
the
Even in
like to hear from a christian man Rear,
downstairs, Muskegon.
quired to sit on the edge of ' his
or a minister of the Baptist faith Mich.
when
attention
at
eat
and
chair
no
like
him
drinker.
Would
to
branches of service operate
•• •
the Academy, but do not go
TWO AIR FORCE Academy
he gets the time between serving
be between the ages of 32 and 45.
in the field. After four weeks' the upperclassmen at his table
home. on leave until they betipper clansmen leave the
Dear Mme, Chante: Kindly
do
write
not
if
not
Please
sinleave, the remainder of the
come sophomores or third
Academy to begin their first
and answering their questions.
cere. Mrs. M. W. Dickens, 830 publish my name in your valu
summer is devoted to special.
clansmen. This comes after a
home leave since entering the
questions! I heard one
the
And
16th,
Apt. 3, Des Moines, Iowa. able column. I am'a Chin:se lady
summer
iced Air Force training at the youngster recite on request the
annual
two-week
%cadent). Freshmen cadets
35 years old; stenographer; in•• •
Academy.
trip, during which cadets learn
have a ten-day break in Classes
games
10
Big
all
of
telligent; decent; neat and single
football scores
Dear
I
Inter
Mme.
Chante.
am
how the Air Force and other
'during their first Christmas at
the week before and list the time
ested in meeting a nice christian who wants a husband who will be
pan.
of all movies beman who is free to merry. He kind and loving. Will give all
petitions among Congresiiigektbe Academy's temporary site on place and cost
by ENOC P. WATERS, JR.
ticillars upon hearing from the
Air Force Base in Denver, ing shown throughout the area.
Lowry
be
and
to
must
tall
would
like
'
DENVER — The United States nominees
They must never look unless orman who is interested. Ivy Chang,
will number 448 cadets.
four cadets exemplify the pro- have a wife who can cook and 9 Swettenham Rd., Whitfield To.
Air Force Academy temporarily Similar competitions will be
by an upperclass- ACADEMY FOURTH classthat mem- dered to do so
fact
other
the
of
clean
age
a
house.
view
My
In
in
is
keep
candidates
held
among
at
cadet
a
position
of
per
base
force
air
all
sit
housed .at Lowery
men are required to
young bers of Congress and other nom- man.
42. I am willing to work and help Jamaica, B. W. I.
mealtime during his first year
during meals and are
takes no
here is the youngest, the smallest categories, such as that for
•• *
members of inating authorities require con- While the academy "condition- attention
him. I own my home and I work
Academy.
the
at
backthe
use
and the least known of the na men who are already
to
this
permitted
not
in
of the Air siderable time to evaluate appli- official part
every day. I am light brown,
df
Chant.: Having
These
chairs.
Mme,
approval
their
Dear
of
rests
lion's three major service acade- the regular components
the
has
it
ing."
weigh 198, 5 feet, 7 inches tall and heard so much of your club. I
Force and Army.
cations and select their nominees,
mies. .
school officials who reason that
seek
nominashould
I
candidates
drink
beWill
or
don't
will
tell
smoke.
It is so young in fact ihat it The fourth class which
.have decided to write to Yon.
if a youngster survives this he
more about myself when y o u
doesn't have a senior class as gin training on June 27. 1958, at tions as soon as possible.
I am a respectable young man
has demonstrated his determinaIf
not
write.
don't
interested,
and
military
Senators
S.
the
U.
Letters to
yet. West Point.
tion to be a cadet.
25 who wants a girl to Correwrite.
Please
in
send
photo
first
nomrequesting
was
hand,
Representatives,
other
the
academy, on
spond with, one who has a view
letter. Will answer all letters. toward matrimony. One who is
inations, should include the canfoilhded in 1802. The Naval AcadeMrs. R. J. Hunter, 503 S. Santa respectable and intelligent. I am
didate's full name and address:
my at Annapolis was founded in
Fe St., Bartlesville, Okla.
his parent's names and addresses:
1848.
a very neat, orderly ar.d well
• •..
his high school or preparatory
The air force academy will stop
dressed chap. Considered good
school and the date he graduated
accepting nominations for its
QUESTION. .16,v husband died age certificate, and something to • Dear Mme. Chanfe: I am a looking, dark skinned. Keith
or will graduate; the college he
fourth class in January of next
lonely man having spent fo u r Cummings, 10B Cassia Park ave.,
in 1943. I received social security prove your age.
Rep.
—
(INS)
—
WASHINGTON
approxhis
any;
alif
period
attended,
has
year. The intervening
years in prison on an eight year Half-Way Tree, Jamaica, BWI.
Y., benefits for myself and my daugh- QUESTION: If I file for benefits
N.
(1)1
Powell
Clayton
his
Adam
class:
his
in
situation
a
remedy
standing
to
time
imate
lows
18. A friend as my husband's widow next sentence. I'm hoping to be parol• ••
participation in extra-curricular said President Eisenhower has ter until she became
that we feel is Cl concern to ofme I can now qualify month when I will be 62, will I ed in five months. I would love
ficials of the school.
activities such as student govern- given his all for his country and of mine told
to correspond with a lady between
Dear Mme, Chante; I have read
years
62
am
I
because
bencfits
at
for
would
I
immediatthan
be getting less
There are no Negro air cadets
ment, public speaking, and athle- urged him to withdraw
30 and 50 and would -like for her in your column how you have
of age. What do I have to do to 65?
Their absence is emphasized
tics; and his height and weight. ely from office.
to weigh between 130 and 170; helped others in my conditon. I
benefits?
these
reget
not
have
you
I
If
two
President:
ANSWER:
other
Powell wired the
by the fact that the
LIFE TIME CAREER
height around 5 feet 7. I am am writing you, hoping that you
amundwas
law
The
died,
ANSWER:
husband
your
world
since
free
cadets.
the
married
in
that we
schools each have Negro
30 years of age; weigh 160 lbs. can help me. I am in prison. I
Those selected finally bY the know
need your leadership and the lus- ed in 1056 permitting widows to you will receive widows benefits complexion
West Point has nine and Annapobrown. Education would like to correspond with
As Force will be educated and
but you qualify at age 62 instead of 65. If are 62. These benefits are not rename,
prestige
your
of
lis, seven.
ter
two years of college. .1 like woman between the ages of 2t
trained at the Academy for lifelife, you have not remarried, you may 65. The law permits widows to
your
all
all,
your
WANT NEGRO CADETS
given
have
semi classic music; progressive and 37. I would like to have sometime careers as Air Force Officers.
%rile our neennt c'. '1 h-rn we
that you are now become entitled to widow's receive full benefits at age 62. music, poetry
and con.ersation. one who will continue to write.
Although training will begin at and I am positive
at our of- QNESTION: I read in the pacall
you
When
the
benefits.
spending
got the impression after talking
be
to
entitled
now
the temporary site of the Acadeyou your husband's per that widows can get social se- I'll be glad to exchange photos I am 30 years old. 5 feet T inches
with
bring
fice
and
relax-d
with Maj. Gen, taint's F..
life
your
of
balance
Base.
and will answer all letters. George tall, weigh 150 lbs. I am light
my on Lowry Air Force
superintendent of the acade.my.
loved ones." social security card, your marri- curity at age 62. I was 62 years
it is scheduled to shift in the fall happy with your
GEN. J131Es BRIGGS
- old last July, but I haven't re- E. Davis, P. 0, Box 224, Cull- brown. Willing to answer a n y
and other members of his staff
man, Ala.
questions asked. Charles Pitts
'hat a Negro cadet would be welceived my checks yet.
•* •
C3814, c-o Post Office BOX 9901,
comed.
ANSWER: Ills true that a widSHE
sNNEN
I'LL
SE
GLAD
q01.1 C.E.R-fAINLY NAVE ca
In fact there's a sensitivity on
ow may qualify for monthly bene- Dear Mme. Chaste: I am a di Pittsburgh 33, Pa,
SIOPS SUCKING NER
'he part of some at the academv
fits at age 62 instead of waiting
CUIE WILE DAUGMER,
that no Negroes to date have
"NUMB
until she is 65, but she must file
MRS.IRAINS
apologetic
qualified. Some are
an application. Benefits are not
absence.
about their
paid automatically. You should
But the solution is not at the
contact your social security office
I'M'5ORRN SIR...
academy here. The ,nitin.ice w est
BM Desel BEtiEvE
no later than your 63rd birthday
come from young Negro men begood for only 12 back months, and
YOU!
tween the ages of 17 and 22 who
If you delay filing until after thatfeel they have the necessary re.
months
some
lose
will
you
time
quisities for acceptance as cadets.
back payments.
The academic min,.f.eations for
QUESTION: If I apply for monall three service schools is approx.thly benefits now will I have to
imately the same. The Air force
pay back the lump-sum payment
academy, however, has more rigid
that was made to me when my
the
of
because
standards
physical
husband died two years ago?
renuirements to qualify RS a pilot.
AfitSWER. The widow's benefits
These have been the main
to which you may now become enstumbling block to the ambitions
titled are' payable in addition to
of many seeking a berth at the
the lump-sum benefit you received
academy. They account for 39
when your husband died. You will
percent of the disqualifications.
not have to pay it back.
EXACT HEIGHT
If you have a question or probSE.CURELVI
On top of the physical require
E.EAN ..
.
NAS 1101
lem on Social Security, you may ./CANYA SEAT TRW WELL 400146 MAN..31411‘ KIND OP
SNE'S JUS AN INFAN1 .N. SNE.
ments needed for acceptance at
O!
R
NEW)
FASIEsED
write to the Chicago Defender or I USED LEND 114E GIN PERSON IS LAKE 'WE Batlom FKAIRE
the other two academies, an a,r•
SO St carel BM rt OFF ..APC Sa
visit the Social Security District lIfgelE9'N'EgERTHING! Ot fir
force school cadet can't he over
-\\
RACI1ON.-.1ME eA6GEQ INEY
h,.
nor
tail.
Office at 117 East 47th Stret.
sin fect four inches
NOW NE Mel KNOW
'MY 10SE • :'WO 5M4LtER
-Toty REALLY ORE..
higher than 38 inches when scalME!
I,"'
ed and must have 20-20 vision,
Qualified young men should take
the first step now towards con,
pet of for appointments to 111,,
RALTIN1, utf..
\NP1 —
United States Air Force Academy
Morgan Slate College president
For most candidates, that step
JenMrs.
and
from
nominations
Jenkins
D.
Martin
obtain
will be to
kins arrived in .eir York City
their U. S. Senators or Renresenta
Wedpesday. aboard the Queen
tivea. Each member of Congress
Mary from a six weeks vacation of
may nominate in qualified young
Europe
men.
They visited several European
FILL STATE QUOTAS
educational centers, including the
• All of the nominees in each
the
for
then
compete
state will
universites of Lisbon. Madrid,
vacancies allottnd to that state
Rome, Vienna, Munich, Paris,
Ttghty-five percent of all vsLondon and Oxford.
, lialleiet will be filled in these coin- ..
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SUNDOWN
low-down. Too many Negroes
Something of great importance don't recognize the blues as
to Negroes happened in Memphis heart Jiro' expressions of an
this week. Don't know how many emerging "folk" . . .expressions
Subscription mos: Ono year. $6; 'ix months.
63 SO. 12-yont spacial Subscription we. $10)
Memphis Negroes noticed it, or of semi-illiterate people whose
even ga 'e a doggone about it. . . deepest feelings concerning the
Thai Tri-St.,. I:Wonder Dm Not Toko Itosponalbillty fer unsolicited Manuscripts or Phobia.
but it was still ire octant and even world about them they could only
down right
express in the doleful melodies
For the first time in the his- and lyrics called the "Blues".
Publish's! Story Thursday by Oro Tri-State Wonder Publishing Co. towed as Second
tory of this city, so far as the Too many Negroes have been
Class Mattel at the Momphis Nit OlikS Match 20, 1152. Undo, Act ot March 2, 1871.
"Shadows" knoes, a whole week
rain-washed" into considering
has been set aside officially to anything peculiar to the Negro as
h000r a Negro. Last Monday at unworthy and shameful. The
high noon when Mayor Edmund "blues" are of a peculiar Negro
Orgill stood in the heart of the creation that even the white folk
city and proclaimed this week as have adopted.
"W. C. Handy Week", to honor It's a pity that too many NeOur Opinions
the great Negro composer's 85th groes are so anxious to forget
birthday, he made some red-let- the darkness of the past until
ter history for Memphis.
al over-zealous to the point of
The white people of the city destroying the rays of light that
were evidently in accord with the the past carried in it. The blues
Mayor's action, if one is to judge are elsewhere recognized as suberom thed man.
f
in which they stantial contsibutions to AmeriThere has been of late much interest in seventh or eighth grade at an age usually xpr
t hteim
e‘
seialivnens, ina nthde
can culture. . . . the base rock
Mark Twain's Huckleberry Finn. The en- incapable of discerning fact from fiction. radio,
potrheessr: of modern American music.
about
now
displayed
be1ng
of
the
wise.
that
is
suicerety
thusiasm
We do not question the
The Negro prejudice which has
e adventures of an irresponsible Amer- quoted statement nor the lofty idealism But the concern here is abiut attached to the blues. . ...and on
the
reactions
of
Memphis
Negroes. to Mr. Handy
an is rather disproportional to the book's that prompted its issuance. However,
has also exIt's the view here that not enough
value as a social document of a dead era other than a nostalgic sentimentalism, we ih,
tended to the spirituals. . .those
o
t
e
nn
ni
e
phis
pay deserved
Negroes
great and deathless expressions
and its merit as a literary portrait. Aside cannot see any ground for consternation
to Mr, Handy. Maybe they
people's longings and confrom the fact that the author used a form over the banishment of old Huck.
think thcir reasons are geed. - • of a
tinuing faith. It's almost imposof colloquailism that perverts the acceptThe Herald Tribune offers a prize of those who think about it at all. sible to find a local Negro church
able English usage, the portrayal of Miss $100 for the best essay on Huckleberry The suspicion lingers that there's in which old time Negro SpiritWatson's "big nigger, named Jim," is not Finn by any seventh or eighth grade stu- quite a aced of local Negroes who uals are properly sung. . .or
the kind of treatment that was meant to dent anywhere in the United States. We do don't even know why Mr. Handy even fully known.
is being honored. . .besiSes not
inspire respect for a much abused race.
not quarrel with that project as an exercise enowine who he is
and that So what attaches to the Blues
reading
required
no
longer
book
is
The
expository writing. Nevertheless, it seems despits, the reams of publicity and applies also to the Spirituals.
Its
public
schools.
In the New York City
to us that a greater service to the cause of tradition which surrounds the in That's why that old argument
removal has provoked a storm of protests the Negro people would be rendered were ternationally-famous musici an, that because the blues are sinful
from some people who regard the action as a publication so powerful and great as the who has brought undying fame to and lowdown, respectable Negroes
don't sing them, is a baselees lie.
a distressing indication that American New York Herald Tribune to lay emphasis Memphis and its Negro segment.
Then there are those who know The Spirituals aren't low-down
teachers ,"had become punching bags of on the historical circumstances which have something,
however vague about and sinful. Yet, they too, have
pressure groups."
contributed to the cultural retardation of Mr. Handy's contributions,
' but been largely cast into the limbo.
Among those who shed tears over the Old Jim.
who haven't bothered to evaluate The real reason for this tragic
exclusion of old Huck, is the highly literSurely the learned editors of the Her- those contributions other than in denial of these songs. : . .and for
ate and respected New York Herald Tri- ald Tribune realize that to leave unexplain- the light of prejudice. Their preju- the Negro's generally thoughtless
NEGRO EXPLORERS IN
bune which looks upon the removal as a ed such passages in the book as "Why ain't dice sterns from their reluctance refusal to join wholeheartedly in
AMERICA'S EARLY DAYS
travesty on education. We quote the Herald this nigger put up at auction and sold?" to recognize the blues tunes which honoring a person like Mr. HanMr. Handy discovered and caused dy, is rooted in the desire to esTribune:
and "Here's a govment that. calls itself a the rest of the world to notice cape from his past, himself, and Among the many fabulous stor- Mexico.
Menendez at the founding of St.
"Anybody who has ever really read govment . . . and yet's got to set stock- a- worthwhile expressions of the his possible future as a distinct ies concerning the New World In his travels, he had learned Augustine in 1565.
elt Finn knows that Jim the Negro comes Still for six months before it can take a- soul and feelings of the Negro. person. . . and turn into some that were circulating in Europe to speak a number of Indian lan- When Hernando Cortez invaded
out far and away the noblest character in hold of a prowling, thieving, infernal,T°° many Negroes are ashamed kind of zombie having roots in during the 16th Century, none had guages. This knowledge made him Mexico in 1519, one of the Nethe book, far and away superior to any white-shirted free nigger," is to pollute of the blues. Too many Negroes nothing but the white man's leav- more appeal to adventurous ex- invaluable as a translator a n d groes in his army of 700 found
regard the blues as wicked and nge. Selahl
plorers than the fascinating tales guide for the Spaniards. Besides, in his ration of rice one d a y
whites in it. And for that matter 'Huckle- early with the dross of racismh
of a group of seven wonderful cit- Esteban had lived for long per- some grains of wheat, These he
berry Finn' is the most devastating satire of thought of impressionable youngsters.
ies rumored to be built of gold iods among the Indians, so he planted, and so is credited with
on all the senseless features of Southern
So as to fix it permanently in the voand inhabited entirely by It e d was not afraid of them, nor were introducing wheat onto the mains
society ever written including the nonsense cabulary of the reader, the word "nigger"
Men.
they afraid of him. lie thus be- land of the New World.
of feuding and the cowardly 'mob courage' is used seven times in one page. We agree
No white man had ever seen came a valuable addition to any
And by 1523 there were so many
of lynching."
these fabled Seven Cities of Ci- group of Europeans strange to
with the New York Board of Education's
Negroes In Mexico that it was debola said to be somewhere to the Americah shores.
All this may well be true. But the Her- directive removing Huck Finn from the recided to limit their entrance, since
north of Mexico. But the hardy
In both Spain and Portugal In
ald Tribune is attributing critical judgement quired reading list. Its inclusion in the
it was thought they might try to
Spaniards then penetrating Amer- the 15th and 16th centuries, Noe
seize the ruling power frog the
and intellectual insight to children in the first place was a mistake.
ican shores certainly hoped to groes were not uncommon. Some
Spaniards.
find them for, from the time Cor- had crossed the Mediterranean
A Negro priest wee ofaelating
es had conquered Mexico, the ex- from Africa as seamen, others
istence of these cities had come had been brought to Europe In at Quivira in 1540, and at Guamaga in 1542 a considerable num,
to be accepted as gospel truth. bondage.
The selection of W. Wilson White as this unit of the Justice Department. Sen.
These rich centers remained un- Esteban was by no means the her of colored members participate
The inability to see beyond beep-beep signaled, it would be
head of the Justice Department's civil James 0. Eastland (D) Miss., chairman of our noses is not 11111 affliction the white man who would ad- discovered, although various ex- first Negro to 'come to the New ed in the Brotherhood of the True
rights division is expected to draw the fire the senate's judiciary committee and leading ermined to any special group. mit with such comments as "we peditions had set out in search World, Pedro Alonzo Nino, one of Cross.
Congreasional resentment. The report is foe of all civil rights actions, would have All of us seem to have a bad hope this will straighten out the of them. In 1539 another expedi- the pilots with Columbus on his Black men aocompatded the .10.
Tent that some Southern senators are blocked the White's appointment had it many of the Issues that fate us white man.' Cr "OM is really tion left Mexico City, headed by first erasing, Ii recorded as a suit missionaries to the Amer'.
cal, tahned many
thtehemmiassie
ssttd
ippi
le
a blow to the ego of the white a Franciscan monk, Fray Mar- man of color.
planning to undertake a minute inquiry come before his conunittee for confirma- as people.
French
cos de Niza, and it Included in
In the years that followed, Ne- with
into Mr. White's background and fitness for tion. But Eastland will have his chance for Though aware as we are that man."
They said this with apparent- its party a Negro called Esteban groes frequently were found Valley In the 17th Century.
wielding the axe when the names of the we are all members of the huhis new job.
Esteban was from Morocco among the crews of sailing ves- Some forged ahead to Califur.
ly no reslization that whatever
man race, rarely do we think
other
Commissioners
come
up
for
senatorial
Though his name will not be sumbitted
or act as though the destinies Sputnik did or will do to the where mixtures of African and sels navigating the Atlantic, and nia, and among the 44 settlers
consideration.
for confirmation by the Judiciary Commitwhite man of America, it does Arab blood had produced a popu- the early logs of the Conquista- who in 1781 establiehed the town
of us all are determined to a
The senate Judiciary Committee, doubt- large extent by the same fie- also to the Negro — tor as lation ranging in color from ivory dores records the names
tee of the senate, there will be much probof a num- of Los Angeles, there were 26 Noless,
will
enjoy
a
field
day
when
the
time
Americans, we share the same white to ebony black.
ber who made the long crossing goes.
case of myopia concerning
ing into Mr. White's past history.
comes for action on the Presidential nomi- Usually, we think and act fate at least so far as Russia
The bearded Esteban must have to the shores of North or South
But, pehaps because of t is
The civil rights division is a part of the nees. As matters stand now
been very dark because, in the America.
there is little as a member of a social elk' and Sputnik are concerned.
ecords kept by Cabez de Vac,
executive branch of the government. Since likelihood that a sufficient
records
that
have
white
man
come
down
But
the
American
to
In 1513 some 30 Negroes helped and Marcos de Niza, the name
number of the que, an economic class, a raMr. White was an assistant Attorney Gen- civil rights commissioners
will be confirm- cial or national group. While makes the same error. Many of us, he is described as NEGRO, Balboa chop his way through the of, and an account of the ex.
eral in charge of the Department of Jus- ed in time for that
and
in
Spanish
the
Little
Rock
word
them
regarded
the
NEGRO
tropical
understandable,
still
jungles of the isthmus to plolts of Esteban have been handit is
body to swing into ac- this is
incident as a matter of concern means black. Esteban was an discover the Pacific Ocean. That ed down in more detail than
tice's office of Legal Counsel, technically tion before the
inexcuseable, especially since
Congressional
amazing man who had traveled same year with Ponce de Leon in those of other early Negro exhe was merely transferred to new duties. 1958. Every trick in the bag elections of our world has been shrunken only to Negroes.
will be utilized by super-sonic travel and alBut here again, the whole is- all across the North American con- his search for the Fountain of plorers. It was Esteban who openNo formal confirmation was therefore by Eastland and
company to delay approval most instantaneous communica- sue of school integration, which tinent from what is now the coast Youth in Florida, there were ed up the American Southwest to
necessary. This stratagem has angered the of the Commissioners.
the Little Rock debacle symbol' of Florida to the west coast of black men. Others accompanied European colonizers.
tion.
senators who have been robbed of the opHowever, under the Civil Rights Act, It is this unconcern about lees, is as of much concern to
portunity to use their tomahawks.
the Justice Department is empowered to any except those in one of our one American as to another and
Mr. White is believed to have master- seek injunctions against those persons who groups that permits us to be the only racial factor involved
minded every step in the legal battle over deny the ballot to Negro citizens. More- unmoved by hundreds drowning is that of the students.
It is not only foolish, but acintegration in Little Rock. The Office of over, the Department is given broad auth- In a Japanese typhoon and betually suicidal for any Ameriing unconsolable over the death
Legal Counsel which came under his super- ority in handling emergency situations
of of a neighbor.
can to feel that either Sputnik
vision has the responsibility of drafting the kind
by the Little Rock When the Russians loosed or Little Rock is the concern
artutes and legal memoranda. It is under- crisis. Wecharacterized
hope that the Department of Sputnik and the dreadful impli- of the other exclusively.
Wod that the various proclamations and Justice will push forward
If we wish to continue to live
unhesitatingly on cations finally began to dawn
orders issued by President Eisenhower in the new front despite threats of
and live happily and peacefulupon us, the reaction of many
intimidathe Little Rock incident, were prepared by tion by the segregationists.
Noel Coward, the sophisticated Story" may be distorted is that Rican gang. My sympathies were
Negroes in this country was inly, then M. should learn to think
teresting.
and act as though our lives Englishman, who is the star of from time to time I had to lean entirely with the Puerto Ricans
Many seemed to feel that depend upon it — because they his own new play, "Nude With over the edge of the enclosure and nothing short of murdering
Violin," takes my vote for pro- and crane my neck in- order to the little gutterpups on the other
whatever horrible fate Sputnik's
do.
The People Speak
siding the most interesting a n d see what the devil was going on side would have pleased me. The
liteliallialltilleillilitiltillilliallellilleilitilialleitelelli11111111lelltellaIlli11111111111t11101111111111111111111111:1011 amusing moments on troadway in a earner of the stage,
score was even at the end be.
As you know "Wet Side Sic- tween the two and I was neither
this season.
'Negro' Is An Insult
right if white people would only about Negroes in Chicago
The reason I don't give the nod ry" is based on the conflict be- ertertained nor amused.
• •
and else.
Dear Editor: As a reader of spell the word with a capital let- where.
to Lena Horne in her sensational tween two juvenile gangs in New "Jamaica," however, is true to
ter
I don't believe white people are
hit, "Jamaica," is that I have York City, the "Jets" who are the Broadway tradition for big,
the Defender for many years who
The excuse of those who refused really concerned about
seen her strut her stuff before regarded as Americans and t h e happy, bouncy musicals and save
the welfare
considers it one of our foremost to capitalize the word
was that it of our people therefore we
and, although I would not call it "Sharks" who are Puerto Ricans, for the color angle, one is remind.
must
and progressive newspapers, I did not apply to a race but merely do
While the "Jets" and t h e ed of "Guys and Dolls," "South
old hat, it isn't totally new.
the job ourselves. We SHOULD
wondered if you do not feel it meant a person with a black skin,
She is wonderful in this 1111151Cal "Sharks" are beating each other Pacific," "My Fair Lady" etc.
have simething to say about the
Is now time to discontinue use of They said itrepresente - a race
and the singing and dancing mad- over the head in regular street The setting for this play is "Pig.
police captains put In our districts.
the word "Negro" when referring no more than do the words brown,
caps in the big cast are utterly gang wars, an American boy who eon Island" near Jamaica and the
W
e
should
realize
that
a
great
to colored people.
mulatto, quadroon or octoroon,
is
in a close friend of the "Jet" loveliest native is Savannah who
delightful.
many white people came North
The word Negro is a Spanish etc.
Noel Coward character, gang leader falls madly in love is, of course, Len Horne. Say.
with
Negress
and
they
didn't
come
founders
The
of
the
word which simply means someNAACP did
however, is something new to me, with. Maria, a Puerto Rican girl, annah sings and wiggles delightthing black. Black is an English not choose the word Negro in so• to do us any good. Most of our
and the play which takes off on whose brother is a member of the fully all over the place and she
word which means Negro when lecting a name for this great or- leaders are too dumb to see what
finally surrenders to her island
the phoniness of modern art rep- Sharks,
translated into Spanish. Therefore ganization — they chose an ap isgoing on. The Negro's destany
resents the kind of comedy that This is the only musical that I lover after flirting around with a
must rest in his own hands, for no
the word Negro or black is a dc. propriate name. for the future
I find irresistible. I like to laugh can remember that ends in trag- visiting American brother who is
man is going to wake you up as
rate insult practiced daily on colored,
and the meticulous Mr. Coward edy. Maria's own brother is slain loaded with Yankee dollars.
million adored Americans.
May I suggest that the Chicago long as you're an asset to him.
has loaded his lines with more by her American lover who was The reaction of the audience to
wit and humor than I though possi- trying to be a peacemaker. In each appearance of Lena was alNo colored perscn prefers to be Defender pioneer in this endeavor We should train anti rear our
the final scene Maria's lover too most as amus....g as the show.
ble.
called Negro. Even in the great for the common good and self children so they can serve not only
Incidentally, his humor ranges meets death at the hands of her They chered madly and even the
daily papers of Chicago "colored" respect of all of us. I assure you their own race, but everyone —
from the most refined witticisms Puerto Rican friend. Obvioasly women sighed over this lovely, tan
is substituted in the advertising you will not be alone in this great but emphasis should be placed on
work — James Robinson, 1221 E. self-service first. —George Montto the baldest kind of jokes. At this is not the kind of stuff that lass with the curvy bottom. The
columns and situations wanted.
one point in the play his little they normally use in cooking up most suggestive song in the show
Further proof of the d:stasterul- 22nd at., Kansas City 8, MO. gomery, 3132 Prairie ave.
is 'Take It Slow, Joe" and the
son in short pants is no provok- a Broadway musical.
nets of this appellation might be
Visits Defender Plant
Music for the show was writ funniest is "Napoloen." 'There are
ed that he calls his father, Noel
obtained tp, polling the colored RAISE NEGRO STANDARD
Coward, a "bastard." The father ten by the distinguished Leonard enough tired business men in New
people, themselves.
Dear Editor:
Deaf'gditor:.
merely smiles and pats his son on Bernstein and the production was York to keep Jamaica going for
The late Robert S. Abbott did
Dean Hunter and I really enjoythe head, saying with a sigh "directed and choreographed" by a decade.
not use the word Negro in his De- I recently completed reading ed our visit to the Defender plant
"That is about all we have in Jerome Robbins. Most of the cast "Nude With Violin" is the name
fender platform. He used the Louis Martin's column "Dope and last week. It was a real pleasure
are new finds, but the absence of a painting and Noel Coward
common."
the ward black, yes, but net Ne- Data" concerning the call he se- to have the opportunity of becomI was somewhat disappointed in of big names seems to be no as Sebastien is the wise, urbane,
gro. And if the word black was ceived from Madame Marjorie ing acquainted with the publicathe big hit musical "West Side great handicap. The two charm- sophisticated valet to the great araccepted in 1905 or 52 years ago, Joyner. •
tion activities of she Defender.
to have
Story" which is backed financial- ers in the show are Carol Law- tist who is supposed
it certainly should have no mean- I recall repeating Mrs. Joyner's We deeply appreciated yes,
ly by that ardent friend of the rence of the Midwest and Chita painted it. It turns out that the
ing or significance in A. D 1051. words three years ago to an at. gracious hospitality and are
great artist was a fraud and he
Nationel Urban League, Roger L. Rivera of Washington.
I remember the argument which torney in Lawyer Huffed office pressed with the extensive teeth
suppose much of the music nd Ssebastienhad a lot of Pus
Stevens.
raged around this word when I
have.—
when I told him we must strive to ties which you
He will be remembered as the and dancing was over my head. out of fooling the art world. The
was a small boy. Some groups orebring every Negro higher.
Robert P. Daniel
guy who sold the Empire Stnte I don't have enough objectivity play sparkles from beginning to
ferred the word "colored" while
Crown. incidentally, one of the to enjoy the contest between the end. It is the kind of comedy that
few of our "leaders" thought Certainly a woman in Mrs. Joy- President, Virginia State Callege,
reasons my view of "West Side American gang and the Puerto leaves me breathless.
Petersburg Va. 'He carries a chip on his shoulders .HIS HEAD!
word "Negro" would be all nor's position can do much for and , _
EVANS L. CLEMENT, Advertising Manager
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MANIFESTO ADOPTED In A Special Session Of The National Baptist
Convention, INC., USA, In Memphis, Tennessee, NOVEMIER 22, 19574
aptist Leaders
(Submitted y Dr. W. Herbert Itrewster and Endorsed
0
Across The Nation.)

DR. J. H. JACKSON
N.B.C. PRESIDENT

REV. W. H. BREWSTER
CHAIRMAN

REV. A. E. CAMPBELL
4th VICE PRESIDENT N.B.C.

N.B.C. ED. BD.
Shocked and horrified by the screaming
headlines, that proclaimed the shameful
news, that ten of our much beloved and
trusted brethren had broken faith with the
overwhelming majority of the Convention,
by entering suit in Federal Court at Washington, against the President of the National Baptist Convention, Inc., U.S.A., we the
undersigned, after prayerful consideration,
set forth the following—as a Manifesto to
our sincerest opinion of the embarrassing
and humiliating action on the part of these
men—for the following reasons:
1. It denies and defies the very gospel
that we preach, and the unmistakable
teachings of the New Testament, in I Corinthians 6:1-7; (quote):
"Dare ANY of you, having a matter
against another, go to LAW before the
unjust, and not before the saints?
Do ye not know that we shall judge
the world? and if the world shall he judged
by you, are ye UNWORTHY to judge the
smallest matters? Know ye not that we
shall judge angels? how much more things
that pertain to this life?
If then ye have judgments of
things pertaining to this life, set them to
Judge who are least esteemed in the church.
I speak to your SHAME! Is it so,
that there is not a WISE MAN AMONG
YOU? no, not one that shall be able to
But
Judge between his BRETHREN?
brother goeth to LAW with brother, and
that before the unbelievers. Now therefore
there is utterly a FAULT among you, because ye go to LAW one with another
"(unquote)
In the light of the Holy Word of God,
we must brand the whole move as, subversive, un-Christian, un-wise, and, destructive of the principles upon which the Con-

"Pearl Harbor" attack upon the Baptists of
the world, in that it substitutes legal prosecution, where there should be prayerful negotiation among brethren, with a view to

It appears there—as an amendment—but
was placed there, erroneously, as everyone
doubtless by this time knows. It was er-

roneous because no matter pertaining to the
reconciliation. (a) It also sets a precedence, Constitution—such as revisions, amendthat may resound in in local Baptist ments, etc.—can be considered after the
Churches, by disgruntled and malicious second day of the Convention, which is
minorities resorting to court action, to oust Thursday after the first Lord's day in Seppastors with whom a few members may tember, every year.
b) The so-called TENURE was misdisagree. (b) It will discourage laymen,
takenly voted on Friday, the THIRD DAY
who believe in Ministerial leadership
when outstanding leaders and standard of the Convention in 1952. Thus, we see,
bearers of the church can become so pos- the vote was unconstitutional, and, theresessed with bitterness and revenge to, fore invalid.
"with method in their madness," bring dis5. The Louisville disturbance and rabble
grace upon a whole race, a whole nation — rousing Hooliganism, that the opposition
in a time of world upheavals.
has attempted to blame on President Jack:3. The interracial repercussion that son, was perpetrated by the accusers, themsuch an act, based upon fallacious techni- selves; for, as soon as they were removed—
calities, and unfounded charges and coun- b31 the overwhelming tide of public sentiter-charges, with regard for our leadership ment, and the will of the delegation — the
abilities, may be most unfortunate, and em- Convention went about its work, with
barrassing when we face our brethren of smoothest dispatch. Throughout the Louisthe American and Southern Baptists, to beg ville session, there were criucusses being
them for money for the support of our held, and, hundreds of dollars being pooled
Institutions, while we waste thousands of and expended by part of the opposition,
dollars in childish lawsuits. On the other while others among them were praying the
hand, we would like to have a report on how courts of Louisville and Bolden Green to
many of these ten brethren would like legally embarrass the local committee and
TENURE in their churches, or in the Asso- the Convention, by enjoining the Presiciations, or Conventions over which they dent. Their supporters further proceeded
may preside as moderators or presidents? to romp on the platform, and seizing the
Let these tenure struck brethren return "mikes" and creating bedlam and pandehome; clean-up their own back yards; kart monium, and causing a reign of terror, with
tenure from the church up, through their switch blade knives and hip pocket plays,
Districts and States, and, THEN come etc.
6. We would further Inquire, if there
back —L• and if any of us remain on this
earth that long, WE WILL HEAR THEIR be one born-again Christian—spirit led, and
PLEA!
spirit fed—who could, by inference or ac4. The claim, that Dr. Jackson "usurped tual commitments, become a party to a
and intruded" into an office, and, that he
Is serving a fifth term, "unconstitution-

vention was founded. It further shows, a ally," are false — as the official records of
spirit of unscrupulous presumptuousness on the Convention will show. Here are the
the part of ten men, who have usurped to facts:
a) Tenure has NEVER been officiepeak for five million (5,000,000) people,
ally a part of the Constitution of the Nawithout authority from the body to do so.
2. The move is a moral and spiritual tional Baptist Convention. We submit, that
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Dr. A. E. Campbell, President
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Rev. W. C. Jackson
Rev. C. L. Bohannon
Rev. C. H. McGhee
Rev. E. D. White
Rev. G. H. Dewey
Rev. T. J. Denson
Rev. W. L. Bills
Rev. Napoleon Rogers
Rev. W. L. Joyner
Rev. Jake Terrell
Rev. B. L. Bess
Rev. L. W. Wright
Rev. 0. C. Brown
Rev. Robert Carter
Rev. T. J. Flowers
Rev. Samuel Hurer
Rev. H. L. Lewis
Rev. T. M. Henderson
Rev. J. L. Lindsey
Rev. J. W. Warford
Rev. E. Johnson
Rev. J. B. Hooker
Rev. Joe Miller
Rev. E. Bates
Rev. W. IL Cox
Rev. W. W. Mitchell
Rev. S. Newton
Rev. C. A. Dawson
Rev. R. L. Springfield
Rev. Vernon ft Lloyd
Rev. Paul Richmond, Jr.
Rev. Tray J. West
Rev. James E. Moss
Rev. C. W. Wiley
Rev. Joe Allen
Rev. A. Jones
Rev, M. Brushan
Rev. B. H. Davis
Rev. S. L. Richardson
Rev. T. Jarmon
Rev. A. T. Taylor
Rev. Jesse L. Hall
Rev. J. E. Goldsby
Rev. Robert L. Milam
Rev. Gailor King
Rev. J. J. Nance
Rev. W. A. Emory
Rev. L. A. Hamblin
Rev. 0. Breckenridge
Rev. L. R. Swinney
Rev. M. Sezton
Rev. A. L. Sailer
Rev. T. R. Pugh
Rev. It. L. 'Tappan
Rev. A. W. Oliver
Rev. E. D. Kimard
Rev. C. T. Pange
' Rev. 3,, C. Moore
Rev. G. W. Watson
hey. William I. Junes
!ley. A J. Campbell
Rev. A Y. Ward

Rev. L. E. Freeman
Rev. T. 1. Boykins
Rev. A. E. Freeman
Rev. A. A. Herring
Rev. L. T. Shepherd
Rev. C. II. Murphy
Rev. H. Ruggs
Rev. A. H. Rice
Rev. F. Hamond
Rev. B. T. Paxton
Rev. Clay Evans
Rev. T. L. White
Rev. J. H. Brawn
Rev. C. 0. Trimm
Rev. T. H. Wade
Rev. Story Freeman
Rev. M. G. Ward
Rev, J. J. Tillman
Rev. Louis Boddie
Rev. Olando Mitchell
Rev. J. E. Latsot
Rev.. E. Winfield
Rev. A. T. Tilley
Rev. C. C. Wheeler
Rev. E. J. Jones
Rev. R. H. Davis
Rev. J. N. Lightfoot
Rev. W. C. Trotter.
Rev. H. A. MeEwen
Rev. L. Jenkins
Rev. J. E. Hopkins
Rev, H. Y. Ward
Rev. W. R. Brown
Rev. L. E. Greene
Rev. L. C. Wagner
Rev. E. C. Norment
Rev. L. H. Gore
Rev. R. B. Dixon
Rev. W. L. Porter
Rev. L. W. Woods
Rev. W. H.'Woods
Rev. E. L. Thomas
Rev. R. C. Schoultz
Rev. Wm. Vaughn
Rev. J. W. Hunter
Rev. J. L. Solos
Rev. J. Porter
Rev. V. Green
Rev. S. L. Henry
' Rev. W. M. Lambert
Rev. E. N. Jones
Rev. L. R. Donson
Rev. C. L. Moore
Rev. Johnson
Rev. D. Bonds
Rev. John H. Poe
Rev. IA'. P. Whitlow
Rev. Pruston Deberry
Rev. Dave Bonds
Rev. E. V. Jones
Rev. L. Fl. Aldridge

These, plus more than 2,000 others,
whose names cannot be printed in this issue, but are already being published is
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Rev. R. L. Washington
Rev. C. L. West
Rev. Willie Goodloe
Rev, S. M. Pannell
Rev. C. L West
Rev. W. C. Mazique
Rev. J. H. Parker
Rev. J. D. Thurman
Rev. A. L. Saddler
The following are members of the Tennessee B. 31. & E. Rev. J. H. Johnson
Convention (of which Dr. S. A. Owen is President, but Rev. 0. S. Burks
Rev. J. W. Gayden
who are standing hard by Dr. Jackson):
Rev. D. G. Green
Rev. A. W. Wilson
Rev. W. T. Crutcher
Rev. B. J. Sykes
Rev. B. J. Dixon
Vice President at Large
Rev. H. H. Harper
Rev. J. P. Lewis
Rev. C. H. Houston
Rev. L. D. Sanders
Rev. L. Clark
Rey. Seel (Jackson, Tenn.)
Rev. A. L. Blake
Rey. H. S. Carridine
Rev. E. D. Elliott
Rev. C. M. Lee
Rev. R. S. Scott
Rey. J. L. Burkley
Rev. Neasbit Alston
Rev. W. M. Porter
Rev. E. D. White
Rev. L. S. Biles
Rev. W. S. Scott
Rev. IV. E. Ragsdale
Rev. E. D. Johnson
Rev. Percy Gordon
Rev. H. B. Brunson
Rev. R. L. James
Rev. J. E.' flirt
Rev. W. M. Fields, Sr
Rev. M. L. Scott
Rev. Famous McElhaney
Rev. E. L. Slay
Rev. John L. Webb
Rev. V. B. Browto
Rev. L. M. Morgan
Rev. L. J. Peppers
Rev. S. W. Laderson
Rev. J. L. Lindsey
Rev. C. R. Williams
Rey. J. W. Porter
Rev. J. H. Patton
Rev. E. D. Johanson
Rev. W. W. Pace
Rev. J. W. West
Rev. J. E. Ferguson
Rev. E. L. Green
Rev. Honeywood
Rev. C. T. Nelson
Rev. B. J. Sykes
Rev. J. H. Seward
Rev. L. L. Loners
Rev. J. D. Joiner
Rev. Rucket
Rev. H. Anthony
Rev. Chas. J. Patterson
Rev. C. H. House
Rev. W. H. James
Rev. 0. C. Collins
Rev. M. C. Lester
Rev. P. E. Lott
Rev. S. H. Herring
Rev. A. Edmondson
Rev. L, D. Woodley
Rev. J. H. Tate
Rev. L. Crinel
Rev. A. B. Brown
Rev. C. B. Suggs
Rev. Early Gentry
Rev. E. S. Hicks
Rev. C. Mims
Rev. W. T. Dumas
Rev. T. B. Brown
J. M. Kimble
Submitted by Rev. H. H. Humes, President of the General itev
'
Rev. A W. Williams
Missionary Baptist State Convention (Mississippi)
Rev. N H. Hedrick
Rev. R. W. Ford
Rev. W. M. Brown
Rev. E. E. Spencer
Rev. E. J. Threadgill
Rev. R. S. Ruckett
Rev. R. C. Gallioki
Rev. L. H. Moreland
Rev. Wm. Franklin
Rev. A. B. Wood
Rev. D. R. Royal
Rev. S. 11. Jones
Rev. E. L. Fox
Rev. Fred Black
Rev. S. L. A. Jones
Rev. W. L. Jones
Rev. G. A. Brannon
Rev. J. W. West
Rev. W II. Turner
Rev. E. L. Williams.
Rev. A. A. Thompson
Rev. Peter Shelton
Rev. S. L. Browln
Rev. J. A. Browln
Rev. II. T. Richardson
N.
Rev.
H.
Rev. M. J. Gilbert
Hendrick
Rev. E. S. Hicks
hey. L. M. Robinson
Rev. I. J. James
Rev. S. A. Allen
Rev. W. L. Jones
Rev. C. H. Savage
Rev. C. H. Jackson
Rev. R. C. Gallion
Rev. W. W. McWilliams
Rev. L. R. Chandler
Rev. I). D. Smith
Rev. J. W. Washington
•
Rev. L. H—Hill
Rev. C. C. Scribner
Rev. P. F. Parker
Rev. E. D. Straughter
'Rev. W. M. Sattold
Rev. A. J. James .
Rev. Ii. H.. Humes
C.
Dr.
A.
Rev. R. T. McSwine
Greet
Rev. B. B. Bryant
Dr. ehomas Phillips
Rev. L. G. Johnson
Rev. II. D. Dupree
Rev. P. S Johnson
I:ev. B. L. Thomas
Rev. B. 'I'. Miles
Rev. 0. L. Young
Rev. L. W. Williams
Rev. A. L. Hill
Rev. N. B. Jackson
Rey. N. H. Smith
Rev. Dennis Stephe,ns
Rev. J. W Anderson
Rev. Crowley M. Holldway
Rev. Jon. Bell
Rev. D. J Ferguson
Rev. B. Washington Coates
Rev. 1. A. Brown
Itev. I. J. James
Rev. A. C. Baker
iteV. C. Cedric Claiborne

SPECIAL MACE: Those who would like
to add their names to the Manifesto that

Dr. D. E. King, (Kentucky) Financial
Secretary
Dr. Leonard G. Carr, (Ga.) Treasurer
Dr. Owen D. Pelts, (Illinois) Historian.
Dr. H. H. Humes, (Miss.) Chairman
Bath House Commission and President
General Missionary Baptist Cons ention
Dr. J. W. Gayden, (Miss.) Chairman
National B.T.U. Board
Dr. D. W. Hoggard, (Penna.) Chairman
Foreign Mission Board
Dr. W. Herbert Brewster, (Tenn.)
Chairman Educational Board
STATE PRESIDENTS
Dr. C. B. Knox, (Ark.) Regular Arkansan Convention
Dr. J. C. Wade, (Neb.) New Era Baptist District Convention
Dr. Louis Samuel Beauchamp, (Wis.)
General State Convention
Dr. M. M. Morris, (Miss.) General Missionary and Educational Convention
Dr. W. R. Matthews, (Mich.) Baptist
Missionary and Educational Convention
Dr. William R. Haney, (Mich.) Wolverine Missionary Baptist Convention
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Dr. E. N. Cox
Dr. D. G. Lewis
Dr. T. R. Brown
Dr. N. A. Crawford
Dr, L W. Craig

without

Rev. E. T. Smith
Rev. C. C. Coleman
Rev. Derrick Daniel
Rev. C. D. Dixon
Rev. J. W. Williams
Rev. B. D. Rushing
Rev. P. J. Hopkins
Rev. B. B. Bryant
Rev. A. W. Moore
Rev. J. A. Franklin
Rev. I. J. Stevesition
Rev. C. L. O'Bannon
Rev. W. M. Wells
Rev. R. H. Hedrick
Rev. C. H. Fleming
Rev. I. C. Day
Rev. J. E. Ferguson
Rev. J. M. Rudd
Rev. J. R. Bingham
Rev. it. C. Gallon
Rev. W. C. Calvin
Rev. L. R. Perry
Rev. Roosevelt Johnson
Rev. E. D. Ward
Rev. A. M. Petersen
Rey. L. R. Chandler
Rev. J. C. Battiest
Rev. E S. Hickam
Rev. L. E. MeEwen
Rev. J. N. Rucker
Rev. B. B. Bailey
Rev. L. C. Collins
Rev. W. W. Walker
Rev. C. Johnson
Rev. S. A. Allen
Rev. W. M. Franklin
Rev. J W. Gayden
,Rev. W. L. Jones
'
Rev. W. B. Brow
Rev. H. A. Armstrong
Rev. M. M. Morris
Rev. H. H. Humes
Rev. C. F. Jordan
Rev. J. R. Rouse
Rev. J. S. Reed
Rev. G. H. Hankins
Rev. M. M. Morris
Ilev. Fred Black
Rev. J. A. Randle
Rev. L. L. Miller
Rev. J. W. Vyms
Rev. D. Matthews
Rev. D. L. Short
Dr. Calvin Perkins
Rev. E. C. Williams
Rev. L. T. Terrell
Rev. W. L. Morris
- Rev. S. W. Winston
Rev. A. W. Jones
itev. .1. C. Matthew
Rev. J. D. Collie's
/ Rev. H. C, Jones
Rev. 0. T. Thrash

Rev. P. L. Honeywood
Rev. Walter R. Hill
Rev. T. L. Mabin
Rev. W. M. Mabin
Rev. W. A. Wynne
Rev. R. T. Weeden
Rev. B. L. Goodwyn
Rev. W. M. Allen

other forms.

they do."
The following signees are among the
highest officials of the National Baptist
Convention, Inc., U.S.A., together with all
State presidents (who are with this movement, by endorsement or in sentiment,)
serving as the Advisory Commission:
Dr. T. S. Harten, (New York) Senior
Vice President
Dr. E. D. Billoups, (Louisiana) Vice
President at Large
D. A. E. Campbell, (Tennessee) 4th Vice
President
Dr. 1'. J. Jemison, (Louisiana) Recording Secretary

un-Baptistic, and, a reckless stab in the
back of the doctrine of "Separation of
Church and State."
7. Finally, brethren, let us pray together, that the Lord—whose we are, and,
whom we serve—might move among us,
and reconcile unto each other, and thus,
movement, that would 'waste a million unto Himself. Let us set aside Sunday, De($1,000,000) Dollars of the Lord's money, cember 8, 1957, for ten million (10,000.- Dr. D.
C. Washington
to save face for office seeking brethren, 000) Ministers to preach front the text: I
who have been beaten in their own game, Corinthians 6:1-7; and, set aside, Wednes- Dr. C. C. Coleman
Dr. E. D. McNeely
and systematically beaten by an affirma- day. December 11. 1957. as a National Day
Dr. Robert Penn
ten
these
for
FASTING
and
PRAYING
of
tion vote of five thousand (3,000) to a mere
Dr. W. M. Haynes
sixteen (16), when souls are dying in Af- brethren, who have fallen into this awful
rica,
the light of the Gospel? The snare—and seem to 'KNOW NOT what Dr. Q. L Jones

Cont., TENNESSEE
Rev. C. M. Lee
Rev. J. F. Collins
Rev. J. R. Bibbs
Rev. L. R. Donson
Rev. C. J. Gaston
Rev. R. W. McClegidon
Rev. 0. T. Betts
Rev. P. T. Northern

Home Mission program is lagging; the
Benefit Board, stalemating; the Educational Board, almost a valley of dry bones; the
Seminary, pleading for help — and all the
projects of the denomination in need. Why
not use some of the money that will be
WASTED in Federal Court, to aid these
Boards and other objectives?
Another disturbing factor in the whole
procedure is the fact, that this legal hassle
could go on for years. For instance, if Dr.
Jackson would choose to, he, already, has
good legal grounds to bring libel suits
against his assailants, for character defamation, etc.
Of course these men expect to avoid
being charged with dragging the Convention, as such, into court, by the explanation
that they are only AFTER THE PRESIDENT. But — how can the head be dragged
into any THING or any PLACE, without
effecting the body? How can the Convention NOT be hurt, when the President (the
head) is being CRUCIFIED? (It might be
interesting to know, that the act of these
enemies of the President has driven teeming thousands away from the so-called
tenure crowd — including many of the
strongest supporters in the Conventions,
headed by some of the brethren.)
Our mail bags are bulging, with responses condemning the act as un-Christian,

will be reproduced in pamphlet form, and
also published through other papers. may

do

so

by calling, writing or Wiring the

Rev. J. A. Johnson
Rev. J. N. Cross
Rev.. T. F. Hammond
Rev. C. S. Anthony

.
Cont., MISSISSIPPI
Rev. N. H. Fraizier
Rev. R. H. Hedrick
Rev. W. U. Curley
Rev. A. J. Robinson

Rev. R. L. Butler

The following submitted by Dr. M. M. Morris, President
of the General Missionary and Educational Convention
(Mississippi)
Rev. G. H. Helem
Rev. J. W. West
Rev. L. L. Laws
Rev. W. M. Powe
Rev. J. D. Story
Rev. H. S. Wallace
Rev. A. L. Albert
Rev. J. H. Hall
Rev. H. B. Brown
Rey. A. R. Brown
Rev. E. D. Myles
Rev. I. H. Hamilton

Rev. L. J. Brows
Rev. J. Johnson
Rev. P. S. Johnson
Rev. E. D. Simpsiti
Rev. P. Davis
Rev. G. W. Hollins
Rev. W. M. Smith
Rev.
R. Winfield

r„

Rev. E. D. Dixon
Rev. M. Hunter
Rev. L. R. Robinson
Rey. U. M. MeDavis

Women's Auxiliary to Educational Board
Ithas Jean A. Lockett

Mrs. Leroy Wherry
Queen C. Anderson
.lulia Palmer
Nathalie Wadley
Teanor Oliver
Mrs. Dorothy L. Eannest
Mrs. Charlsie Merriwether
Mrs. Rebecca Parte*
Rev. Floyd Daniels
Mrs. P. C. Polk
Miss Euralia A. Moore
Mrs. Josephine Jackson
Cynthia Lee Carter
Tommy Jenkins
James Plover
Mrs. M. Jones
Mr. Walter Brooks
Mrs. Carrie Jones
Mr. Eloria Foster
Miss Virginia Foster
Mr. Henry Reed
Mrs. Lou Ella Parker
Mr. L. W. Parker
11. L. Davis
Mrs. Uhlitti Lobbins
Mr. Leonard E Mitchell
Mrs. Eunice Bruce
Mrs. Alberta Brown
Mrs 0. E. Harris
.
Mr. charles Echols
Miss Shirley A. Scan ,
Miss Gladyce I Roberts
Mrs. Louise Olds
Miss Juanita Garnman
Sirs. ocorgia Walker
.
Mrs. Mertis Ewell
Mr. L. D. Ewell
Mr. Otis Mays
II. McDonald

Miis Faye Coburn
Miss Clara Ford

Mrs..T. R. Brown—
Mrs. W. R. Brown
Mrs. IL. L. Davis
Miss Lola Larry
Mr. Ananias RON
Mrs. Nancy Jeroni
Mrs. Mattie Williams
Mrs. Doryce Bohanan
Mrs. Blanche Watts
Miss Louise Taylor
Miss Nina J. Daugherty
Miss Odessa Reed
Mrs. E. Bates ,
Mrs. L. A. Hamblin
Mrs. A. E. Campbell
Mrs. J. H. Seward
Mrs. Sam Qualls
Mrs. 'W. M. Barr
Mrs. A. J. Campbell
Mrs. Beaulah Duncan
Mrs. Pearl Gardner
Mrs. E. M. Owens
Rev. R. W. !McClendon
Rev. E. D. White
Commissioner Henry Loeb
(City of Memphis) •
Mrs. J. C. Austin
Mr. .1. C. Austin
Mrs. Susie Bryant
Mrs. Lillie M. F.weil
Mrs. W. Herbert Brewster
Mrs. Juanita Brewster Poston
Mrs. Lim, Sewart
Mr. Jerry Tate
Mrs. Lucy Wherry
Mrs. Ella Clarke Willis ins

•

Chairman of the Educational Hoard. (Dr.
W. Herbert Brewester). 1189 East Trigg
Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee — Phone

WHitehall 2-2763 or the Vice Chairmatl of
the Truth and Honor Guard, Dr. Owen D.
Pell, 5948 South Throop Street,

Illinois — l'hone WAlbrook 5-5266.
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Military Bp.11 Colorful As Smart Set Dances Formally
• GAIETY AND GLAMOR characterized the recent
Military Ball at which the 178th Regimental Combat
Team's Officers Club played host to a stunning and
handsome throng of merrymakers in the Wentworth
Avenue Armory. Always one of the season's social
highlights among formal dancing parties, this year's
ball also found notables high in military circles and
their ladies, in attendance.
• THE COLOR AND DRAMA of the brilliant affair
heightened by the -handsome blue dress uniforms worn
by the hosts, while the femme contingent donned its
most striking and flattering of formal gowns to pretty
fashions front.
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• THE COMMANDING Officer, Col. Raymond Wat- • PROUDLY DISPLAYING the emblem of the 2nd
kins and MS "first lady" enjoy a :oke as they head the Battalion of the 178th Regimental Combat Team to
a
gran d march, a gay interlulie during the evening's charming group of guests is CWO Robert Long.
Group
merrymaking.

includes (from left) Theresa Williams, Sylvia Taylor,
Mrs. Long, June McFarland and Rhetta Blanchet.

• THE CIVILIAN and the Military in formal attiri
are admired by Mrs. Charles Dorsey. Dapper and dis
tinguished are Mr. Dorsey and Dr. Allen Wright.
an-
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• THE DEFENDER's Managing Editor Enoc P. Wat- as Col. Euclid Louis Taylor, prominent lawyer and miliera jr., and Mrs. Waters exchange greetings with Lt. tary aide to Governor Stratton, scans the crowd.
Col. Bertram Pratt, personnel director at the newspaper
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1
• THE 178th REGIMENTAL rombat Team's "First
Lady." Mrs. Elizabeth Watkins, is statuesque and stunening in her ball gown. Her partner is Gen. Julius Klein.

• GETTING TOGETHER to chat in groups typical of
the camaraderie which prevails were (standing from
left) Capt. Emmett Sims, Mrs. Geraldine Pratt, Lt. Col.
.

Bertram Pratt, Capt. Edward Butcher, CWO Robert
Long and (seated) Mrs. Theresa Stevenson, Pete Green
and Mrs. Gloria Sims.

• OBVIOUSLY ENJOYING themselves as they smile
a welcome to friends from the dance floor vantage point
are Lt. Col. and Mrs. Byron Mlnar. iDafender Photos by
Rhoden).
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Sat., Dec. 7, 1957

Shower Honors Miss Catherine Henderson, Willie Witherspoon
California Coed
Wins Raves
For M. C. Stint

Engagement
Of Couple
Announced

Avenue PTA Record book chai•
mamoto, Theodore Jackson a
man, was one of three exposiprincipal.
Soderlund,
Grace
council chairmen to attend
lion
I
Vermont Avenue school is one
tc,I the recent record book workshop,
schools
elementary
of the few
by Mrs. Emil Maglielect and have active and caps-1 conducted
council record book instrucano,
officers.
body
student
ble
Mrs. Kazuo Yoneda, Vermont' tor.

are

an
is
for
as
giv,

LOS ANGELES — Newly-elected
student body president of Vet,
mont Avenue school, June Lee, is
drawing raves for the top job of
emceeing over recent festival on
homeschool's playground. Assisting her,
Christmas-tree hunting can be Christmas season, point out
were Kathleen Edmondson, vice frustrating, instead of fun, when craft experts of Thor Power Tool
who sugpresident, and Margaret Sosa, sec- you're too particular about find- Company of Chicago,
gest the Christmas tree magic,
tree.
-formed
perfectly
a
ing
retary.
You'll be able, for instance, to
less fussy and buy a
Festival was sponsored. by the Be a bit
tree that's nice appearing though (Ise attachments for your electric
PTA, with Mrs. Ralph Park in the
it has a few open spots, then' drill to make decorations for your
role of chairman of the planning make it full and beautiful with a lawn, mantel, or under the tree.
committee. Her assistants: Rev, little home Christmas magic! Just And the electric polisher will
Jack Schaffer; Mmes. Harry Ya- be sure to purchase a few extra help the lady of the house shin*
holid
for
branches of the same variety as up the furniture
guests.
the tree.
SEW WITH NEW COTTONS
a
Then, when you put up the, The jigsaw attachment of
Cotton has always been a leader tree at home, bring your magic tool such as the new speed drill
in summer fashions. Now there's by getting the portable electric I recently developed by Thor is
go- ideal for cutting out reindeer,
a host of fabrice that can be worn drill from your workshop and
to work. Drill a hole in the Santa Clause and his sleigh, and
fall, winter, and spring. Knits are ing
trunk of your Christmas tree other hardboard figures. Smallthe newest of the three-season cot- wherever there's an open spot sized decorations are fine for int
tons — available in yard goods and you want to fill in to balance the home use, lifesize ones for yard
use or even for the roof of your
ready-to-wear. Pattern companies tree's appearance.
even offer special designs, includ- Use a drill bit that matches the house, if you wish.
Portable electric tools make
each branch you
ing dress and coat ensembles and diameter of
want to insert, so the branch will ideal Christmas gifts to — gifts,
tailored dresses that can be made
support that are fun for all adults and
fit snugly enough' to
from cotton knitted fabrics. Vel- lights, ornaments, or other dec- teenagers of the household to use.
In fact, the high school boy of
veteen and corduroy . . . plain or orat(ons.
You'll find, in fact, that electric four family very well could do
printed . . . are other cottons
available in yard goods this time tools in the home workshop are the Christmas tree magic with
handy during the the electric drill.
particularly
of year.

ag On
Mic
Chris
Use Christmas
Imperfect Yule Tree

The Lelia Walker Club House
was the setting for a bridal shower honoring Miss Catherine Henderson and Willie Witherspoon,
whose engagement has recently
been announced.
Hostesses for the event were
Mrs. Katie Williams, Mrs. Mozelle Hanna, Mrs. Lillie Mae Marshall, Mrs. Daisy Harris, Mrs.
More holiday meanderings in- Mrs. Lorene Thomas, the latter
Having "Counted their Blessings," Memphians spent last week • eluded the Nashville trip of Au- shall, Mrs. Daisy Harris, Mrs.
end with a wonderful . . . "God gusts Cash and Lil and Floyd Nettie Hubbard, Mrs. Lithe Carr,
Mrs. Mertis Hester and Mrs. Lois in his Heaven, and all's right
Campbell . .. and the cosy holi- rene Thomas, the latter in charge
with the world" feeling. The
Dora
Robinson,
decorations.
Rosa
by
spent
of
day
weather ran the gamut from
drenching rains to howling winds, Todd, Herbert Robinson and Attie The table was overlaid with an
lace cloth and centered with
cold and threatened snow, ending 1 Mae and Bob Roberts down at a ecru
with greenery.
edthecenter
m
Caundmeslainbtrearsp
the week with the golden sunshine:Sardis Darn gathering at the loveflanked
,,f last Saturday and Sunday.
ly clubhouse a group of men- piece.
•••
LACE COCKTAIL
The week was a momentous about-town have there.
Miss Henderson was attired in
one in several respects. Omega ' Louise Collins and her Paula a beautiful fawn lace cocktail
Achievement
annual
end
7si Phi's
and Pamela spent the week
dress. Mrs. Katie Williams wore
wards program was held at with spouse Paul at Mississippi beige lace; Mrs. Mozelle Hanna
-Parkway Gardens Presbyterian
Industrial college at ltta Bena, chose pink taffeta featuring side
e!lurch . . . and there the ocdrapery, Mrs. Lillie Mae Marshall
('asion was certainly heightened Miss., where Paul is a member was lovely ib pink crepe; Mrs.
due to the fact that the lovely of the faculty. The same campus Daisy Harris was attired in black
--hurch had its dedicatory pro- spot drew our town's famed Rob- and gold lace, and Mrs. Littie
-ram earlier the same afternoon. ert Ratcliffe who has been visit- Carr chose black and white tafilk are still talking about
ing his parents, the Harry Rat- feta.
'trilliant address delivered by AtGuests present included Mr. and,
torney Wiley A. Branton, civil cliffes. Robert hasn't stayed put Mrs. Robert Holt, Mr. and Mrs.
grandson of Mrs. Mary Collins
ENGAGED — Mr. and Mrs.
rights leader of Pine Bluff Ar- long enough for all of his legion John Hubbard, Mr. and Mrs. A.
of that city. He is a member
A. Alton Johnson, of 1402 Kyle
kansas. Omega achievement week friends to see him, and the well Hanna Mr. and Mrs. Chester
of the senior class at Southern
St., have announced the enactivities included an Essay Con- known Courier National news Whalum, Rev. C. J. Patterson,
university in Baton Rouge.
gagement and the forthcoming
'eat which closed on November editor has caused many a person Pastor. Rev. and Mrs. 011ie
Miss Johnson was a student
marriage of their daughter,
17: the Soiree held at Universal to have an eagle watch for his Franklin, Dallas Henry, Arthur
at LeMoyne college and atJuanita, to Ellis A. Harbor of
Cafe-Lounge, under the direction return to Memphis, before depart-, Hudson, Mrs. Inez Rosemond,
tended Griggs Business colNew Orleans, La. The wedef the Quette club, honoring the ing for his home and family in Mrs. Viola Jones Mrs. Frances
lege. Her sister, Miss Betty
ding will take place at the
and
Mitchell
Rolene
Mrs.
Perr-.
culminat...
Orator
Schievement
Pittsburgh, Pa,
Johnson of Baltimore, MarySt. Augustine Catholic churth
Mrs. 0. N. Blackburn.
ed with radio forum over Station VISITORS IN OUR MIDST
land, will serve as maid of
here on Dec. 28. Mr. Harbor,
gifts were received
lovely
Many
proawards
the
and
DIA
honor. William 0. Little of
the son of Mr. fackson HarBesides out-of-town guests al- by the honorees. Presentation of
-ram where Lt. George W. Lee
Memphis will serve as Mr.
bor, and the late Mrs. Lillian
gifts was made by Mrs. D. N.
Broome
mentioned
Eva
.
ready
.
Did you ever try leg of lamb, ter. insert the thermometer so to serve lamb hot), slip a paper
leadhis
for
award
the
given
as
Harbor's best man.
Harbor of New Orleans, is the
Blackburn.
Ithat the bulb rests in the thickest frill over the shank bone and
cocked rare or medium rare?
ership in politics, education, busi- of Jackson, Tenn., spent the holi- Punch, individual cakes topped
apIf you do, you are in for a Pleas. section of the roast, but not in fat garnish with rose-red baked
uess and Civic responsibility. Spe- day here with friends. Elerine with wedding bells, assorted openant surprise. Like beef, leg of or agains a bone. Particularly ples topped with a spring of mint.
dal citations went to Dr. I. A. Faulkner Boyd of Detroit was face sandwiches, and candy and
lamb is more juicy and nutritious handy is a dial-type thermometer
Watson, jr.; Frank Kilpalriek, here for a short while . . . and nuts were served.
when cooked rare or Medium. with a pre-set index which can be AMMIIIMEMIL.
.1-U-G's Inc., and Willie James Rose and A. A. Branch of the
;
Well-done lamb may lose its deli. set at the desired 'finishing temper.lamerson.
were
college
Tougaloo
of
faculty
ature so you can see at a glance
cate flavor.
The Omega Achievement Week the guests of Dr. and Mrs. W. W.
when the meat is done. Also, it's
Deep fat fried foods seem partic- , varies in moistness and does not
committee included C. C. Sawyer, Gibson for the week end. It was
If this cut is one of your tamTOASTERS , LAMPS
fight so it can be washed
ularly appealing in Winter when ,alvays brown to the same color ily's favorites, here are some tipswater
I
Dr. James S. Byas, O'Ferrel V. good to run into Louis Johnson
with the dishes.
HEATERS
in the same length of time.
appehearty
perfection.
and
to
it
Nelson, Lawrence Westley, Dr. E. thegi
cook
schedules
busy
to
how
on
other day, he was here on
n
One of the most popular deep They come from the home econ- Cooking experts emphasize that.
..ACUUM CLEANERS
.
White and Luke Weathers. I a short visit from Los Angeles.
tites call for hot, nourishing, but
fried foods is shrimp. Here is a comics department of the Taylor the size, shape, grade, texture and RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
LT. LEE TWICE HONORED
Margaret Herndon Spearman of
easy-to-fix meals.
particularly interesting variation Instrument Companies, manu- age of roasts vary and these facThe annual Tri-State Defender Pine Bluff is here to spend a
Actually deep fat frying Is one to try on your family or friends. facturers of cooking thermomet- tors all affect the necessary cookawards were given to six disting- week with her mother, Mrs. J. E. LOS ANGELES — In the first
of the easiest, quickest, and most The Japanese call it Tempura and ers.
ing time. For these reasons, a
,iished Memphians, and at the Herndon, who is recuperating from
of a proposed series of annual economical ways of preparing a the Italians call It Fritto Misto,
t he awards banquet held at the surgery.
cut small slivers time-temperature chart can only
ahead,
day
A
good in any language. If
Universal Lounge last Tuesday
Another very interesting visit- dinners and conferences, the new- variety of tasty dishes. It is but its
insert them into be approximate, and only a roast
the vegetables are prepared in ad- of garlic and
week at 5 p. In., Lt. George W. or in Memphis over the week end ly organized Democratic Minority economical because it uses less
the fat of the leg meat thermometer can insure perin
cut
gashes
vance It is a quick and unusual
Lee received the newspaper's was Maceo Hill . . well known Confrence of Los Angeles head.
shown in photo). Garlic sliv- fect results,
fat or oil than pan frying (the last - minute treat, particularly (as
award given in recognition of his Ohio auditor, big-wig member of ed by chairman Attorney Vaino
planted this typically French Allow from 30 to 35 minutes per
era
at can be clarified and reused) good as a hot hors d'oeuvre.
leadership during the year 195r. Alpha Phi Alpha and erstwhile
way gently aromatize the meat.. pound in figuring roasting time ALSO—
the
in
offically
began
Spencer,
and the food is more digestible FRITTo MIST()
Full coverage of the event can Courier representative in the Ohio
During the cooking the garlic, for lamb. For very rare lamb, REBUILT VACUUM $995
be found elsewhere in this news- Illinois and Indiana sector. Mr. swank Pacific Town Club setting. because a minimum of fat is ab- 1 to 2 lbs shrimp (depending on roasting pan to act as a rack for roast to 140 degress on the thenCLEANERS
size)
Hill was the houseguest of Ethel, The 550-a-plate dinner found no- sorbed.
paper.
softens and virtually disappears, lmometer; 175 degrees for medium'
1" to 2 lbs prepared vegetables
THANKSGIVING WANDERINGS,. and Marvin Tarpley, and he tables from all walks of life inPrepare and arrange potatoes1 one and 180 degrees if you want
the
in
lies
success
of
secret
-I
The
cauliflower,
mush(beans
meell videone.
iw
Nashville drew scores of Hem seemingly had the time of his attendance and highly enthusiasttion
s tato rmackoffoar .1
abo
temperature of the fat according
rooms, sweet potatoes, zucchini, raonadstionngioanns
phians away from their own hom- ; life seeing his Alpha brothers and
'act as
roast so it will be
on
outlined
as
format
the
over
ic
artichokes washed and cut in the meat. This will produce vege• out of the oven about half an
so Nora Finuane, home economes and hearths to visit friends other very dear and interesting
the invitations.
bite-size hunks)
and relatives in the capital city friends.
tables bathed in flavorful drippings, hour before serving time. Even
istfortheTaylorInstrument
Att. Gen, Edmundy G. "Pat" tat for the Taylor Instrument Com- 1 egg
. . . be on hand for Tennessee
Lt. Edgar House of NYC, nephand there'll be no rack to wash. a small roast keeps on cooking
•
festiviU's annual homecoming
ew of Edna Swingler, cut quite a Brown was principal speaker with panies, manufacturers of cooking I tablespoon water
Lamb is tender and adapted to for one hour after it is removed
at
teaspoon
't
salt
swath in our midst for more than the honorable Henry H. Collins, thermometers. Overheated f a t
(try-heat cookery. First, s e I frcm the oven. It will not cool 760 Union - IA. 7-2631
ties, which reached its climax
which
I-8
teaspoon
at
peper
a week. He's a former student at
your oven regulator at 300 to 325 appreciably and it is easier to
the Homecoming Dance,
will smoke and scorch the food
councilman, Kenneth
famed Woody Herman's band pro-: New York 's Manhattan college ... Bakersfield.
and underheated fat will result 1 cup flour (or crumbsi, appro- degrees F. and keep this tempera- carve if it stands to "set" or firm 2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
Angeles
Los
of
member
Hahn,
ximately
Om, Nighis
Witnessing
syncopation.
Free Parkin.
vided the
ture throughout. By rising a low up before serving.
was lauded in a big magazine
in excessive fat absorption and
and enjoying the performance of
rather than a high temperature, Just before serving (and be sure
spread a couple of years ago County Board of Supervisors, the; soggy food. To eliminate guess.' Oil for frying.
the dance were several Memphians 1 for his swimming prowess — hav- honorable Augustus Hawkins, L. work and insure light, golden- In a soup plate combine egg, drippings are kept to a minimum,
. . . including Dr. and Mrs. Ar- ing tried out for the Olympics. A. Assemblyman, and Monroe brown results, use a dependable, water, salt and pepper and beat the flavorsome meat juices a r e
thur E. Worm. Dr. and Mrs. The- hut having to relinquish that
deep-fat frying thermometer. They slightly. Place flour in another left in, the meat is more juicy
shar-,
ron NortWeross. Mr. and Mrs. Har- pursuit in favor of his stint in Jones Seaside Councilman
are available in conventional ncr-i soup plate. To coat vegetables and and tender. and shrinkage is
speas
rostrum
speakers
the
ing
old I. Johns and Mr. and Mrs. the Marines, where he became the
eury-in-glass and dial types. y,ithlshrimp, dip in flour in egg mix- much reduced.
cial
guests.
Gerald Howell.
first Negro Marine jet flyer. Ile's
adjustable clamps to accommodate • ture, and again in flour. Drop into Place the roast in the pan. skin
The Hon. W. Dyren Rumford,
The Johns nd Howels motoredj on his way down to Florida for
different depths of frying utensils. deep fat heated to 375 percent and side down. Do not add water or
lezislator
Berkley's
Negro
only
up on Wednesday . . . with the! helicopter training.
One dial type thermometer has an Drain on absorbent paper and cover the pan. Avoid guessy,ore
the
of
Dr
and
Mitchell
James
by using a roast meat thermome
Howells stopping off at Gerald's THE ALPHA DANCE
index whih can be preset to the, serve immedately.
Board of Education were
home ... and the Johns going on
Can't say where so many folk Riverside
desired temperature for easy refas
guests.
honored
special
Eveand
Dr.
with
to spend the holiday
had such an enjoyable time as
erence; also. it's water tight so
INC.
included
entertainment
Mrs. C. H. Walker, joined by tneir was experienced at the informal' nings
it can be washed with the dish- Put
talhighly
by
guest
appearances
Mr.
Louis.
St.
from
friends
old
dance sponsored by Alpha Lambes.
and Mrs. George Stafford, w h o da Delta chapter of Alpha P h i ented and very popular tenor ArThe "inch bread cube method"
flew down and then motored hack Alpha the night after Thanksgiv- thur Lee Simpkins and pianist Le- is not very reliable Miss Finnto Memphis with the Johns to' ing. The ladies looked lovely . . nard Bluett.
cane points out, because bread
spend the remainder of the week! the music was excellent . . . and
You can line the window silla! handle so it can be switched about
here. Mrs Stafford is the former' the opportunity of seeing so many
Words of the Wise
Words of the Wise
with pots of ivy, but there are to catch sunlight at different times
LeMoyne college teacher. Their' visiting friends, all went to make
We pass our life in forging
To be popular yourself you
more decorative ways of showing of day.
presence here touched off many the dance a resounding success.
fetters for ourselves and In
must nrst learn to like other
them off around the house.
The other is a rectangular box
informal visits and coutesies. And everyone's especially happy
people. There is just no other
complaining of having to wear
Furniture stands are available
on legs with pineaple finials as
including the lo ely breakfast par- since it benefited the Alpha's
way.
—(R. W. Ettinger)
them. —(Gustav Vaperean)
once again for flower pots — for
ty given by Mr. and Mrs. Johns scholarship program.
the first time since the gaslight decorative treatment and it's amfollowing the Alpha Phi Alpha
era. The new stands, designed by ple enough for eight small pots
dance.
Gordon Perlmutter (for a Chica- of ivy.
are
Adele and George Stafford
go specialty co..) are colonial
Decorators also are placing
a wonderfully relaxed and engagadaptations of once-popular fern- flower pots in metal woven basing couple . . . and amid the enn•
eries.
kets on the floor in the corners
fines of the beautifully appointed
One stand, a tiered model with of modern rooms. Generaly, they
Johns home, the tempting aroma
round trays just big enough for. paint the pots and the baskets
of sausages, bacon. butter-swima flower pot, has a handy brass' white,
ming grits, mushroom sauce over
eggs, gourment jellies . . . as.
With the baking of cakes no 1-4 cup heavy (ream
or with second layer. Swirl remainsorted juices, hot rolls and steam. ing frosting generously around
ing coffee, folks lingered but late.; longer the "full dress" perform- 1.8 teaspoon salt
sides and on top of cake. Chill
Among those present were Alma ance which it used to be, cake 1 teaspoon vanilla
and Phil Booth, Margaret and Dr. can now be served as a dessert 1 package fudge and frosting mix until mohca frosting is set.
Sift together sugar, cocoa and
Fred Rivers, Catherine and Dr.
Make fudge and frosting mix acil
FULL LINE OF
Sunfor any day, be it holida
ACCESSORIES,
If. H. Johnson. Marietta iTid Atty.
,coffee. Cream butter or margar- cording to directions on package.
LATEST STYLES, FABRICS
raids Healing Substance That Does Roth—
ine until light and fluffly. Add su. Serve with ice cream, cut to re.'
A. A. Lathing. Mary and Jack day. or just plain week day.
AND
COLORS TO CHOOSE FROM.
The special cake mixes now on' gar mixture gradually, alternat- seinhlo-Llad's bow tie, and decorRoberts, Jewel Gentry and Dr.
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
John Nelson, Harriet and Ma• the ,market make it possible tol ing with cream. Cream well after ated with strip of fudge frosting.'
Mem York, N. Y. (Special)And
problem!"
among
these
int/v(ho were de- devote the customary 'cake mak- each addition. Stir in salt and va- Cake can be made ahead, frost-, For the first time science has
ceo Walker . .
freers were a very wide variety
lighted in havirm the entire lsh, ing' time to dressing up your nilla. Beat well. Spread ‘^2 cup ed. wrapped in foil and frozen un- found a new healing substance
of hemorrhoid conditions,some if
with the astonishing ability to
10 to 20 yeare' standing.
clan together once mom ter the cake with a filling and icing to frosting on top of one layer; coy- til ready to serve.
shrink
and
hemorrhoids
relieve
to
All this, without the us. of
week end. Dr and Mrs J. W make it a real treat.
pain
-without
surgery.
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin' SUITS Made to
lab of Rockford, Ill.. and Lucille
For Dad's special day, whether
Measure and Altered
In one hemorrhoid case after
gents of any kind. The secret la
Ish of Chicago. Harriette's young.' Its his birthday or just an occa.
another,"very striking improve- • new healing substance (RioTo
Your
ment" was reported and verified
er brother and her sister, were sion to have hint home can be a
Specifications
Dyn')-the discovery ofa worldby doctors' obeervations.
famous research institution. Alguests of the Walkers. Jeff (Dr. tasty chocolatey cake, filled with
was
Pain
relieved
ready,
Rio-Dyne
promptly.
in
is
use
wide
W.
Ish)
his
and
charming wife his special brand of goodnes s.
J.
BUCKLES-HENRY -SMALL
And, while gently relieving pain,
for heeling injured tissue on all
their three
charm Here's one idea for the making:
brought
actual reduction or retraction
parte of the body.
ing daughters with them. Also DAD'S CAKE
(shrinking) took place.
This new heeling substance is
And most amazing of all-this
present at 'the party were &soffered in rupporitory or metetenS
CAKE. Prepare a oackage
improvement was maintained in
teem called Preporatioe H. Ash
and Dr. Stanley Ish, Vivian White, of food cake mix according to
eases Where doctors' observations
for individually sealed convenient
Charles Iles, jr., Jewel and Dr. • directions, Cool thorouglg.
were continued over • period of
Preparation II suppositories or
INC
Oscar Spelght. jr. . . and Juanita FOR FROSTING
many months!
Preparation H ointment with spethe latter
and John Brinkley .
In fact, results were se thor.•era' -ugar
cial applicator. Preparation If le
ough that sufferers were able to
sold at all drug stores.Satisfaction
two arriving before an\ one else 2 Inblefiponns cocoa
'raki,-such aatoniahingstatementa
guaranteed or money refunded.
arrived, and reluctantly having I tablespoon instant coffee
have
las
"Piles
ceased
to
•
be
r e Pet ea,
to leave early.
-la cup butter or margarine

Slow Cooking Accurate Temperature
Produces Delicious Leg Of Lamb
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Deep Fat Frying Simple
With Reliable Thermometer
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Ivy In Everything
Except Flower Pots

ROBES

Especially Designed And Created For

A Rich And Chocolatey Cake Makes
Dad's At Home'Meals A Treat

Science'Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
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Two Thousand Attend 11th Annual
N. C. Resource-Education Confab
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By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
Christmas is just around the her home on Hale at last week.
corner you know and you can tell A pro-Thanksgiving dinner of 'Turit as soon as you reach down key, dressing and all the trimtown for the Christmas Shoppers mings topped off with pit a la
are on the go already. There is mode iundp up the menu. Duran organization in Jackson which ing the business session, plans
is doing something for someone were completed for their annual
for which no return is expected Christmas party which will be held
as well as others who plan to at the home of Miss Claudine
give baskets and clothing to the Bledsoe on Sims at. Gifts will be
needy.
exchanged among the members at
FOREIGN MISSION DRIVE
the Pre-Christmas meeting at the
Mrs. R. L. Drain was appointed home of Mrs. Arya L. Robinson.
to lead the National Baptist ForEnjoying the lovely graciouseign Mission drive here. The aa- ness of the hostess were the oresnual Christmas Foreign Mission, ident, Miss Lurline Savage, Meidrive of the- National Baptist Con- dames Arva L. Robinson, Cora
vention, Inc., has been launched Deberry. Grace Hurst, D a is y
In Jackson and adjoining coon- Shaw. A. R. Marshall. Eloride
ties and is scheduled to close on Jones, ?stable Davis. Essie Jones
Wednesday, Dec. IS. when the Millard Thomas, Osielle Drain,
Baptist stburchcs of the city will and Misses Darlene Hutson and
. • ,i,
Present the annual F
Foreign M.
M Juanita Peoples. Special guest at
-'&•.
sion night. The-following commit- the meeting was Miss Thelma
tees have been annotinced by Shells Price of Detroit, Mich.
WEDDING
FEBRUARY
Mrs. Drain for the occasion: ProPLANNED — Mr. and Mrs.
gram; Miss Lurline Savage,
A. J. Lewis of 2001 Carver
chairman. Mrs. Florine Conningare., have announced the en.
hant, Mrs. Lula Thomas, Mrs. C.
gagement of their doughII. Williams, Mrs. Maudie Nichter, Gloria Cecilia to Joseph
ols, Mr. Willie B. Glass, Mrs.
AlsaerlOr, the son of M. and
Alice Theus, Mrs. W. G. Terry,
Mn. Wilton Alsandor
OpcRev. and Mrs. J. P. Jones. Mrs.
louse, La. The couple will be
Mrs. Mattie Shelton & Mrs. 'Hattie
married sometime during the
Sue Byrd, Mrs. Myrtle Monroe,
The most dangerous place in the
Mrs. B. E. Bridge,man and Rev.
E. L. Govan. Music committee: home for a man is outside the
Rev. C. Derricks. chairman, Prof. houao. A recent study shows that
Daniel Glass, Miss ifornors Har- one-third of minor accidents
dy, Mrs. Margaret Savage. Mrs. which befall the modern husband
Vera Hardy, Mrs. Shelby Briggs, take place on the lawn.
Mrs. Mollie Long and Mrs. MuniRaking leaves, shoveling snow. •
nell Huntspon. For donations to. car repairs and other do-it-yourthis worthy drive, the Christmas self projects are the chief causes
New York — Industry is cm
Candle cleaners are being used of sprains and other minor injuthe look-out for bright young
with the slogan "The Candle You ries.
Light Will Help to Light the
For the lady of the house, the I people — even times with no exWorld."
kitchen is the Danger spot. One- perience in a particular field —
The clothing drive for the West- half of her minor accidents hap- to train as future executives.
ern State hospital under the spon- pen in the room where she spends In applying for jobs like these,
sorship of Delta Sigma Theta So- the most time, preparing meals your booklearning isn't as imrority will be had agent this and handling other household portant as your personality and
character. Recognizing this, New
Christmas season. If You have chores.
clothing you wish to donate, please
Of these minor accidents to both York university has come out
contact Miss Johnnie Reid on sexes, sprains, strains, and pulled with some advice to their stuHays Ave. The Annual Charity muscles accounted for less than dents on what kind of questions
as
Ball being sponsored by Delta 10 percent of the total injuries employers may ask, as well
chances
Sigma Theta is scheduled for De- but approximately 60 percent of how you can ruin your
for getting a job.
cember 12 in, the Lane College the pain.
you should
Gym at 8 p. m.
Most dangerous hours of the Among the questions
over and be ready to anCHURCH DAY SUCCESS
day, for both men and women, think
want to
you
Why
do
are:
Although it was a dreary rainy are between the hours of 10 a. m. swer
work for this coMpany? What
day, Sunday. Nov. 25, proved a and 1 p. m.: 4 and 7 p. m.
grand success as members of
Few of these minor accidents
First Baptist church observed require the services of a doctor keep a well-stocked medicine
their annual Church Day. Guests yet the study found that fewer cheat to handle emergency firstfor the afternoon were Rev. S. than half the homes in the U. S. aid.
E. Long and his congregation. The
evening concluded with the Baplist Training Union's "Chat With
Our Neighbors from Abroad."•
This chat proved to he very in.
spirational and informative Persons appearing were Miss Sophronis Chesser, student at Lane col,
A teen-ager, whether he admits
lege from Liberia, James 3rown,
By JOHN BARROW
it or not, seeks guidance. WhethTuskegee Institute student from
A mother's er he takes the "answers" from
LITTLE ROCK
British West Indies who is in
three his parents or elsewhere depends
Jackson doing apprenticeship in ordinary trials with rear:ng
times on his parents. Mrs. Stephens,
several
the Building Trades, Mr. Isiah sons are multiplied
whistle husband works as an unSavage, veteran who has done ov- for Mrs. Charles Stephens.
Her 15-year-old Jack goes to dertaker during the winter and
erseas duty, and Mrs. Marie
Rock,
Little
school
in
flies as a crop duster in the sumPenn, Dean of Women at Lane Central High
college who has just returned Ark., where the enrollment of mer, says,
widemeant
has
Negroes
nine
"We're trying to bring up our
from an overseas tour.
children without racial prejudice.
They discussed the educational, spread turmoil.
Mrs. Stephens is president of The world's a smaller place tocultural and religious background
of the foreign countries.
the Parent-Teacher's Association, day. It's growing smaller each
musical renditions the orgganization usually expect- day."
Beautiful
were given by the Ladies En- ed to iron out school problems. An example often works better
semble which is composed of. MesBoth mother and son are caught for a parent than preaching. The
dames Lucille Davis, Cleo Boyd, in a cross-fire of traditional segre- segregationist band of more than
Mary F. Stone and Misses Harris gation versus respect for law and 100 women, urging Gov. Orval Faubus to close the embattled school,
,Houston and Darlene Hutson. The order.
group is under the direction of
While "things are so tense. so asked Mrs. Stephens to join.
Miss Hornora Hardy.
touchy," the mother indicates the She declined — just as Jack deMrs. W. G. Terry, first lady of PTA is treading softly. Its punch, clined, a week later when a pack
the church, served as co-ordinator its very life, hinges on how many of students tried unsuccessfully to
of the program. A special social parents back it; how few attack stage a general walkout on Thursday. Instead, Jack plugged ahead
feature was the-crowning of Miss it or ignore it.
B. T. U. The young Miss was
And Jack — whose two broth- with his algebra. English and
Miss Frankie Lewis, eighth grade ers, because of their ages, attend Spanish. He hopes to enter law.
student in the Intermediate class! other schools — is facing Central His mother says:
of the B. T. U. of First Baptii 1 High's conflict which, at times, "I eel the destiny of the South
church. Leaders for the class are has kept two out of five students lies i the integrity of the informed."
Mesdames Ester Thomas a n d at home.
_
Mary Epperson.
STUDENTS WELCOMED
The students in the Merry High,
9
school Library Club were very
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Little Rock PTA Prexy,
Son, Defy Members

Elite Club Members
Friends Enjoy Party

proud to receive their charter last
week as members of the Library Club of America. Inc. They
have pledged themselves to read
A bingo party sponsored by the
at least two books per
in Elite Literary and Social club was
order to keep their life month
memberheld in Ward 33 of Kennedy VA
ship in the organization,
In obsrvance of National Book hospital Nov. 27, with many useWeek, the Library club members ful prizes going to the winners.
presented a very unique skit in The Gabrielaires quartet of Rathe auditorium, "The Book Worm"
dio Station WDIA was present
which was composed by them. Results have already been shown and sang several impressive sefrom the increasing number a lections which were enjoyed by
other students who.have begun to the shut-ins.
read..
Mrs. George West, Jr.. who was
A visiting committee composed selected as the Mother of t h e
of patrons, parents, and students Year at the hospital, afterward
observed the facilities of Merry
High school last Monday. study- carried sandwiches to that more
seriously ill patients in Wards 32
ing the extent to which the school
and 34, who were unable to paris meeting the requirements for
ticipate in the octivities. She
approval in the State of Tenneswas accompanied by. Mrs. Milse. These requirements h a d dred Riley of the Pet Milk Corn.
already been studied- by the fac- pany who served hot chocolate to
ulty.
patients.
The committee was composed 1HOSE PRESENT
SaM.
president of Members and friends of the
of Mrs. Mary
the PTA: Dr. W. R. Bell, local group who were present for the
sec- puny were Mrs. M. J. Owens,
financial
Jeans,
T.
dentist; F.
retary of the Christian Methodist Mrs. J. H. Seward. Mr. and Mrs.
church: Mrs. Lillie Bell Cole, Jack- Walter Guy, Mrs. H. J Pegues,
McCleaves,
Florence
son welfare worker • Rev. C. D. Madame
McKelvy, pastor of Liberty C, M. Mrs Harry Ratcliffe, Mrs. C. C.
K. church: Miss Willie Mae Perk- Sawyer. Mrs. M. Blue, and Cha,sins, president of the Student lain L A Thigpti•
Council; and L. C. Dinwiddee, Mr. James Richardson of 731
Dallas it., Orange Mound, was
student council member.
also presme and used Pis ter to
COUNCIL MEETS
The Semper Fedelis council was early some of the members to
hosted by Mrs. Emma Pearson at the party for tbs.pliant*.

•

•
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in Durham during the afternoon
sessions. The resource-use emphaout the day in Science and ReadDr. Ballentine concluded his ad-i ty. The W. B. Wicker High school ing Dr. George L. Johnson, Dean
DURHAM, N. C. — The eleventh
annual • North Carolina Resource. dress by saying. "Perhaps there of Sanford and the Lee Couniy El. of Instruction, Winston-S ale m
has been. some undue concern etuentary School of Jonesboro, Teachers college, was the threeUse Edneation attracted over 2,over ousais's nein , first to .c-, Heights had the largest number! tor-consLItant of t h e Reading
000 teachers, students and parents cessfully launch a satellite, al- of students present for the one-I Workshop. and Pr Thomas E. Mafrom all sections of the state last though this is net the first indi- day eon'erenve!
lone, Biology department, North
Thursday. The one-day conference cation that America may he losDr. Alfonso 'Elder, President of Carolina college at Durham, was
opened at 9 a nt. in R. N. Duke ing a round iq a :Mid of baste sei• NCC. welcomed the students and the Director of the Science WorkAuditorium, North Carolina col- ence On the other hand, however., teachers at the Second Genets! shop. Both workshops were a trelege, Durham. N. C.
isn't I here more evldenee that our Srssion and introduced commis. mendous success in every "fay.
The keynote speeches oer e scientists are pushing back Iron sioner Ballentine to the
•
group. J
Edmonds.
I made by Dr. Helen G.
S. Stewart Councilman of thy
tiers and elyirt us ne,A
NCC
and
History
at
professor of
pies faster than we are producing, City of Durham, extended greet
Dr. L. H. Ballentine. Commission- thinkers to channel these new re-' hies on behalf of die citizens of
er of Agriculture of North Car- duciri• thinkers
cqicinc! th.me Durham. During the morning ses
olina.
'ion Mrs. Bernice Johnson, presi
sources for effective living""
Dr. Ballentimeseattaiseee mead(' Dr. Hflen G. Edmonds of NCC dent if the Durham Count
have "serious doubts about regent spoke
n
" N. Teachers Association, welcomed
'.200 students
trends in our public schools." Ile puke Auditorium at 11 a no. In a the delegates to the city and Miss
declared. "Helping young. (inform masterful way Dr. Edmonds chal- Teresa NI. Callender, Elementam
ed minds to 'burgeon out all that lenged the youths of today to pee- Supervis tr. Fayetteville City
is within them' is The greatest op- pare for a better tomorrow..
Schools, gave the response.
portunity for developing our most
Three public school leachers
Four high sclia9Utp_dints from
Important resources.'
I the following high schools partic- with almost 100 years of comHe added, "We should constant- ipated in the Resource-Use Edu- bined service w er e presented
ly ask ourselves whether we are cation Symposium: Miss Barba. plaques at the State Resource-Ilse
laying too much stress on skills" ra Alle, of Little River It I p h Education Conference ter distinBallentine told the group that he School. Durham , Miss Slarkethia guished and tneritorious service to
had long favored vocational train- Baldwin of .Lincoln High School, the boys and girls of the State.
ing in public schools but that it Chapel 11111; Miss Ruby Moore of They were: Mrs. Clara S. Jahnmust not be allowed to overshnd• Shepard Hijh School Zebillon and son of Sanford; Mrs. Ruth LawSt.
month of February at the
ow the fundamental need of teach- Miss Ann Humphrey of Person rence Woodson of Raleigh, and
Augustine Catholic church. ing children to think. Dr. Batten- County High School, Roxboro. William R. Collins of Smithfield
Fifteen resource-use emphasis
Miss Lewis is a graduate of
time warned that over emphasis on! Thea. seniors and juniors spoke
technology "can lead to the de-1 from this theme: "What My School clinics were provided for more
St. Anthony High school and
velopment of jukebox mentalities i Is Doing To Channel Community than 1,000 teachers who arrived
I eMoyne colleges and a teachinterested only in putting a sickle Rcsourc as For Effective Learning sin workshops were conducted thru
er in the Memphis Public
in the slot to get immediate re- and Living".
school system. she has been
sults""Young people," he added, The seniors front Horton High
active in religious, etch. and
social affairs in the communmust be given an understanding school at Pittsboro presented a
of basic science and, even more skit on "We're Going To Travel".
ity. (Photo by Hooks Bros.)
important, they must learn how It demonstrated ways in which
young people should apply rules
determines progress in a 1100d , to use science wisely."
of social graces and safety praccoMpany? How much of your college expenses did you earn? have the background qualifica- tices everyday in order to conHave you a girl, Is it serious, tions, include: poor personal ap- serve human resources.
During the Afternoon session,
When did you choose your col- pearance: money overemphasis;
lege major. What is your major shifty eyes; limp handshake: com- Dr. Theodore R. Speign'er, State,
Describe
extra-curricplaints
about
previous
employers;
weakness.
Chairman, of the North Carolina
ular offices. What type of books sloppy application blank; lateness Resource-Use Education Conferfor interview; thinking too well ence. and Director of the Divisdo you read?
The factors that can defeat of yourself; and a narrow range ion of Resource-Use Education,
your application, even though ou i of interests.
was the presiding ofticer. He presented trophies to teachers in the
following city-county units f o r
'Well111111
outstanding achievements in the
area of resource-use education for
WEI
1957. Franklinton City, Chatha in
County, Oxford City, Granville
MIN
County, Vance County. Person
MINI
County and Moore County.
MN
The student attendance award
MEMPHIS am
went to the schools in Lee CounAIMME
---- —
1070 on your

Oven fie,

Taystee Bread

WDIA

dial Amma

SEND NEGRO
GREETING CARDS
FOR CHRISTMAS

Carrots are worthy but often
borrowing In other words, to get
your family interested in cooked
carrots, you probably need to combine them with stimulating company. Try this — Onions in Cheese
Sauce — with — Buttered Carrots
and Limas — for a pleasing combination.
ONIONS IN CHEESE SAUCE
12 small onions
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons flour
1 cup milk
1-2 teaspoon salt
2-4 cup grated American Cheese
Peel onions and cook in boiling
salted water until just tender. In
the meantime, melt butter, odd

..e11111110111

flour and blend Add milk and
cook until mixture hods and thickens, stirring constantly. Add salt
and cheese and stir intil cheese
melts. Pour sauce over drained,
cooked onions.
BUTTERED CARROTS
AND LIMAS
cups lima beans
11
/
2 cups julienned carrots
Cook lima beans and carrots
separately in boiling salted water.
Drain. Combine and serve with a
generous amount of butter. T h e
lima beans and julienned rarrots (carrots cut in match stick
strips) served with the onions in
cheese sauce make 6 generous
servings.

HARLEM FINANCE CO.
317 BEALE ST.

The fastest Growing Late
of Greeting Cords Newell
Before Offered,

Arzander "Zannie Claus" Jones
General Manager

New 1957 line of
Colored exclusive
greeting cards

20.

LOANS

$189

ON

Wish.,, witho.it Y. Nemo
imprie
ORDIR TODAY: SINMD CHECK
OK MONEY ORDER 10,

FURNITURE-AUTOMOBILE-SIGNATURI
CO-MAKER

FASHION GREETING

CALL FIRST — Your Money Will Be Waiting
MONEY ON TERMS
Office Hrs Monday Tbru Thursda,
9 to 5 p.m.

Pose Office Box 5512
Chicago N. Oliseis
ORDER SOME FOR TOUR
PLACE OF DEEPNESS
TO INTEREST APPETITES
in carrots, try combining them
with stimulating company. Onions in cheese sauce and carrots with lima beans make

COUNTRY HOMES
WILL BUILD YOU A 2 BEDROOM HOME

On Your Farm
OR ACREAGE ANYWHERE IN SHELBY COUNTY
for

TRI-STATE DEFENDER 11

000 down
AND

a pleasing combination to set
before the family.

R. ANDERSON
CONSTRUCTION CO.
Phones:FA 3-0451

FA 3-0551

HARLEM FINANCE CO.
317 hale

JA 6-5088

COVERING THE ENTIRE CITY OF MEMPHIS
With

Courteous And Reliable Services
RADIO DISPATCHED
45c For 1 Mile
10c Each Additional /
1
2 Mile
10c Each Additional Passenger
Mrs. Elizabeth Young Shaw, President

$3200 per month
J.

N >td, are
.......d de day• .
odad mar 11.100 wiNi whirs. on •
Penny •••1 sand Wise, •••• vo•
wail you • •r•• •••••••

Mr. Albert "Cootsy" Smith, Manager
240 Linden Ave.

UNITED TAXI

Ph. JA 5-0621

0

Florida

DEFENDER

PANAMA
There is no life however sad,
dear, that some rays of sunshine
must come to cheer. Then let us
look to God above for these many0
blessings of Ilia love. Oh let
us all give thanks.
Sedvices we.e fine throughout
Sunday at Greater Bethel ACME
[ church. Rev. G. McClinton was
guest speaker Sunday morning
Mrs. T. Lyal's funeral was held
MIDSILLE
Tabernacle B. C. People.a
By PAUL L. HOWARD, SR. at
Home had charge of fu.
Funer
stars
singing
TV
and
The radio
W. R. Walkarrangements.
neral
the
at
appear
of this section will
Midvale Elementary school Dec. er, pastor She was a Star mein
under her of the Ladies -,Aid and Home
1. The Golden Trumpets,
mission.
the direction of Waiter Williams:
•
•
•
will make their first appearance
sNEAD
in t is community. The school is
expecting a large crowd to be on
The Adult school at Sneads,
hand The singing is sponsored by Fla.. has begun its term for
direction
the
under
grade.
fifth
the
1957-58 under the leadership of
of Paul L. Howard
Miss L. M. Spencer. Classes bechurch
Baptist
Hill
The Love
gin at 6:30 and end at 9:30, four
the
of
meeting
last
will hold its
nights a week, Monday through
in Deyear on the first Sunday
Thursday. Class enrollment is 21.
Golden,
C.
C.
Rev.
The
cember
bulk of the students are fron.
church The
who took charge of the
Junction, Fla. Classes ar
River
three years ago. after the death divided' into two groups — eleWilliams
of the late Rev W D.
senior. Elementary
.18- mentary and
'is the second pastor of the
include grades one through 8 and
Floyd
year-old church. Mr
the senior include grades nine
Green is chairman of the deacon through twelve. We are happy to
board.
say that students seem very inThere are to-o more Burke coun- terested in their work and are
Midthe
to
ty natives being added
making fine progress. Our invitavale Elementary school They
is extended to all who are
tion
daughter
Jackson,
are Miss Dora
interested. We highly appreciate
and
Jatkson
J
Mrs
of Mr. and
ner.
the visitation of the following
a graduate of Albany State colBas, sons: Rev. Williams from
Arletha
Miss
Ga..
Alban).
lege.
corn. Fla.; Mr. Green, principal
Bennett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
school and
of Snead!, Elementary
graduate
a
and
Bennett
Neeley
Marianna,
Fort Mrs Irene Williams of
college,
State
Valley
Fort
of
Valley. Ga
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Dr. Wesley Cites Values Of History Study
Says It Fosters
Wood Citizens'

Georgia

XENIA. Ohio — The study of singer, Adella Ward. Many WI the
history by a population group is songs bad never been heard either
essential to group self-respect an by the experts or by the attendthe development of good citizen- ing association members.
Dr. Willis L. James of Spellman
ship," declared Dr Charles H
Wesley at the opening session of College, Atlanta, Georgia, said
that
he thought that the music
th
of
Convention
day
three
the
Association for the Study of Ne- originated in Africa. Profesor L. R.
gro Life and History on the cam p. Ballou, of Alabama State College
us of Alabama State-college, Mont- said he thought it was more sociological than historical, and Pro.
gomery, Alabama.
Central State-college was re- Robert Williams of Alabama State
presented by four members of it took the middle of the road with
faculty including President Wesley the opinion that "there was some
Dr. Paul MeStallworth, Dr. Wil of Africa but much more Ameritam P. Robinson, Dr. Carleton 1 can."
Lee and Associate Professor Wi1- Other scholars presented hishelmina Robinson. Each of these torical papers during the sessions.
participated in the presentation5 They included the following:
"The Negro on the Virginia
and discussions.
Dr. Wesley, national presiden Frontier" by Dr. J. Reuben Sheet
et'.
Texas Southern university:
of the Association, said that minor
ities in the United States had un "The Free Negro in Georgia" by
dertaken to study and publish th Dr. Edward Sweatt, Clark College;
facts of their history both for th "Colonial Militia and Negro Manpresentation of facts as well a power" by Dr. Benjamin Quarles,
for group respect from others and Morgan State college! "Connectifor themselves
cut Negro Soldiers in the American
OTHER MINORITIES
Revolution" by
Dr - Lorenza
He said that such minorities a Greene, Lincoln university. MissoJews. Catholics, and Irish ha uri.
HERE ARE SIX reasotts why
Daytona Beach, Fla. Left to
established their historical back
Dunmre. Rebye Jean Wil
Gisela Smith, Gwendolyn Jack.
Other papers included; "Politiright, the lovely coeds are
enrollment is on the increase
grounds through the Jewish his cal Status of
hams and Bonnie Hampton
sou, Charlie Mae Sims, Ruth
the Negro in Georgia"
at
Bethune-Cookman
college,
torical society, the Catholic his by Dr. Clarence Bacoter
"Pioneers
torieal society and the Irish-Amer in the State of Washington"
by
can historical society. The edu Dr. W. Sherman
Savage. Lincoln
kikeater further said that Negro university, Missouri;
ser ol nester; E. Simmons,
"Negro LeSt.
AIKEN
Americans were establishing thei gal Status Under Louisiana
en; Jack Kelly, Aiken; F.
LAMPKIN
ConJULANIE
By
PO
historical background through th stitution" by Dr. Paul
Young, Columbia, and Dr. J
d
n
A. Kunkel.
a
Kelly
al
Jack
The Rev.
Associations for the Study of Negro Xavier university;
Reeder, Columbia.
Baptist
"Exponents of SAN DIEGO
Second
the
,
who
of
in
audience
members
Dr.
Life and History.
Loose Leaf Politics" by Dr. James
MACOMB
The Rev. H. D. Stewart and
the
By JE.ANETTE STEVENSON
church here were hosts to
of
behalf
The Ruckers (Julie and Chuck);
He pointed out that the organi• Brewer, Virgins State college.
in
spOrre
Gordon
S.
MARK
B) MINNIE
Cnnven- Si.
We are proud to announce the Betty Gabriel and
ation had been established in 1915
respec.
State Baptist Cooperative
hubby; Hair
the mission beard of their
Miss Babara Jean Daniels and lion here
crowning of Delores Tucker asI stylist, Bernice
t1v.
a nd had begun the publication n PARTICIPAN"TS
conventions. The conr
s.
Participants in other .sessions "Miss 765th Transportation Corn!
Miss Hanel Daniels of Jackson Highlighting 'he convention WAS live national
he JOURNAL OF NEGRO HIS
Tony (Gay) Pinkins. Braxton Pin
an address on
were: Dr. James E. Alen of the pany of '58" by last year's queen,:
Robert F. Six, presidere of Con- visited with Mr. and Mrs. Joe the election of the Rev C. Si. vention also heard
TORY in January. 1916.
kins. William C. Brown, Pcrcy
Charles CherDr.
by
education
,
Nett
York
City
schools,
F.
Dr.
Baptinental Air Lines, said. toiaY. Daniels recently.
Jeanette Marks, during last (but Price. Sir Lee Vandiver
Other Americans, Dr. Wesie
Johnson. pastor of Majority
in Columbia.
Bennett, , 'America's air travelers are willcollege
Benedict
of
Logan
North
Carolina
of
State
ry
colconMr. and Mrs. James Nichols of tist church, Spartanburg. as
fascinating, half of National Jimmy Bellard, Mr and
aid, should also study the history
Missionary AuxilMrs John ing to pay a slight increase in
men's
Vii
lege,
N.
Albert
D.
The
Brooks.
Editor
succeeds
Ill.,
Springlield.
visited
Mr and ventien president lie
Guard's 2nd annual Military Ball Minnafee: Glodine and
f this minority in order that the
B. QuatIlan Gor- ' air fares to insure continuation of
deliser iary, headed by Mrs. W.
Mrs. Robert Hannah
might have an accurate appreci of the NEGRO HISTORY BULLE- and Beauty Pageant. Saturday dan (we re guilty of staring
Dr J. H. McKissick alio
with , the world's finest, most comforttlebaum; reported a fine session.
Jerome Grant and Harry ('ray- ed the annual address
ation of the contributions that Ne TIN. and Dr. Merle Epps of Ten- night in Staff NCO club of Camp admiration at Glodine's
uperior able and convenient trasportation
The convention chose Charleston
gro Americans have made to th nessee State college.
ton will sped Thanksgiving holiElliott Petite hi' redhead. Lou sort of sheath , black n Delivering sermons in the conmeeting.
Dr. Helen Cs Edmonds of the
white, service
Atkins, life in labor, science, ed
day in Chicago with her parents. vention were the Revs. T. B. Bow - as the sit of its 1958
Jean Allen was recipient of sec,print). Jo Ann Gibson Johnson,'
cation. athletics, music, all and North Carolina college discussed ond place trophy, and a hazel! who excitingly
Louise
Mrs.
Williams
returned
gin
supstrong
is
rag
informed us of , Continental
the culture of Amerce and th the views of Europeans on Amer- eyed doll with Manly Monroe!plans to visit
:pouse Xmas en' port to major domestic air ear- home from the St Francis hospiican race relations. She told the
world.
walk,
Mason,
Jean
sas
in
came
ners
that
for six per tal Saturday.
filed
have
Suothern
Army Base Mr and
The educator added that Africa Association that the impressions choice No. 3". Selecting thrs e i Mrs. A.
J. (Gladys) Conley. Ciao cent across the board fare increasII ad been misunderstood and most which she was presenting were from ALL these adorable damsels etc.
!• Twenty-flvo
per- es. Six said, If the higher fare'
of the historical developments in gained during the two years she wasn't easy; meet rest of the con die Taylor.
David Woods and are granted, the public still will
Africa had been overlook as a re spent abroad as an exchange stu- testants
etc
'
Twenty-five
percent have "the greatest dollar value
suit of misinterpretation and a dent and later as lecturer for the
Claudette Johnson, Malyndia of
gathering
later
met
in in transportation today "
misunderstanding of its civilize United States Department of State.
considerably morea
'president said the high
CAL.
She gave lists of questions which Ragsdale. Joyce Taylor, Venal the cozy living quarters of the
tton which was different and yet were
posKAsibuNDtyY,thCaetyln,ionme(lNS a— The family spend
(INsSal
Ark
her during her lecture ene Sales, Donna Stamps, June renowned Elizabeth Haynes; Je- costs of today's airlines operations BrooksWASHINGTON—
king
aa fundamentally cultural as wa periodsasked
day
Washington and Lillian Williams. wett Walker was life of this par- cannot be met with a fare level
id—LiRttelpe
at various institutions.
Common- i tions, such as Ceylon.
a ny other civilization in the world's
Rock is looking forward eagerly or queen of the British
"It mattered not, she said. "what Mrs. Barbara McGruder (prettier ty. ! Fred Waring and his Penn- of 15 years ago.
member
a
istore•
be
will
wealth
for
"complete
than
pretty) was in charge of con sylvanians, and glee club used
stabilization" nf its
the subject was, sooner or later
"The carriers also are faced
ltPOSE OF GROUP
d by
eo
-h
is
S:a,,
Vae
race Npe
tor
colored
Dr. Wesley pointed out, that the a question would arise from the testants: instructing makerup ap special electronic system in pre- with major increases in t h e school integration crisis at Central Altrincham.
problems
the
High
concerning
audience
school
plications
other
senting
and
last
necessary
their "Hi-Fi Holiday.'Sun- costs of spare parts, gasoline. renAssociation's purpose was to en
recently
Hzys told newsmen after an
minute adjustments. From 8-9:45. day esening in Russ Auditorium; tals and
cieavor to remove any concept of of race relations"
cl
fees. All are the
criticizing
guests
to
danced
uninterrupted
FRANK
of
the
by
Exhibits
publications
DAVIS was only Negro highest in the history en the in- hour luncheon meeting with Presi- raiser' a no 101, be.
nfenoray on the part of any
her court tor
merican concerning his life in Association, oil paintings, sculp- music played by swinging band in group. Davis along with former dustry, and there is no apparent dential Assistant Sherman Adams' Queen Elizabeth and
that he doubts whether anyone stuffiness, told a meeting 01 teachA merles and particularly the idea ture. mask heads and informa- (really). Lt. Prince A. Weaver in classmate. Dr Al Graham .ind • leveling off 'knows whet] Arkansas national ers in Ceylon he did not think the
of inferiority which seemed to be 'lion on prominent Negro Ameri- troduced officers and wives. De few friends, received "red-carpetSix said air fares have increas- guardsmen
can be withdrawn from head of the Commonwealth would
resent among Negro Amricans cans and works of authors con- lighted to meet the charming bet treatmerl' from Dr and -Mrs J
PASCAGOULA, Miss. — (INS)—
ed only 2.7 percent since pre-war Little
Rock's Central High school always have a •'white face:
a rid in the minds of other Amer- cerning them were viewed in sev- ter half of Lt. Calvin Franklin, J. , Quincellai Kimbrough afters
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The student teachers are Missi- Sp. 3 Charlie McFadden, III, is
from Bogalusa were Mr. and Mrs. visiting her brother and sister Toy, Canning, Perry, R. A. Jones, Mrs. Mary F. Teems; Mrs. Tubbs'
Malvern, Ark. spent some time in es Annie Beard.
Rubir Rollins, home visiting his parents, Mr. and
two grandchildren; Master John Virginia Lett was held at the New
James Webb, Mr. and Mrs. Aril', and daughterin-law. Rev. and Hall and Joiner:
our
city
visiting
in
the
home
of
Sunday,
Baptist
church,
Mary Anthony, Charles Hess and Mrs. McFadden.
Odes- St. Paul
lie Cook and Mrs. 'della Wilson; Mrs. Ragglet of Corrinth; Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Hall have as J. Hamilton and little sister,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
Hooper.
a.m.
Eulogy
by
11
Nov.
24
at
Emmett Perino. The club plans
sa Hamilton are all here visiting
Cpl. Walter Anderson has To.
4 • •
'the birthday cake was baked at
house guest, Mrs. Hall's uncle.
Rev. Williams. Mrs. Mary Lett Rev. Criswell formerly pastored to order pins for the members, turned to Seattle after visiting his
from Chicago.
Bogalusa by Mrs. Bickham.
ABERDEEN
—
the
St.
James
AME
church
in
Boligee,
March
19,
1894,
was
born
and
also
to join a national Library parents, Mr. and Mrs. James AZ
Mrs. W. A I,ingsay, widow of
Mrs Ola Mae Roberts of WashBy ,HENRY E. CRUMP
West Warren.
club. Miss Bertha Poplar was derson.
the lute Rev, W. A. Lindsay has Ala. She departed this life Nov.
ington, D. C. is spending two
Mrs. Everleana Keaton of Rain'
Mrs. Lillie Hadley, Mrs. Rennie chosen news
leaves
to
mourn
h
e
r
She
17.
reporter for the club
been very ill at her home sevThe funeral of Mr. Robert Mcweeks here with her mother. Mrs ilton is still in the Monroe Coonpassing a husband, one sister, one Collins and Mrs. Ada Veasy were
Funeral services were held for Bride was held recently.
eral weeks.
Ada Mixon and sister. Annie Mae ty Clinic hospital. We hope she
visitors at the AME conference Mr.
rela•••
of
other
and
a
host
• ••
brother
Sterling
Evans, who died
and brother and other relatives will return home soon.
MACON
tives and friends, Smith and Gas- recently held in Monticello, Ark. suddenly in his home. Services CLARKSVILLE
BREwrom
and friends.
Mrs. Lucie Locust and children
Rev.
C.
T.
Trice,
former
pasBy KLANIE LAMPKIN
ton Funeral Directors. Interment
were held from Cuningham Fu
By ALEX AUTREY
Mrs. Mollie Mae Stallworth was are doing fine. They received in'
By EDWARD H. BROWN, JR.
tor of Bethel AME church is now neral
Home Sunday at 2 p.m
called to Meridian last week to juries as a result of a dynamite
Mrs. John Autrey of Westend has Lincoln Cemetery. Rev. E. L. PowLucy Laney's Wildcats of Auliving
in
McGhee,
Ark,
Rev. I. M. McCutchson, formai
pastor.
ell,
Rev.
visitWm.
Mobile,
Ala.,
of
Rivers
attend the funeral of her son.
mother
her
officiated.
cap explosion, causing one of the gusta. Ga., and the Ballard Hudpastor of Wesley Chapel C. M. EL
officers and mem- Sam Hall, jr, is back home aftpastor,
The
Mrs.
Barbara
end.
week
Funeral service was held last children to lose three fingers.
the
McNeely,
ing
for
an
ex church was transferred to t h
son Tigers battled to a scoreless
er spending some time in Milwauweek at Carriere foraAlonao (Smo- Mrs. Charity Gholson was call- football deadlock here Friday Mrs. John Cheathman of East bers of the St. John Independent kee, Wis. and other interesting slave, passed to the beyond Nov.
4, at the age of 107. She was a Florida Conference and stationed
kes') Robinson who was killeeat ed to Chicago .on account of her night on a rain soaked playing st. has her sister visiting from with the officers and members of
cities. He came home due to ill(East Palatka)
the New Zion Baptist church in
former slave of the Barnhill fam atOak. Grove
Dyersburg, Tenn. when a truckdaughter's
outforher, death. Our hearts go field. Lucy Laney's record in re- out of town.
ness.
By at Spring Creek, Tenn. She Florida
and caterpillar crushed his bdY
gional play now shows one win, Mrs. Andrea is now acting as the celebration of the 28th anniMr. Ring Evans passed away
Rev. At, Peace has been return.
as he was crossing a bride and
secretray at Cheathman Bros. Fu- versary of their pastor, Rev. S. suddenly Nov. 3. He was born in had lived in Jackson, Tenn. near ed as pastor of St. Peter's AMH
The Aberdeen Bearcats played one loss and one tie.
iy all her life, and died in her
it broke in. Smokey was working Boonville Thanksgiving Day.
H. Ravizee. Sunday, Dec. 1 at 3
Roy Johnson led the Wildcats in neral Home.
Aberdeen, Miss.,
1879 and came
D. Coleman, je,
home in Lincoln Court, 57-A. She church; Rev. F.
Mrs. Emma Johnson's brother of p.m. Anniversary sermon by Rev. to Warren in 1004
•.•
for S. and H. Construction Co.,
yards gained on the ground while
where he escould recall vividly the Civil War has been returned as presiding
H. M. Moton. Rev. S. II. Reviser,
clearing a swamp. lie leaves to CANTON
Jessie Woodard completed three Omaha. Neb. is visiting.
tablished the 0. K. Barbershop and
North Nashville Disand Reconstruction days. She was elder of the
mourn his passing his wife. CarMr. and Mrs. Bert are visiting pastor.
of five passes for 27 yards.
By B. H. VARNADO
Hotel. He married the former
trict; Rev, W. T. Couch has been
born Aug. 15, 1850, during t h e
rie. seven children, three gills
The Lucy C. Jefferson FederatAmanda Coap, January of 1904.
returned as presiding elder of the
presidency of Millard Fillmore.
and four boys, his mother, Mrs. ed club met Thursday afternoon
He became a minister of the JeWest Nashville District; Rev, G,
Her life spanned the age of can
Ester MeLory. Baylous Funeral in the auditorium of the A. M.
hovah's Witnesses in 1939 and was
C. Jenkins, former pastor of St,
non
balls
and
home had charge of the arrange- Rogers Elementary school with
the area of manactive in this work until his death.
James AME church, Springfield,
made moons. She leaves one son,
ment.
Mrs. Blanche Nichols as hostess.
The remains were carried to ForTenn., has been assigned as prethree daughters, eight grandehil
Jessie Battiest, who has been A style show sponsored by Mrs.
est City for burial with the Hamsiding elder of the Paris-Jackson
dren and six great grandchildren
confined to his home for several M. E. Bowman, one of the memmon's Funeral Directors in charge
District: Rev. R. S. Stokes hail
and a host of relatives and friende.
months was re-admitted to the bers, adding much to the meeting
of arrangements.
been returned as pastor of EbeA very inspirational program
'local hospital last - week. His con- and was enjoyed by all. Mrs. A.
Warren Elementary school and
nezer AME church. Rev, R. B.
was given by the Student Council
dition is reported fair.
B. Carmichael is president of this
the Bradly County High ,school
Scruggs has been assigned to Linlast Friday in the auditorium ef
Luther Cotton Smith is confined lovely group of women.
faculty members attended the Ar,den and Clifton.
Merry High. The program w
to the local hospital. suffering a
The Emma B. Miller Federated
kansas
Teachers
Association
Miss Phylis June Walker, daughgiven in remembrance of M r a.
brokeh arm and other injuries he club met Thursday evening with
which was held in Hot Springs,
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bowling Wal
' Frances E. Willard, American
received when he wrecked a truck Mrs. F. D. Parrish Hwy. 16. The
Ark.
leer was the runner up In tha
Temperance leader and reformhe was driving.
•
•••
group was entertained with sevClarksville Montgomery County
er. The panel, made up of StuCharlie B. Rouse was given five eral amusing games. Mrs. F. D.
BATESVILLE
Voice of Democracy contest which
dent
Council
members of Merry was sponsored by the Junior
years in the state pen for ser- Parrish is president.
Mr. E. L. Taylor and Mr. Bud
High,
gave
a
discussion on alcohol Chamber of Commerce. Miss Wad
iously beating his wife, It
Last rites were said for Mrs
Taylor went to Little Rock Thum
and the effect that it has on the
Dean several weeks ago
Velvina Steele Sunday, Nev. 24 at
day where Bud will take treatker is a senior at Burt High
body.
After
the
Among those confined to the lo- Mt. Olive Baptist church. A I I
discussion, ques- school and she was awarded a paw
ments at the University Hospital.
tions were asked by the students.
cal hospital last week were Mrs Canton and Madison County exMrs. Dorothy Webster accompanand pencil set.
which were answered by t h e
Julia Smith, Ruby Holloway, Shir- tends sympathy to Mr. It
ied them.
Burt High school defeated Cam
members of the panel. Lincoln
Icy Santee. Virgie Mae Gibson, Steel for the loss of a wonderful
eron High school of Nashville, Ten
Mrs. Sara St. Clair and Mrs
High's football team from East
Geraldin Hall, Annie Pearl Jones wife. Barnes Funeral Home in
nessee, Nov. 22, by a score of 32
Earl Dood visited Mr. and Mrs.
St. Louis was hosted by Merry
and little Leonie Rochell of Car charge.
Bill Merriweather in Sulphur Rock
to
High
on
last
Friday.
and Jessie Mae Durr, AudThe
Sunday, Nov. 24 at St. John
recently.
Shinst
13M
Mrs, Ore Sales, wife of
team and their coaches were
rv Spanks, Annie Fagen, Wade Baptist church last rites were said
Rev. N. M. Sales is confined to
Fifty students of Ethel 0. Milgreeted by the hostess commitKitchen.
for Rev. R. C. Nichols. He was
her home with illness.
ler High school are at home with
tee Friday morning, and then
Willie' B. Devon was sentenced buried with Masonic honors. PeoRev. Lee A. Gregg. pastor of tit*
the flu.
were
shown about the building.
to two years in the state pen for ples Funeral Home in charge.
Mt. Olive Baptist church deliver
Rev. R. C. Scribner and wife,
The
coaches were served break- ed the Thanksgiving sermon, at
breaking and entering Albert Wit
Florence attended services at Now
fast in the cafeteria. After t Ii e
hams' grocery. When officers arthe St. John Baptist church, Nov.
Ark recently.
•
rested Willie B. he had in his pos.
28, under the auspices of t h a
Alfred T. R. Magness of New
session a loaf of bread and la piece
Clarksville Ministerial Alliance.
Ark visited his sister, Mrs. Myr- ices at LaCross Sunday,
Herbert Billingsly of LaCrosse The proceeds will go to the LTGF
of sausage.
tle Jones recently.
MELLWOOD
Charlie Scott, who has been a
The Missienary Society met Fri- visited relatives here last Monday. Fund. Rev, E. L. Hicks is pastor
Mr. Roland Walker attended the
Mrs. Ella Shell who was injured of
patient In the VA hospital at New
day evening at Bethel A. M. E.
from left, Dr. J. Robert Nelschool
year.
Jossie
:14th
The
group
Mrs.
TURNER,
sister,
his
of
P.
funeral
MAYNARD
DR.
week
last
in an auto accident is reported
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church.
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includes
from
Nov.
left,
away
frompassed
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who
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operation.
after undergoing an
Genipher Watkins is reported to much better at her home on Vine Rinnon, Ephraim Taylor, M r a.
the Rev. Wilson Q. Welch,
Joseph A. Albright, Meharry
She
of Amer.
Flint,
Mich.
sa,
president
Dewey
sixth
E.
row),
Woris
who
James,
at,
Rev. Jessie
Anna Northington, Mrs. Gladys
be somewhat better at his home.
Fisk university; the Rev. A.
Medical college: Dr. Turner.
and a host of
lean Baptist Theological Rem
Mrs. Edna Pope is now at home S. Griffey. Mrs._,Nannie V. Hoos
shipful Master of Square Deal leaves two brothers
1368 Neely st.
J. Ring, alumni president; and
Dr. William J. Simmons, Tenfriends.
Nashville is shown
nephews
and
inary,
in
and
nieces
Willie
Mrs.
on
and
Vine
at,
Lodge No. 562,
ler. Mrs. Carrie D. Petrie, Oscar
Dee Shell is ill at home.
Dr. Foye G. Gibson, Seareitt
neseee Adil State university;
with representatives of local
Mr. and Mrs_ Bud Johnson eleJames Thomas is ill at his horne (Babe) Gilmore, and Epps Dig
M Johnsion, MAM of the Heroines
Rev Albert St. Clair and wife,
college.
the Rev. J F. Grimmatt, semcolleges and universities who
Port. Ark.
on
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ct Jericho spent three days this' lied his sister in New
at..
On.
Mrs. Sara St. Clair attended serv,
inary professor. Secosd row,
helped the seminary open its
Weak at Jackson, Miss., where recently.
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nionths. He also gave credit to
officer Carl Edenfield. of the same
-•
station, who capturedPerson in •
hotel at 4685 'Lake Park aye.
Drt. Mellon also testified that
Rogers gave him two versions of
what happened at the party
that
m (slit i"tol
"At first the man
and found
' he w a s walking ny
Lstir,
tAhdeantirsioiloct,he sit eet iting.
he tiild nie what ,itipears to be
fatal stabbing of a 15-year-old boy over a schoolAlthough Rot..tei s said he had
girl. lii, by a 28-year-old ex-con, out of jail only two
people in the neighborhood
known
teenfor
nest
for years, neighbors testified that
months, has brought to light a secret love
rornelnytlkyneawjahriiiilt.orb)insi4lhet. Hpe.
agers operated by a janitor of a male house.
Upyo
hec
s
t
i
party
Day
int
Thanksgiving
a
'The slaying, climax of
town Theatre.
(lit'
the juvenile rendezvous, has re- ! -Person, who rcfuzcd to sign a
stilted in the arrest of two adults-1, presence of four other youths inRogers.'written statement, was released
one for murder. and the other for 1 eluding 1 he more adult
Ifrom Indiana State Penetentiary
HUI., former MosODD
o
attempted to make advanc
contributing tp the delinquency of Person
—
'
less than two months ago and is °HAM
forlhe Assoc's,
es to the Hickonbottom girl while no parole, His original sentence cow correspondent
a minor.
,
of
ted Negro Press and member
Dead is Lidel .kdams; 15, son of , others Isere *yin cards on the -for
conviction
Press
was a three-year
the. stall of the Associated
S.' bed in the "livinggroom."
Mrs. Daisy Adams, 14, of 7a2K
-- S
rssault.
felonious
• . has returned to
Bore in Russia
„club., Bureau
Langley ave.
Alter defying Person, the girl
stated that the
an absence it 25
America ft
snatched a broom from a closet Rogers
ED PERSON HELD
bene-i
solely for the
organised
was
lived in Ethiopia
has
Hall
sevhim
years.
struck
and
,
Held by police of 11Side Park in the kitchen
teen-agers in the neighbor- tor the last 10 years. lie was the
of
fit
station, as his slayer is Edward
hood and that he allow4d young 1 only Negro correspondent on the
Person, 2b, who refused to make
people of the area to use his apart- German - Russian front doling
of
point
the
a statem.!nt even to
:
ment as a recreational hall.
World War II.
Investigation,
address.
giving his
He called his club the Rollin
however, showed his address to
to Alfred Gran
according
Knights,
be 3811 S. Parkway, according to
dison, 26, who admitted being a
police.
I member for three months
Rogers,'
LAKE LAND, Fa. — (ANP) — A
Also held was Robert
•
whits
27, of 4017 Lake Park ave., who
of Negro girl won out over two
Baltimore — In one drop
allegedly has been running a
opponents in an oratory contest
"sporting club" for teen-agers in
blood the size of a pin 'head,
s
waaa
he .m
nerek bywhean tharee
l
there
are approximately five mil- hnearmeedlaswtinw
his apartment for five months.
ions of red corpuscles and about
Regarding the so-called "social
6.000 white corpuscles.
organization" which Rogers allegpanel of judges, all white, in tho
ed he ran in his one-room-andfinals.
kitchenette apartment, Deputy
Words of the Wise
Frances Mullens, 17, was named
Coroner George Balmer implied
ROBERT ROGERS
Allow time and moderatei winner over Betty HiU and Mat an inquest held in the funeral
delay; haste manages all things
s-ills, in the contest sponsored by
home. 7350 Cottage Grove ave.. eral limes in warding off his ad
—(Statiusi
badly.
the Lakeland Junior Chamber of
that the 12 teen-agers who used vances.
Commerce,
At this point, young Adams stepthe apartment for "dancing," (lid
less dancing than Rogers was will- ped between the two end warned
mg to admit.
, Person about molesting the girl.
Person replied by drawing a
OVER GIRL, P
Shinier was not, at any time, "Kamp King" Boy Scout knife and
ribs.
withholding his skepticism con- jabbing it between Adams'
and ran
cerning what went on in Rogers' He then grabbed his hat
apartment prior to the fatal stab- from the apartment.
Rogers testified later t Ii a t
Adams first said he was not injured, then stated he was cut.
M'hen he fell to the floor. Rogers
lifted his shirt and found blond
seeping from a "small wound"
near the heart.
The injured boy asked for ice
water, but was in a fainting condition when he received it. Frightened, Rogers rushed him to
Michael Reese hospital.
At 1:15 a.m., Friday, Lidel
Adams was dead.
Medical investigation indicated
that Adams died as a result of
"multiple cuts due to a two-inch
incision in the left breast slightly
below the heart."
Detective Thomas Mallon. of
EDWARD PERSON
Hyde Park station, who was put
bing of the Adams boy in an al- in charge of the investigation, testi(creation ovec 13-year old Lemera lied, at the inquest that Rogers
had been using the apartment as
Hickonbottom. of 819 E. 39th st.
Testimony indicated that, in the a "clubhouse" for abodt five
Alexander, State NH't Adviser;
ADVISERS TO THE Tennesand Miss Margaret Broader,
see Slate Executive (-outwit of
State Supervisor of Home Ecothe New Homemakers of
nomics Education. (Standing
America met on Ternessee
left to light) Miss Erna 15.
State university's campus last
Jones and Mrs. Mary H.(;reer,
week to continue the planning
both of the Home Economics
and organisation of polices
Department of Tennessee state
and procedures of the State
and Miss Lois Oliver, Nationorganization during their anal Advisor, NHA, Washington,
nual fall meeting. The AdvisD. C. (Gunter Photo.)
ory Board included: (sealed
left to right) Miss Christine

FightBOver, iiGirl,
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13ir
aresTh
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HONOR ED —
' NEWSMAN
Clark Porteous. veteran stall
writer of the Memphis PressScimitar, is shown at left
I receiving a Defender Merit

press .. ." Seated at left in
foreground is Dr. C. A Kirkendoll, mincipal speaker at the
ceremony. At right corner is

Award from 1.11tor L. Alex
Wilson, "for the enlightenment
and good will he has brought
to the commumtv in keening
with the high ttadition of the

foreground is Dr. C. A. KiltMayor Edmund orgill, a Merit
Award winner in 1954 and
special guest at the program.

Police In Pre-Dawn Raid
Uncover Abortion Mill
GALLATIN, Tenn.—A pre-dawn raid by state and,
an aborton.
focal officials early last Tuesday morning resulted in the! A Nashville auto salesman latarrest of Mrs. Alice Lowe who has been charged with at- er came to police and told them
to the
tempted abortion and possessing whiskey and is alleged he had taken the waitress
woman who allegedly perlormed
hospital.
abortion
an
running
been
to have
the operation.
Authorities believe the "hospit-I
It is generally believed the waitNash11" has been serving the
Also found were two record ress scan a white woman from the
of
villa area which has a number
books in which were listed al.' Nashville area. The hospital recolleges and universities.
leged abortions for 1956 and 1957. ported she is in fairly good condi' Officials disclosed the rambling, The books showed six operations tion.
elaborately appointed home of had been performed the past Nashville Homicide Sgt. John
1frs. Lowe contained four 'TV month.
Balthrop talked to the waitress
sets, three bathrooms, two dens. The records disclosed the names and quoted her as saying she
•
furnished.
and was expensively
of some people from the Gall could identify the woman who perParticipating in the raid which latin and Lebanon area, but most'formed the operation, but could
Ten'
were
a.m.,
occurred about 3
I were from the Nashville area. not give her name.
nessee Highwa,y patrol Sgt. John, According to Sheriff Hackett. the
Shortly after the raid. Mrs. Lowe
Pollack, Atty. Gen. James Por- raid culminated a long investiga- had a slight heart attack but is
ter, Sheriff Albert Hackett a n d lion, but was officially tipped off in good condition. She was schedNashville Highway patrol troop- when a Nashville waitress wasi uled to appear for a preliminary
ers E. J. William and C. D. Smi' brought into General hospital MI hearing at 9 :. m., last Friday,
ICY'Nashville about I a. m.. last Thurs., before General Sessions Judge
' Quantities of drugs, medical, Hospital authorieles disclosed it Henry Brown.
supplies and several hypodermic . was obvious she was suffering Sheriff Hackett said the Investineedles were found.
I from complications resulting from gation will continue and other developments will be announced,

Tho best way to clean on electric
percolator ilk) put a cleaning solo-.
Son in it and let it "perk." A solution of one quart of water an one
tablespoon soda or cream of toner
is suggested lo remove rancid cotIN flavor and odor.

Fla. Girl Wins Contest

•

Dedicates New
Church Center

WINS AWARD — Ben Morris
(left) contract routemao for
Model Laundry (leaned, is
shown reeeking the company's
highest awvriil for Ill years
of safe (Iris ing at last week's
annual safety meeting. I h
award is being presented hY

D. H. Kirby, sales manager of
Model (leaner',, Mr. Morris,
ahe resides at 415 S. secmid.
was the only ift.seer winner.
Awards were presented to IS
others or periods refitting
from one to nine years.

Bishop D. Ward Nichols. African Methodist prelate, and vicepresident of the National Council
of Churches effers Benediction following the dedication nd roundbreaking for the $19.700.000 InterChurch Center in New York's Maio
hattan.
Held last week on the block-site
adjacent to Riverside. church
made available by John D. Rockefeller. jr.. the center when comLITTLE MISS FORD ROAD
pleted will house various dencmiReed, a lirst
nations, their boards and agencies. —Barbara Lee
Ford Road
at
student
and will hiring under one roof the
grade
staff of approximately 700 program
was crowned "little
school.
in
units of the National Council of
Ford Road," Nov 24,
Churches now scattered at eight, Miss
auditorium, ad Vt at
school
the
different locations in the city.
Elizabeth
crowned by Mrs.
Comity Super
the
Townsend.
little
MORGAN STATE OBSERVES
%isms The charming
RELIGIOUS STUDY WEEK
daughter of Mr.
the
is
queen
BALTIMORE, Vd. — Religion-1
Mrs. Willie Reed of nti7
in-Life Week will be observed at! and
rd.. and her teacher
Jenson
Morgan State college. Dec. 8-12.'
samella Rose. profesMrs.
is
the Re',. Howard L. Cornish. diGoodrich is the
Isaiah
sor
Christian
rector of the Morgan
the school Seen
ol
ipal
print
week.
Center. announced this

MEN
IMP

left to right are: Nettie Ruth
Waticiesi, Flora Benham, the
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He made the
whole world
clap its hands
and stomp its
feet from
New Orleans
to Europe'
palaces!
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Giant Double Attraction!

Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong
and his fabulous trumpet entertain the natives of Gh na,
Africa in one of the many exciting sequences from "Sate'smo The Great." a United Ar•
list', release slated to open a
"First Memphis showing" Sunda. Dec. g at (he NEW DAIS?
for a 4-day engagement.

Words of the Wise
.11,4AI-its, makes more men's I
fortunes than cautiousness
—iVauvenarguest

111111111111

MEMPHIS

FIRST MEMPHIS SHOWING

Elect New Area
Relations Chief
re
' Joseph T. Logue,
lotions manager at Ford Motor
company's Chicago Sta.aping Plant
bas been elected chairman of the
company's Chicago Community,
Relations Committee.
Logue succeeds William M. 0'
Brien. industrial relations man
ager at .Ford's Aircraft ErLtine
Division, in Chicago.
The committee coordinates act
ivIties of Ford's Chicago-area
sales and productions in matters
of community interest.

Queen, Sharon Hewitt a n d
Linda Hampton.

•

And Guest Appearance of Memphis' Own

HANDY "Father of the Blues- AND -John Payne in "HIDDEN FEAR"

W. C.

(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPS)*
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State line. HAMM REEL is hark after a
long time of being away and at last she ts
back to stay In her new home.
Are v1H1 Dissatisfied with marriage' Hare
Ton lost faith In year husband, wife or sweetheart? Are yen
In bad health' Are you discouraged! If any of these are year
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise Yon at once. She
will read life to yon Just as she would read an open book.
Tell comm why your lob or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see 911 11DAM BELL at one.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSote Motel. Be sere
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at sill times iShe never had an office in West Memphis..
Catch Yellow bus marked Whitehaven State ISne and get
off at State Lige and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM RE.1.1.1
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m. to II p.m.
Reading, Daily. Open on Ronda,.
I deal make any home calls or answer soy letters Re yore
IC look for the right sign and the right name.

•
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Greetings from the Northern all, Mrs. Lydia Ewell and
all the
part of Gibson County. If you others are doing nicely.
have an article you would like
Mrs. LaPearl Berns, Mrs. Bob
to be printed we will be happy to bie Harris, Mrs. Mary Harris and
serve you. Call 358.5, Dyer.
Mrs. Alberta Jamison were guests
The Social calendar has really on a program at the Calvary
, been filled this week beginning Church of God, in Trenton Sun
I with Monday night when one of day night, as were Prof. D.
Des
our beauticians, Mrs. La Pearl is, Rev. W. D. Meriwether and
Burns, second ice president of several members of Mt. Pleas.
the Tennessee Beauticians Pro ant CME church. Mrs. Meadie
gressive association carried a Penn sponsored the program. It
party made up of Mr. Burns, Dal was given in honor of their paslas Me, James Wallace, of Hum tor Rev. W. L Porter. of Memboldt, Mr. and Mrs. James Wit phis.
Hams, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
JUST-US
jamison, Mesdames Virginia 0'
The Just-Us Social club of
Daniel, Mary Harris, Louise John
son, to Memphis to attend t h e Trenton gave their annual banFirst annual Fashion and Style quet Sunday night at the Amershow at the Flamingo Ball room. ican Legion Hall. Several out-of
The Falderal club held its regu- town people Wended. Turkey with
THREE HUNDRED children
hear the city school librarians
lar meeting with Mrs. James Wil I all the trimmings was the menu
swingler and Mrs. Frances
crowded into the reading room
mind up Book Week with a
Hams and Mrs. Sylvester Burns and Your scribe was right in the
Johnson. Shown are seine if
of the Vance ave. branch of
story hear and refreshments.
as hostess, on Saturday night last. I middle a it. Mrs. Leotha Newthe soungsters who attended
the Memphis Public Library
house is president of this lovely
The children wore thrilled by
Italian spaghetti was served pip .
the affair.
last Saturday afternoon to
group of ladies. Prof. Nathaniel
the siories told by Mrs. Edna
log hot.
Penn was one of the speakers.
Mrs. C.
Ball received high
•
score and Mrs. E. L. Wynn low Alvin Avery offered the Thankswow.giving prayer. Many Legionnaires
score. The meeting was bright,
vre
NATIONAL IIOLIDAY CLUB
and many other friends. (Si.
Dines Buffort, chairmas M.
ened by the birthday of Mrs.! made their appearance.
—
A
Fall
Harvest
Tea,
held
(leers
The
and
Young People's club, under
members of NationCarrie Harris, who was the re
freshments; Mrs. Irene RAIN
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
al Holiday club are; Mrs.
cipient of many, lovely and use the direction of Mrs. Addle GenOutirman of sick board; .111$1
Leroy
Tatum,
966
Leath
st.,
try,
Dora
held
Tatum.
weekly
its
meeting
president;
with
Mrs.
fill gifts from the members of the
Almeria
Brewer, tree**
was represented by many well
By CHARLENE WARREN
Rosa Burnett, vice president;
club. The club entertained Mr. Donald Ray Fisher, at his grandmeeting at the Lincoln High school
rainy day: Mrs. Jeannetts el}
known
clubs,
including
Fast
parents
Mrs.
Caldonia
home,
Mr.
and
Reid,
Mrs.
secretary:
Ell
Dallas Mc, who is the brother of
Thanksgiving Day comes by on Friday, Nov. 22. The theme of
Mrs.
viii;
Carrie Eddins;
Memphis Florist club, Lone
Miss Lillian P. Davis, assitt.
two club members, on Wed- leie, Tuesday night.
statute, once a year, To the hon- the meeting was "Secrets for
Ite.,sic Corunn; Mrs. Ml
Star Christian club No, 9;
ant secretary; Mrs Tempie
The Johnnie Jamison's spent
nesday night in Jackson at the
est man it comes as fremiently as Family Happiness Through N. H.
Withers,
Mrs. Marie
Pink Carnation Social club;
Ross, treasurer; Mrs. Lullie
Palm Garden club. Country ham Thanksgiving in Hardcman Counthe heart of gratitude will alloys, A." NHA chapters were present
(learn, chaplain; Mrs. Dials
Memphis Mixers Social club
ty
visiting
from
and
the
relatives
fried
chicken
following
and
friends.
was served. typ
cities: Newwhich may mean every day, or
Flemings and Mrs. BMWs
ical of the delicious food servedi Several attended the Thanksgivonce in seven days, at least. et port, Marvell, Helena, West MemThomas. The officers 20
by Mr. and Mrs. James Alley.' ing Dance in Dyersburg at the com•
us be thankful, then, for hearts phis, Jonesboro, Lakeview, Batesntembers of the club wille4o
ville,
munity
center
Brinkle,
owners
given
by
of
a
place.
the
Biscoe,
Youne
Almyro,
Our sYm,
that are kindly, with virtue and
thank each and everyone that
Turret!,
Men's
Social
Clarendon,
club,
of
pathy
which
Osceola,
goes
James
to
out
them
Park-,
in
their
peace, and not seeking blindly a
attended their tea and leak
ing, Holly Grove. Marianna,
bereavement at the loss of Mr. Harris is a member.
hoard to increase; for those who
forward to their presencirsgt
Marion, Augusta. Wilson a n d
Alley's
brother-ind
aw,
SOME
in
VISITORS
NashMrs. Rosie Lee Nelson spent
are grieving o'er life's sordid
their future affairs,
•.
. v.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wyatt, Sr.,
plan; for souls still believing in Blackville, Ark., Blytheville andi the Thanksgiving holiday with her ville last week,
----,•••••••1
—
Wynne. Arkansas. The purpose of
of Indianapolis. Ind., and daughEXTENDS SYMPATHY
heaven and man; for homes that
0
this organization is: To promote, daughter in Madison, Ill.
y
Mrs W. S. 1 since, Miss L. M. era are inviting you
Our sympathy is also extended' ter, brought his mother, Mrs. Lilare lowly with love at the board;
to please send
better individual growth by deFrederic Letcher was t h e to the family of the
A-200
for things that are holy, I thank
late Burney lie Wyatt home Mrs Wyatt has Northcross and Mrs. Corine Wel- your children.
velopment
of physical, social andi Thanksgiving week end guest at Flowers, who passed in
thee, 0 Lord,
• ••
Chicago., been a guest of her son and fend- ford motored to .Tack
son Thursday,
moral qualities: to promote bet-, the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. Id., this week. Mr.
e
Flowers was, ly along with his sons, Johnnie
Mrs. Elizabeth Ballard Is visitter home living; to provide whole- 0. Patterson in Nashville,
shopping.
Tenn. the brother of the late Mrs. Bell Floyd and Joe Thomas, for about
The Madison Light Baptist
ing her son, S-sgt. and Mrs. James
some recreational activities, and
Mrs. Addle P. Rpe was a din- A.
The senior class of Lauderdale! Welch alio passed here earlier two weeks and reports having a
church had a successful Men's
Stevens. jr., in New Orleans,
to act as a unit for giving service, High school presented
lovely time. While here the Wy- ner guest in the
scenes from this year.
Day program on Sunday, Nov. 24.
home
of
Miss La., dur,ng the Thanksgiving holiIle is also the last of a very atts visited Russell Wyatt of Jack• Lila Northeross, Tuesday.
The guest speaker was Rev. T. to the school community, states Longfellow's "The Courtship of
days.
S•sgt. Stevens is attending
and union.
at rs..—Xlma Keys' Miles Standish," in observance of large family who formerly lived son, Tenn. Several attended the
W. Coggs, executive secretary of
Air Puce Training school in BiRev.
T.
I.
BoySin
is state director and Miss Fran- the 1958 Thanksgivi
and
his
church
quarterly
conference of the C. M.
the Arkansas Teachers associa•
ng day. Pres- in Dyer. Mrs. Bobby Harris.
loxi, Miss., where he is in t h e
IMMEDIATELY!
cis Bailey is the state supervisor.] ton
Bradford. Kelly Haliburton, Mrs. Evergenia Johnson, Miss E. church in Rutherford on Sun- worshipped at the St. James Bap- field is Secret Service.
tion. The theme for Men's Day
He is servMrs. Elna P. Shannon is the ad- 1 and Geraldine
day
tist
last.
church
Gat fast relief' A-500 idlls
Sunday afternoon.
was "Building for a Brighter ToLewis had leaning; Annie B. Fisher and Mr. Lynn
ed on the administrative staff of
visor for District II and Miss Lu. I
• r •
Crabs, Lim, and their Mg
Fisher, jr., motored up for the
roles in the presentation.
morrow." Mr. Coggs stressed the
Rev.
C.
W.
Rogers
the
is
pasths
Air
Force
personnel
and
cille McCall and Mrs. Shannon are
in
—in minutes!
.• s
funeral which will be early next tor and the Rev.
Mrs. 0, E. Sligo!l celebrated the field of
need of parents, particularly fathC Ifullum is
Easy to use—like a shamelectronics.
the local advisors of the NBA.
hr
week.
Lauderdale
91st
Mrs.
Harris
birthday
High
also
school has reers, to be the shining example for
Thanksgiving. Accompanying Mrs. Ballard
went to the presiding elder. Basketball
poo. Not a greasy ointment.
on
The Eureka Civic ard Social leased
its basketball schedule for be with her mother, !firs. Tish will be the subject for the next Mrs. Kate Booth of St. Louis, Mo., this deluxe trip
Won't
irritate your skin -••••
their children. C. T. Cobb, gen•
is Miss Joveda
club observed Annual Thanksgivwon't stain your clothes.
was a esrest in her home to help' J. Ballard,
the 1958-59 season, with the dates Se McDearmon who was stricken few months.
eral chairman, spoke on the
a student at Lane coling Services at the Madison Light neatly
Wash*,
right out.
engraved on green pencils on the streets of Chicago on
theme. Willard Whitaker, chairRosenwald held its initial game enjoy her birthday..
lege and a sister to S-sgt. StevGo to the drug store and
Baptist church on Thanksgiving
Mrs.
to be sold for 10 cents. EvCryone Tuesday last.
Vinnie
man of the Democrats .won out
Williams.
sister,
Wednesday night playing Milan.
buy A -COO today!
ens. The Stevens along with the
Day. Nov. 28. Mrs. Wilma P.
is encouraged to come out to the
Her condition is much better The game ended with Milan Boys Mrs. Pearlie Fly, her daiighter, beautiful city of the
over Isaac Whitaker, chairman of
Mardi Gras
Delaney was guest speaker for the
A-200
IRTYER...b• MetaSUM
Mrs. Elisabeth Ferrell and son, furnished
game this year. The band will be now. Others on our sick list are and Trenton girls as winners.
the Republicans. V. D. Starlard
plenty of happiness and
occasion. Mrs. Gwendolyn W. Star
Herman
there to furnish the music.
gradually improving, except Val
Williams
•
was the proeram chairman. Rev. lard
left
401
for
their
excitement
Messrs.
Leo
.
Hale and Nathanis president of the club.
• • •
ter Niftier. who suffers critically. iel Penn are Trenton coachex. home Monday.
R. B. Bland is pastor of t h e
Miles Chapel CME church con- Mr. Eddie Ball is a patient at Mrs. R. Is Radford is spending
church.
Mrs. Louise Cooper's mother. •
cluded its activities for November Madison-County hospital but his the Thanksgiving Holidays in Mrs. Mayo of Jackson, Tenn., was
Annual Woman's Day was obwith a Fall rally last Sunday. condition is very good. Mrs Lucy Nashville visiting relatives.
served by the Missionary Society
a week end visitor in her home.
The first quarterly, conference was Overall is improving steadily. The
•••
of First Baptist church on SunUntil next week, same Hine,
Hollis
held
Wynns,
during the month, and it
Rev. J. H. Over- same place.
day, Nov. 24. The theme for the
Mrs. Janice Bond William and
was
followed
by a delicious
day was — Good Works of Womlittle daughter, Ermer Theressa.
ALBANY, N. Y. — Covered spaghetti dinner
with hot tea. Miss
en." Mrs. Gertrude Banks Leare visiting their mother and fathEven Sentall be Surprised!
May, of Helena, Ark., was the bridges, romantic symbols of a P. F. Thompson was in charge of
er. Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Bond.
guest speaker for the afternoon bygone age, are still serving trav- all activities.
Miss Joe Veda Ballard is visitA Pre-Thanksgiving program
program. Devotional meditations elers along the byways at two
ing her mother, Mrs. Elizabeth
were given by Mrs. Joy F. Ald- dozen places in New York State. was held on Sunday night, Nov.
Ballard.
ridge; greetings were extended by Among them is the longest sing- 24. by the young people. Misses
Mr. and Mrs. Flim Thomas was
Mrs. Dorothy C. Edmonds; em- le•span covered wooden bridge in Altura Knight, Jennie Mary Fields,1
In Nashville Sunday visiting their
phasis of theme, Mrs. Ida Cof• the world, the 228-foot span over Margaret Gaddy and Lillie Wright
son, James Thomas, a student
KANDY, Ceylon — (INS) — The time in the Commonwealth
fer; recognition of visitors, Mrs. Schoharie creek at Blenheim, and Charles Whitlow were the parna" at Fisk university.
possiblity that some day a king tions, such as Ceylon.
•••
Rosetta N. Scott; music was furn- Schoharie county.
ticipants. Rev. W. L. Reed, a
or queen of the British Commonished by the First Baptist choir
The longest multi-span covered graduate of Lauderdale High wealth
The Ministerial Alliance had its
will be a member of a
Mrs. S. B. Banks was general bridge, extending 240 feet, is at school and a student at LeMoynel
monthly meeting Sunday night at
colored race was raised by Lord
chairman of the day's activities. Jay, Essex county in the Adiron- college was guest speaker. His'
the St. James B. church. T h e
Altrincha m.
Mrs. Eluid Barnes served as darks. Oldest is the bridge at address was entitled: "What does
ministerial Alliance of the comThe young peer, who recently
chairman of the program commit- Hyde Hall, near East Springfield Thanksgiving Mean to You?"
munity churches had its annual
In town recently to attend the raised, a ruckus ber criticizing
tee. Rev. A. D. Bell is the pastor in Otsego county, dating back to
Thanksgiving Service at the Mornfuneral of Claude Glenn were Mr., Queen Elizabeth and her court for
of First Baptist church.
1830.
ing Star church Thanksgiving day
descri
bedIstuffiness, told a meeting of teach- ATLANTA. Ca. -(ANT')- Wiland Mrs. James L.
The New Homemakers of Ante'
Reed, Mr. and
at 11:00. Rev. L. Johnson preach, These. and others, are
Gordon,
ers
liam
Ceylon
editor
city
in
of
Atthe
he did not think the
hi. 1
Ica, District II. held its annual and pictured in a free
,
ed the sermon, the Morning Star
.
guide, "New!
lanta
Daily
World,
Commonwea
was
head
of
anthe
lth
would
furn.shed the music.
York State Vacationlands," issued, Powell and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
nounced as one of six American
always have a "white face.''
•• •
by the New York State Depart! Burns.
newspaper
men
Altrincham
first
Nethe
and
added:
Patrice Faye Johnson is back in
The
Gillespie
ment of Commerce 112 State st.,
kindergarlen
receive
gro
to
this
year's
Reid
school
after having recovered, "If the family of the head of
school had its regular monthly
Albany 7, N. Y. The department
Grants
study
for
abroad.
from
the-Commonwealth
an attack of the murbps.
is mobile, its
meeting Monday night. The school
also has available a folder listing
•• e
members will have special advan- Gordon plans to travel in sev- is on an upward march under the
the covered bridges.
Pastor's Appreciation Program tages where intermarriage is con- eral countries in Africa, including leadership .of Mrs. W. S. Vance
Ghana, Nigeria, Southern Rhode- and Mr. W. H. Baskerville
will be observed on Sunday night cerned."
. The
In an obvious reference to sis, Kenya, Morocco and Algeria teachers. Mrs. Ruble Moody and
Dec. 8, at the Mount Pleasant BapUnder the leadership of Dr. P.
list church, with a sermon by' Prince Charles. 8-year-old hear to in North Assicia. His tour will last Mrs. Doris Bryson are doing an
for a year or less.
!the throne, Altrincham said:
E. Cousins, the First Baptist
Rev. J. R. Halliburton.
excellent job with the children.
church has installed a new libraThree couples were united In "Without mentioning any names Reid Grants, established by Og- The Board members and teachry. The church's Missionary Sowedding ceremonies here on Nov. — if a young man were living den Reid, the late editor and pubciety sold plate dinners on Thanks24. Willie Dell Mosby and Bet- here in Ceylon for a long time lisher of the New York Herald
giving Day.
tie Jean Washington; Andrew Gilp- turrounded by such beautiful andl Tribune. are awarded to active on the International Seminar at
One of the most eagerly awaited son and Emma Lee Copleman; intelligent people as the wolnen of juornalists who show qualities Harvard. He is a graduate of Le
Rev. I. G. Gatewood has inaugurated plans to build a new church cases which will come before the and Frank Burnett and Jessie B. Ceylon then you would hoon see for leadership and ability. Each Moyne college of Memphis and
grant involved $5,000 for the study received the M. A. degree at New
United States District Court when Green all selected the
here.
Sunday be- a head of the Commonwealth who
period which begins after Jan. 1, York university.
Rev. .T. 0. Lowe held his first it begins its six-month term in fore Thanksgiving at their wed- did not have a white face."
1958.
MINI COTO'S
He and his wife, the former
quarterly conference in luka re- Knoxville this week involves a ding day.
There have been suggestions in
TO CMOOSE FROM
Editor Gordon was • Neiman Miss Anne Jackson, have three
suit by 14 Negro students who are
•
cently.
•
Britian recently that the Queen Fellow at Harvard during 1952-53.
sons, William, jr., David and AnThe community recently p u r- seeking desegregation of the city's Mr. Cote Hill is in the Lauder- family spend
considerably more He served as a resource person thony.
chased a wrought-iron gate for the schools.
dale County hospital. Reports say
At the sounding of cases, the that there
cemetery. It bears the name,
has been considerable
court will either rule to set a trail
"Shady Grove Cemetery."
improvement in his condition since
The Sally Wyath club is selling date for the case, or allow it to entering.
chances for a quilt. The money pass until the next term in May
1958.
will be donated to the school.
The Negro students are seeking
Boy Scouts Troop No. 59 has
to have the court "enjoin forever"
received permission from Mrs.
the school officials from denying
Eva Ford to build a bird farm on
them and "other persons similarly
Imagine! Rurpristng old 'Vanes' Rime
her land, and the youngsters have
situated" from admissioin to all
extended their gratitude to her
with a handsome phone Ire his den oe
Knoxville schools.
for the privilege.
The City School Board, which has
workshop
—In his favorite °Mori On. Nal
STORK VISITS
already been granted three exten- 1
Three boys sad a baby girl
maybe—he
's all set to thrill Morn and
sions, filed an answer seeking dewere recently born in this comteen-agers
in the family
lay on June 29, arid contended that
those
munity. The happy parents of the
the "time is not ripe" for the mixphones
some
of their owe.
color
with
boys are Rev. and Mrs. -L. C.
ing of the races in the Knoxville!
Southward. Mr. and Mrs. Harry schools.
If yaw wore •oraiwichat mad'
Mitchell, and Mr. and Mrs. liarPlivek....1111,•••••
ahead kw a lynch, picnk or athor
In kitchen, bedrooms, den, end other
•• Is la et•••
ry Carpenter. The proud parents Nashville
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porpowt, in it,. rtfrig•rofor, @enations. ea Om.
of the bsby girl are Mr. and Mrs.
handy spots, extension phones in
Tennessee's
ntomb«
st•Tts
laws
land is in farms!
IrItto
that Nikki sandwiches
of all
Gene Boyd.
'GLIALY11.0kosa"
and upwards of 60 percent of all should not be Oared for wows thaw
decorator colors are convenient and
News was received here recent- Tennessee's people are engaged 12 howl.
ly that Mr. Dave Dilworth's son, in agriculture.
fashionable. It's easy shopping too, in
Joe. had passed in Lima, Ohio.
order
gift phones note for delivery before
Percy White ,.vas rushed to a
Christmas. Well handle all details,
hospital in Memphis, Tenn.
The solicitors, Earl Mitchell,
tit one gin distilled in
Including gift wrapping. Or if yon prefer.
William Davis, Gene Cummings.
11 countries and served
we'll provide a gift certificate. You can
Ella Briggs, Inez Long, Gloria
FOR JOY or SORROW
Goodlowe, Lucinda Carter a n d
cross ever so many names off yew
'round
City Wide Delivery
the
world!
James Jones are making progress
gift list with lust one call to our
in raising funds for the community.
Business Office. Why not call todayi
On the sick list here are Marshall Scruggs, Andrew Johnson,
Mose Mitchell, Ruby Ray, Lillian
Robinson, Attie Rogers, Fred
Mitchell, Minnie Blackman. W i
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ment by any governkental body
. . we belive that it is not incumbent upon any organization to
comply with (the) registration requirements, at least insofar as
they require identification of members and contributors."
Emphasizing the non-partisan civil liberti charactei of its action, the ACLU affidavit pledged
to support "to the full the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the
Cap'tal Citizens Council of White,
America) or any other organization in a proper legal challenge of
this ordinance."

NORTH LITTLE ROCK, Ark, — final intskrpreter of the meaning of
(ANP) — The American Civil Li- the federal constitution, and that
berties Union on Friday, challeng- its decisions and all inferior court
ed as a violation of freedom of decrees made pursuant thereto
association, a local ordinance re- must be obeyed.
quiring organizations to register "The American Civil Liberties
with the city and disclose their Union," he continued,
"believes
members and contributors. The In full equality before the law
withordinance grew out of the Little out regard for creed or color,
but
Rock school segregation contro- that is not the ssue here. What
versy.
is the issue is the right of the
The Union's executive director, people of North Little Rock freely,
Patrick Murphy Malin, submitted to associate for a common lawan affidavit to City Clerk Percy ful objective without Such harassH. Machin charging that the or.
dinance was unconstitutional under the Arkansas State Constitution. The ACLU, along with five
other organizations, had been reRobert
Mx, president of Conquested to furnish list of their
members,
officers,
financial
tinental Air Lines, said, today,
standing and other information.
"America's air travelers are willIn refusing to submit a list of
ing in Pay a slight increase in
Radio station WDIA will present air fares to insure continuation of
its members and contributors, Malin said that the Union believed its ninth annual goodwill revue to the world's finest, most comfortthe ordinance "is designed to ha- raise funds for needy Negro chil- able and convenient trasportation
rass those residents of North Lit- dren in Ellis auditorium on Dee. service."
tle Rock who believe that, under 4 with one of the greatest gath- Continental is giving strong supour form of government, the Unit- ering of gospel singers to partici- port to major domestic air cared States Suprem, Court s the pate in the fund-raising project to riers that have filed for six per
date.
cent across the board fare increas- SPECIAL BUSES to transport
Roosevelt Brooks, and Mrs.
The second part of the program es, Six said. If the higher fares
crippled children to and from
Alma Boothe, principal of the
are
granted,
the
will be a presentation of the New
public still will
school were purchased front
Keel School for Crippled ChilBarbara Brooks of Millington.
and Universities." The group,
RADIATING SATISFACTION,
Arabian Nights, and the group have "the greatest dollar value
funds raised at annual Gooddren. This year's revue will
which includes five future
Standing, same order, are:
these eight happy students at
promises to add some new touch- in transportation today."
will Revues, sponsored by Rabe presented in Ellis auditorDetroit,
teachers, a prospective matheWalker,
William
Lane college, Jackson, Tenn.,
CAL's
president
said
"the
high
es
to
the old story.
dio Station WDIA. Frew left
MARSHALL, Texas.-- President
ium on Dec. 6.
matician, an embryo doctor
Mich.; Catherine Merriwether,
have just been informed that
M. K. Curry, jr., announced that During intermission WDIA will costs of today's airlines operations to right are Brenda Hart,
and an aspiring clergyman
Jackson; Daniel White, Kan.
they were selected to repreBishop college has received an al- present 12 Benrus wrist watches cannot be met with a fare level
sas City, Mo.; Annie Belle
are from left to right, seated
sent the school in the 1557.58
location of $10,181.76 from the to football players from Memphis of 15 years ago.
days. while other forms of trans- London — Britian's pre • war
Jones, Ellendale; and Roland
Joyce Ann Clarkson, Jackson:
edition of "Who's Who Among
United Negro College Fund.
High schools who have been stars "The carriers also are faced portation have been authorized incolonial possessions comprised a
Tharp, Jackson.
Shirley Whitmore, Mason; and
Students in American Colleges
This amount is the second al. during the season. From these with major increases in the creases as high as 40 percent.
combined total of 12,230,457
location to Bishop college from "Mr, Gridiron Greatest" will be costs of spare parts, gasoline, ren"Certainly under the conditions square miles. The Dominion of
contributions to the College Fund's selected and presented with a tals and landing fees. All are the
nation-wide 1957 campaign, mak- prize.
highest in the history of . the in- facing the airlines today," he Canada accounted .for about oneing a total of 416,069.60 received to The program will begin at 6:30 dustry, and there is no apparent said, "an increase is more than fourth of the-total.
data this year, A final grant will p. m. Tickets may be obtained at leveling off."
justified and we are confident the
••
be made after the official closing various business establishments in
Six said air fares have increas- traveling public recognizes this Four-fifths of the world's'&tag
Shirley Wintnicire is the 13th Miss Whitmore is majoring in from Jackson who were honored of the 1957 appeal December
31. the city.
ed'only 2.7 percent since pre-war fact.'
are grown in Iran.
child in a family of 14 children mathematics and minoring in this year include Joyce Ann
who have matriculated at education, and plans to go intoI Clark, Catherine Meriwether and
Clark
and
Lane college in Jackson, Tenn., the field of applied mathematics. Roland Tharp. Misses
but the Mason coed has no rea- While at Lane, she has been ac- Merriwether are looking forward
son at all to attach superstitious tine in SNEA, YWCA, l'WS, the to teaching in elementary school,
nonsense to that traditionally un- boner society, and Alpha Kappa but Mr. Tharp expects to teach
[mathematics on the college level.
Alpha sorority.
lucky number.
Barbara Brooks of Millington,
She is one of eight outstanding THE OTHERS
seniors at the school whom Pres- Along with Miss Whitmore, thic Tenn., whose honors also include
ident C. A. Kirkendoll recently year's Who's Who list at Lamb ,cing chosen Miss Lane college
announced as the faculty's selec- College includes five future teach- of 1957-58, is also headed for a
tion to represent the college in ees, one prospective preacher, and career in the class room. She
will graduate this Spring wifh
the 1957-58-"editiou of "Who's
major in elementary education
Who Among Students in American fession.
and a minor in physical educaColleges and Universities.Three
tion.
Annie Belle Jones of Ellendale,
Tenn., is preparing herself to
teach small children by majoring
in elementary education and minoring in Spanish.
William Walker, from Detroit,
is editor of the Lanite, and plans
to enter the ministry after furthBy EDGAR T. STEWART
rate robbed any ship that came er preparation in divinity school.
along. The word seems to have Daniel White,- who hails from
• Present day cold wars a re originated as means of classi- Kansas City, Mo., plans to enter
/tone by way of comparison with fying these Englbb sea robbers a medical school next Fall. He
the undeclared hostilities of the who preyed upon the Spanish is president of the Student Assn.
16th and 17th Centuries. Now ships of that day.
they use propaganda, economic FLED THE ARMADA
*auctions, etc. Then they used Francis Drake, the first Englishbuccaneers.
man to sail around the world was
. The popular and dictionary be a buccaneer. In fact it is said
lief is that buccaneer is only an- he was fleeing from the Spanish
other name for pirate or sea rob- Armada when he made his historber. However strictly speaking, ic trip.
there is a difference. The bucSometimes buccaneers degenercaneer robbed Oa, ships of coun- ated into pirates. Orake however
• • ••
• • • •• • • •
tries hostile to his own. The piremained a buccaneer and was
••• • • • •••
•
•
•
•
• • •• • • •
•
knighted by Queen Elizabeth I
• • • ••• • •••••
zid • • • • • • • • • • • • •
They did not consider themsleves
•• ••• • •• • • • • •
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE — Ne• • • • • ••• • •• ••• •
outlaws, just irregular forces.
• • • • • • •• • • • • • •
Both buccaneers and pirates gro March of Dimes leaders will
•• •• ••• ••••••• • •
• • • • • • • • •• • • • • ••
sometimes helped nations to fight. meet Dec. 4-7 at Tuskegee, Ala.,
•• ••• • ••••••
•••
The pirate, Jean Lafitte, helped
0 • ••• • • • • ••• • ••••
• • • • • • • • ••••• ••••
the Americans in the battle of to draft plans for the 20th annual
•• • • • • • • • • • • •••••
•••• •
• • • ••• •• •••
New Orleans during the War of polio drive Jan. 2-31, a spokes• • • • • II • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • •• • • • • •• •• • •••
man for the National Foundation
1812.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • •
The 60 members of the Lane
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •
for Infantile Paralysis announced
eollege verse speaking choir were
•• • • ••• • • • • • • • • ••
•• •• •••• • • • • • • ••
last week.
very happy to join other groups
• • • ••••• • • • • • ••••
Volunteer leaders from County
•• • •• •••• • • • • •• •
on the campus in observing the
• •••• • • •• ••• • • •
campaign organizations in North
Thanksgiving holidays.
••••••• • •••••••
•
•• • •• • • •• • •••• •
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, VirThe speaking choir Plardled two
••• •••• • • • • • ••
Prices
ginia, Niro Carolina, South Caroli• • • • • • • •• •• ••
• • • • • • • • • • ••
Food
shoppers
na,
District
will
find
of
Columbia,
West
broilers,
VirTuesday evening, Nov. 1.3, the
•• • •• • • • •••
• • • •• • •••
members entertained invited pork and turkeys and a wide ar- ginia and Detroit will meet Wed••• • • • •
••••
guests at a Pre-Thanksgiving par- ray of fruits and other foods plen- nesday and Thursday, (Dec. 4-5).
ty. Festive decorations for the so- OM and at lower prices during Campaign officials from South
cial was very colorful. Tasty re- December, Leo W. Smith:, heed Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee,
freshments were ser% ed buffet of the U. S. Department -of Agri- Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma and
culture's Food Distribution divi- Louisiana will meet Friday and
lityV
Saturday. (Dec. 0-7).
Following this gala affair, the sion announced this week.
Only half as many filter traps in the other
You can see the difference in the Viceroy
"It is estimated that one in three
choir presented "A Portrait of Broiler production, Mr. Smith
Iwo largest-selling filter brands! These sim.***
tip! It gives you twice as many filter traps as
Thanksgiving" during the Wednes- said, is continuing at a high level, of the 300,000 persons alive today
plified
,
drawings
dramatize
the
s
difference
the other two largest-selling filter brands!
day chapel program. The presen- and because of the heavy sup- who have had paralytic polio could
between
Viceroy
and
ordinary
tips:
Only
plies
still
benefit
Yes,
there are 20,000 filter traps in every
will head the list of the
from modern rehabtation was given in both words and
viceroy gives you 20,000 filter traps, for
Viceroy tip-20,000 filter traps, for that
music. The following students were Southeast's most plentiful food ilitation."
that smoother taste!
Actual phorooncrograpli of
Feature speakers at Tuskegee
smoother taste!
supported by the speech choir in supplies.
ordinary filter 3totion.
this program: James Matthews,' Pork supplies are also increas- will include George Voss, National
Jackson, Tenn.; Thomas Pillows,. ing as a result of the seasonal in- Director of chapters for the NaMemphis, Tenn.; Ann Ballard,' crease in hog marketing, and tional Foundation for Infantile
Jackson, Tenn.; Erma Gloss, since there is a sizeable holding Paralysis; Robert Bucraw, NorthJackson, Tenn.; Ruby Iverenson, of turkeys in cold storage, eastern regional director; Dr. HerNew York City; and John Bowen there will be a generous supply bert T. Wagner, Medical Consultof .holiday .birds on the market. ant: Wallagse Edgerton, Southeastat the organ from Memphis..
Fruits and other foods which ern regional director and Anne
On Thanksgiving day, the choir
broadcast over radio Station W. the official sass will by plenti- Campbell Starke, Detroit ChairJ. A. K., preSenting again "A Por- ful during the month of Decem- man for the Mothers' March on
trait of Thanksgiving," for the ra- ber include apples, winter pears. Polio.
dio audience. The verse speaking, oranges, grapefruit, cranberries.
choir is directed b./ Mrs. M. G. dates, canned and frozen peas.
dry pinto he
s and blacke‘e
Musgrove.
peas. Almonds and filberts head
• the list of plentiful nuts which
will be, available during the yearend season.
WASHINGTON — (INS) — Rep
Brooks Hays (D) Ark., said Little
Rock is looking forward eagerly
Compare! Only Viceroy gives
RICHMOND, Va. — Observing
for "complete stabilization" of its
the theme "Achieving an Improv-I L
. B.
you 20,000 filter traps—twice as
school integration crisis at Central
ad Quality (if Education," t h c,
many
as the other two largestHigh school.
24th annual conference of t h e
selling filter brands for that
Hays told newsmen after an
Atifeciation of Cclleges and Sec.' SPRINGFIELD — Louis B.
endary Schools will be held here Christopher, 444 E. 45th Pl., was hour luncheon meeting with Presismoother taste!
December 34o'6, at Ceharn Hall, , admitted to the bar of the State dential Assistant Sherman Adams
that
he
doubts
whether
of Illinois at ceremonies before
Virginia Union univm.sliy,
anyone
Plus—finest-quality leaf
:'Se Supreme Court he last week. knows when Arkansas national
tobacco, Deep-Cured for extra
C`tristopher. who received his guardsmen can be withdrawn from
THE LONMNES HOUR
smoothness!
lgisbel Mastro a n d The Sym: bachelor of laws degree from the Little Rock's Central High school
Pbenette are joined by piano solo- John Marshall Law School in June, area,
Get Viceroy! 20,000 filter traps,
ist Waller Mend! .or a perform- is a p duate of Englewood high
Hays said he saw Adims prinfor the smoothest taste of all!
ance of the first movement of I school and attended Chicago cipally to seek backing for money
Rubenstein's Piano Concerto in Teachers college and Roosevelt for Arkansas River Dam projects,
D minor on CBS Radio's "The university pc Jr to entering John but that the school situation was
AND ...VICEROY GIVES YOU ONLY GOLDEN BROWN TOBACCO,
Longines Hour" Sunday, Dec. i at arshall to study law.
discussed during the course of the
DEEP-CURED THROUGH AND THROUGH FOR EXTRA SMOOTHNESS!
2:00-2.55 p m • EST. Guest soloist
meeting.
with The Chorailiers. conducted by
Minneapolis — Americans use
Eugene Lowell, is bass i.konard about 136 pounds of wheat flour
A railrned trestle a,ross Great
Stokes.
per capita each year.
Salt lake is 30 miles long.
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